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Preface

This volume presents the proceedings of a conference on "Creating
o

Conditions for Effective Teaching," held 'at the Center for Educational

Policy and'Management, University 9,f Oregon, on July lt'and 18, 1981.

The conference was supported in part by funds from the National Institute

of Education. It markedthe culmination of twoyears of revising the Center's

research mission and reorganizing its research programs.' During that

time, a number of development's took place that the conference sought

to integrate andsummarize:

1. Several new research'projectt were funded, or approved'for fu nding
in the areas of collective bargaining, administrator-teacher
work relationships, andinservice education, among others.

2. A paper, "Lining E ducati;hal Policy and Management with Student
Achieyement," was written settinglorth a new paradigm for research
at CEPM.

3. Additional conceptual papers were 'written on the ,impact onschool
administration of recent history in law and, regulation, professional
organization, and community activism.-

4. At CEPM, working teamsof researchers, practitioners, andpolitically-
active citizens were drafting a strategy for making research more -
relevant and useful to-current issues, in educational, policy and
management.

5. CEPM was extending its network of colleAgues at other R & D
institutions around the nation.

The 1981 confprence, which we hope to be the first of many, focused, on school

conditions that inflUeR0 teaching effectiveness and administrators'

discretionary dpportunities to improve those conditions.

Three formal sessions were conducted that correspond to the three segments

of the Center's research paradigm which is displayed on the following page.

These sessions'dealt.with conditions of effective teaching, aajinistrative

influence on those conditions, and role perceptions of ,administrators that
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may' impede attempts at such inflUence. A fourth session was devoted to
.

summarizing the conference andits%fibplications for school improvement:

The first session, "Professional Development: Implications of

Teacher Effectilgiess Research," grew out of the paradigm's segment on teaching

and learning as stfuctured interaction.. Research on direct ingtructIonal

techniques, such as the University of Oregon's DISTAR program, and on

effective teaching in general, such as the Beginning Teacher Evaluation
N,0

Study, has convinced usthat'school'productivity can rise with systematic
.

improvement of certain teacher performance variables: Efforts to induce

such improvement, and school conditions that canliinder such improvement,

are therefore of gre-at interest. We posed fodr,uestions for this session:,

1. 'What suggestions can researchers give to administrators /'
about effective teaching?

2. How can teachers be persuaded and prepared to use effective
teaching techniques (e.g., direct instruction)?

3. How should. professional development activities be organized?

4. ,What role should administratOs'play in such activities?,,4

CEPM commissioned a paper'for-this session from Jane Stallings, who

at the Stanford Research Institute conducted a widely-known evaluation study

of,Follow Through programs that gave high marks to direct instructional

programs. Stallings is now director of the Teaching end Learning Institute

in Mountain View, California-,.where she had developed teacher inseripice

education program's that improve practice in secondary school remedial'

reading classes. From her experience, she draws a number of implications

foe administrators who wish to facilitate improvement of teacher practice.

We asked three people to comment on Stallings' paper: William Cooley,
7
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professor of education at the Uni;jersity of. Pittsburgh and director of

evaluation studies at the Learning Research and Development Genter; Robert

Slavin, research scientist at the Center for Social.Organization of Schools,
c

Johns Hopkins University and Richard Hersh, former director of teacher

education and' present Assoc iate Pftvost for Research at the University"

of Oregon. For each of the sessions, the reactors! comments, edited and

abridged, follow the formal presentation.

The second session, "InstrUctipnal Leaderthip: Implications of Collec-

tive Bargaining, Research," was suggested by the paradigm's middle segment,

which. emphasizes the problematic inflifoCe of administrators on teacheri'
\

wk.WhileStallingssuggestshowaclmietrators can facilita te improved

instruction; this portion of the paradigm plores how administrators can

influence teachers level pfeffort. Recent qebates about the iimportance

of strong administrative leadership for school effectiveness make it critical
,

to identify barriers-to le adership, and collective bargaining has been

--thought to pose such a barrier. Hence, we posed the following questionsfor

this session:

1.. What do we. know ahnut attempts of administrators to
,supervise teaching work?

2. How is collective bargaining, especially contract language,
.affecting such attempts?

3. -Where are teachers likely to turn fOr instructional leadership
in the future (e.g., colleagues, professional associations)?

4. What is the prognosis for teaching effectiveness under these
Conditions?

The commissioned paper for this session is by Susan Moore Johnson,'a

researcher at the Harvard Graduate School of Edication. Johnson's case.

iv
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studies of school-by-school variation in districts operating under .

collective 'bargaining agreements emphasize the range of administrative

discretion and teacher responses to galls for increased effort. The three

reactors.for this session were'Elizabeth Cohen, professor of education

and sociology at Stanford University and researcher atthe Center for .

Educational Research at Stanford; Charles Clemans, superintendent of
;

schools in Oregon City, Oregon, and a member of CEPM's committee on tegal-
I

editinistrative processes; and Randall Eberts, professor of'economics at the

University of Oregon and researcher on collective bargaining at CEPM.
.

Session III, "District Insbyttional Policy: ITplications of School

Governance Research," addressed the left most segment of the paradigm, which

situates administrative discretion in the problematic,context of district4

policy formation processes and the environmental' forces impinging thereon.

.
Evidence of loose coupling of district policy and classroom instruction ,

has been found recurrently in recent organizational.research in education.
4

Moreover, school districts have not.been found to.bereiponsive to disaffected:

clients, although there sears to be a vague and general congruence of

values between school administratorstand their constituencies. Dissociated

and ambiguous instructional policy might handidap the efforts of teachers and

administrators to improve instruction discussed in Sessions I and II. Further-,

more, policy that ignores community criticism or comment would'seemto

expose schools to a deterioration of community resources and support for the

instructional program. With pese thoughts in mind, we posed the following

questions. for this session:

1. What influence do community groups and individuals have
on distritt instructional policy?
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. 2. What congruence or conflict exists between district
interests.in instructional-program stability and respon-
siveness to community preferences? )

3. How does - district governance affect administrators' efforts-
at professional development and. instructional leadership?

4. Is the policy formation process a productive'fbcus for efforts .

to-fmmoteschool instructional outcomes?-

Rather
. , ..

tan commission a n------ a per-for this session,

'Zeigler,'

sion,
. --

.

Zeigler,-professor of political science at the Univet;sity

we 'asked Harmon

--76f-Oregon1151_

-----
researcher on conflict management at CEPM, to describe some of his recent

research'on district responsiveness and On educational administrators'

perceptions of conflict. -His text is a recent research report, "A-Comparison,
.

of the Source and Substance of Conflict in Educational and Municipal Governance,"

-submitted to the-National Institute of Education. In these proceedings, we

include an edited version of his actbal remarkg. rather than the'research

report itself. Zeigler focuses on the contrast tetween the highlj conFlictual

world of the city manager and the perceived placidity of the_school admini-

strator'S world. ,,,Reactdi's to Zeigler's presentation were Betty Jane Narver,

research associate at the University-of.Washington's.Graduate School of

Public Affairs and affiliateof Seattle's-Citikens' Education Center

Northwest; Milbrey Wallin McLaughlin, research scientist at the Rand

Corporation, Santa Monica, California, where she was a principal investigator

of the study, "Federal Programs Supporting-Educational Change"; and James

C

.Kelly, professor of psychology at the,Bniversity" of Otegon and coauthor of

a pdOer commissioned by CEPM on "Community Influence on Schools and Student

Learning."

For the final session of the conference, CEPM asked three researchers

characterized by the breadth of their knowledge of schools to summarize

the main points of the conference proceedings and.to suggest future actions,..

.

3.
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by CEPti ,tO improve the paradigm,' improve research conducted at CEPM, and

bring research to bear on school impropment efforts. Discussants. included

Daniel Duke, formerly professor of education at Stanford University and

about to assume the directorship of the new program in educational admini-
e

stration.at Lewis and Clark College, Portland, Oregon; Harriet Doss Willis,
Cr.

vice-president ior programs-at CEtIREL, a regional laboratoryop St. Louis,

Missouri; and W.W. Charters, Jr., professor of education at the Univ*ersity

of Oregon and researcher at *COM. Edited and abridged transcripts of their

Comments are presented..

We wish to take this opportunity to thank all of the conference .

participnts once again'. Their contributions exceeded our charge to then.
4..

They came-not only to speak'but also to listen. One of the most encouraging

aspects of the conference was the degree to which researchers and educators

from disparate backgrounds found that they had something to learn from one -----

another..

The editort of these proceedings wish, also to acknoril edge the pain-
-

.staking work of Terri Williams in preparing transcripts, of session comments

from tapes of varying quality and of Sissel Lemke -in typ.ing the edited 0

comments. In addition, we are indebted to CEPM faculty and research assistants

who helped to summarize the small group discussions: Jane Arends, Meredith

Gall, DOuglas Carnine, Mary AnnCarmack, Bruce Bowers, Carolyn Lane, .

Lynde Paule, Wayne PP:loverand Michael Pearring. Finally,' credit belongs

to RoberstMattson, director of CEPM, for his support and encouragement

of this event.'

vii
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Session f

What Research Has to Say to Administrators of. Secondary Schools
About Effective Teaching and Staff Development

Jane Stallings

Seldom before in the history of education have school administrators

been confronted with such a combination of problems that include,dwindling

student pipulations, decreasing budgets, decreasing test scores, increasing

community expectations and collective bargaining. Since most. administrators

in schools today,were trained in the 1940's, 1950's.and 1960's, little of

their formal' education provided methods for solving thest problems..'While

there is a burgeonjng fiody of research on effcctive Classroom teaching there

has been very igttle research to guide effective school practices and policies.

Studies of school program in the late 1960's and early 1970's concluded that

compensatory education money spent to'provide better libraries, laboratories,

school services-and staff training did nothing to improve the achievement

level of,students (Coleman, 1966; Herrnstein, 1971; Jencks, 1972; Mosteller

and Monynihah, 1972). In fact, by the mid-seventies test scores had plummeted

to'an all time low even for college bound high school students. Another

segment of the high school population had not even mastered functional,

skills in reading, writing and computation. High schools in the 1970's in-
.

41erited froM the elementaryschools extensive remediation problems resulting

in part from the general practice of passing students along to the next grade

regardless of academic achievement. Ultimately the secondary schools have

borne the heaidest indictment for graduating incompetent students.

Parents in several sections of the country sued school districts for not

AO
providing adequate schooling. The response of 47 states has been to enact

y1 L

4 i4
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legislation requiring students to 'pass minimum standards for graduation.

In many states this legislation includes provisions for, classes to remediate

secondary students.

Research in Secondary Schools

Research during the 1970's in elementary and secondary schools does

provide some guidance for effective practice. Essentially, researchers

observed in samples of classrooms and identified how teachers organized

their workand how they spent their time in classrooms where students made

achievement gains. The following sections report findings from tudies of

secondary classrooms and schools.

Clarity in First Day Organization and Planning

Work by Carolyn Evertson (1979) focused upon first-day organi

102 junior high school English and math classrooms. .Several characteristics

differentiated more and less effective teacher-managers. In diassrooMs where

,4t

there was less strident misbehavior and more student gain through the year:

1) Teachers made rules, consequences and procedures clear
on the first day. This included teachers monitoring the
students and following through with consequences for those

who did not comply.

2) Teachers established a system of student responsibility and
accountability for work on the first day.

3) Teachers were skillful in $ganizing several instructional

activities.

The Element of Time and Students on Task

A study by Stallings, Cory, Fairweather and Needels (1978), illuminated

a 'limber of instructional strategies that are effective in teaching basic

skills in secondary schools. These include management of class time,

'interactive instruction, and focus of instruction.

15
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Management of Time

In 14 schools the length of the class period ranged from 40-55 minutes.

Such time differences were not related to gain An reading. Student learning

depended upon how the available ,time was-Used. In classrooms where teachers

were efficient in making assignments and allocating materials there was more
,

time available for instruction and students gained more in reading. It'is

important to start on time and continue until the closing bell rings. The

distribution,of time across several activities during the class period was also

an effective strategy foe keeping stude on task. Effective teachers

who helped secondary students who read at the 1st to 4th-grade level gain

up to two gradelevels in one school year distributed time in the.4

following way:

Instruction-giving examples, explanations, linking
to student experience 16%

Review, discussion of seatwork and story content 12%

Drill and practice to help memorize , 4%

- Oral reading:in small groups 21%

Silent reading 9%

Written assignments 4%

The percentage of time allOCated to each of these activities varied

across classrooms according to the achievement level of students. In-

terestingly, an ample amount of oral.read4ng was helpful for Vlie low

achieving students, but was not so important for students achieving abvt

the 4th -grade level. The oral reading was handled through lessons where ,

vocabulary had been carefully developed, an where teachers helped students
.4

develop work concepts within a small, group setting of students with similar

reading skills. Students who are operating at this level need to hear and say
a
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the words as well as read and write the words. These students can usually

pronounce or sound out words but often do not understand words in the context

<

of a story. Secondary students! comprehension scores are often lower than

their vocabulary scores. Oral reading allows' the teacher to hear the

students' reading prOblems, ask clarifying questions, provide explanations

to help students cOmprehend new words, and link the meaning to students'

prior experience or knowledge.

tudents who were in classrooms'where slight or no gain was made spent

more time than other students-on-written assignments,28%) and.silent.reading

(21%). They hAd less instruction,discussion/review, and drill/practice.

Some of these students were assigned' to spend entire periods. wolling in

,
'workbooki with very little instruction from the teacher. Such dlassrooms,

often-registered more student misbehaxioe'S' 'Students with reading voblems

are likely to have shorter attention spans indthe opportunity to be involved

in several activities during one class period seemed to help these students

stay,on-task. (See Appendix A for theserdata.)

Interactive Supportive yistruction

During the study of how teachers allocated time to various classroom

activities it became clear that teachers who were interactive in their,

teaching style had students who'achieved more in reading. This,interactive

style inclutiid:Proyiding oral instruction for new work, ditCUssing And re-
.

viewing students' workproviding drill and practice, asking questions,

acknowledging correct responses and supportively correcting wrong responses.

It was important that teachers try to include all students in class-

?

room discusslons,and review sessions. The effective teachers did not call upon

volunteers but rather called upen4a particular student. When volunteers

are solicited, the same people take part each day and many students may not 4

17
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be involved at all. then calling a student Ioy name it is important to

ask a question at a level where ttNstudeni is-most likely to be successful.

However,,if the,student-gives an incorrect response it is important that the

instructor stay With that student and rephrase the question or give a clue

so'that the student can succeed and_give a correct answer.. A wrong answer

Can provide an opportunity for the teacher to:tlarify and reteach4 if

7necessary. It is important in secondary remedial classrooms that wrong

responses are handled in supportive manner since research indicates these

students do not thrive on demeaning experiences of failure.

This interactive type of instruction_is tmportant when teaching subjects

other than remedial reading. Tom Good (1980) found junior high school

students learned more mathematics in cfassrooms where eachers were active

.
.

,

in their instruction. These teachers made assignments and provided information

in a clear manner. They asked students appropriate quettions and provided

immediate feedback to student responses. Unfortunately may teachers of

general.math students are not active in their teaching style. In a study of

math gdsses in 11 schools; Stallings and Robertton (1979) found that teachers

more often told general math students to do written workbook assignments

in class and less often gave them instruction or review of seatwork thin they
. .

did students inAeometry or calculus classes (See,Appendix B). In classrooms

where students are more involved more achievement occurs. Students in'

general matt; or pfe-algebra were off-task significantly more often than

were students in algebra II, geometry, or calculus classes.

Eleven of the,teachers in the study were obt-erved in both lower and

advanced math classes. When.the observaticnsof the teachers Were compared,

we found the sada teCher would be active with advanced classes'ind not

18
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active with"the lower classes. These lowachieving students need instruction

e frOth teachers to stay on task. programmed workbooks will not help them s 7

learn the mithematicarelationships necessary to cope in life. A teacher

can see in students' faces whether or not they understand. A teacher can

select andther example from the students' background and explain it on the

"chalkboard. The most important finding in this research is ttiat teachers

need to actively teaCh.- The advanced classes received= active instruction

and the less able students in general science classet received workbook

assignments. This is not effective instruction for low achieving students.

Relationships similar to those described in mathematics classes were found

-", in general science' an0 physics classes.

Focus of Instruction

If teachers are interactive in their instructional style', to whom should

they focus their instruction': individuals, small groups, or the total group?

During the last decade considerable energy has been directed toward the

development of individualized programs. Federal, state and local funds have

been spent to develop programmed reading, mathematics and science books.

All of these programmed materials, were aimed at providing children With

activities in which they could progress-at'their own rates. It was assumed

that if students were working at their own pace through a series of sequential

exercises, learning would occur - -,it did for some students and not -for others.

In general, there has been a great disillusionment with individualized

instruction. Some students learn best when new-information is presented

,
'to a small group of students who-are operating at a similar pace (Stallings,

e.

1975; Stalling's, Needels and Stayrook, 1979). Learning Occurs when students
5 t.

o.
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read aloud, and hear others ask questions and regpond. Hearing and speaking .

as well as.reading' and writing helps students integrate.and retain information.
0

Individualized programs based almost totally on'wokbooks,do not allbw for

this type of group learning.

At a conference sponsored by the National Institdte of Education regarding

instructional dimensions, sixty teachers discussed their experience 'with and

attitudes towards individualized instruction. Teachers reported that in most

ipdividua)ized programs they felt relegated to being record keepers. Where

workbooks werA relied upon to ?rovide instruction for students, teachers felt

unable.to integrate the students' learning (Amarel and Stallings, 1978). It

appears,that students need interactions with teachers. A f -acher can develop

concepts with a group and can chnge examples or illustrations to coincide

with the group's batkground experince. If students do not understand, the ,

teacher can find yet another example. Books or machines do not do that} Books

or machines provide opportunities to practice and reinforce' what teachers are

teaching, bdt research suggests they are not sufficient to provide the

instruction that studentg need (Stallings, 1975). Principals can support. _-

well-focused instruction, interactive teaching and effective useof time by

making teachems:wre of these findings and providing appropriate inservice

training.

School Policies Related to Effective Instruction in Basic Skills

'Student outcomes have been found to be related to effective claSiroom.

practices which are sometimes dependent upon school practices and policies.

Rutter (1980), found that secondary student achievement, attendance, and

tc delinquency were related to several school variables:

20
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Consistent expectations of students throughput the
. school, e.g., be on time.

Emphasize pupil's success and Oa potential,
e.g., monthly awards for achievenent,,attenoance;

. sports, drama, music. .

Communication and feedback to teachers and students
is cleat', direct, and timely.

Teachers willing to see students for personal assistance.

Curriculums planned jointly by staff acting together.

School kept in good rep.lir Oncouraged students to-respeci
surroundings and behave more appropriately).

While working with teachers to change specific behaviors, Stallings,

N NeedelS'and Stayrook (1979) found several school policy variables that

were related to student achievement gain. The include policies toward
, ..

absences, cuts'and tardiness, intrusions, assignment of teachers to classrooms,

assignment of students to classrooms, grading systems, availabilityof-student

information, reading in the content area, and parent support. All of these

-

variables can be manipulated to some degree by school principals.

Absence Rate and Tardiness

A sample of San Francisco lay Area secondary principals report that

student absences contribute significantly to theproblem of student low

achievement (Stallings and Mohlman, 1981). -In this sample, the absence rate

(which included cuts) ranged from 5% to 25 %,. This rate is higher for low

achieving students. Clearly, teachers cannot reach students who do not appear
al

in class. However, the way teachers teach in.class does have a relationship

sto student absences. In our study of teaching strategies in remedial readingNs

N,
classrooms its secondary schools, we found that students were absent less often

-40
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in classrooms where the following variables existed to a, greater degree:

Students perceived the'classroom to be a friendly place.

Students perceived some competition and high expectations.

Teachers provided ample verbal instruction.

Teachersprovided instruction to the total class. .*

.)

Students Sometimes were in leaderShip and provided information
to the class--oral reports, etc.

Students had opportunities to read aloud.

Students were absent significantly mdre often in_classromft-where the follow-

ing variables existed to a greater degree:

Students were doing written assignments in workbooks the
majority of class time.

Students were reading siilently the majority of class time.

, . .

Teachers were doing management tasksQ-grading papers, making
'-lesson plani, keeping records--and were not involved with students
the majority of class time. ,t,k.

. . .

Students were being disciplined for disruptive behavior.,
..,

Absen0 rate and tardiness needs to be brought under control at the

school level as: well as'at the classrodt level.. Some of the techniques

schools have successfully -used,are the following:
1

.

In many families both'parents work. Call at night
(7:00 -°9:00 P.M.) to report absent or tardy student3.
This requires volunteers or payment ftsomeone to
call consistently. One school that had a 25% absentee
rate dropped this to 12% within aline-month period.

The clergy in one school district volunteered two hours
each morning. They greeted tardy students and called the
parents at home or at work to report tardy or absent
students. This school reduced a rate of 40% absent to 15%
absent within the school year.

Students.who cut ,classcr were tardy accumulateatime
that had to be made up by assisting the school custodian
clean the grounds and lavatories at lunch time, after
school, or on Saturday mornings. This school's absence
rate dropped from 15% to 9%.

a.

9 0
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To reduce absenteeism and tardiness it Is necessary to have a stated

( school policy with all of tht penalities for non-complianpe made very

clear to students, parents and staff. Consistency in follow:up of non -com-

pliance is the key to reducing-illegal cuts and tardiness. If some members

follow the school policy and others do -not, students will spend a lot of

effort trying to find where the Ibules can be bent. Sometimes principals have

to. reprimand a teacher or staff member for being too lax with tardy students

and not supporting the school policy. Clarity and consistency. -seems to be

,thekey to solving this problem.

Intrusions

Research by Stallinge,-Needels,and-Stayrook (1979) indicates that

classrooms having more intrusions from the outside--e.g.,.iannou'ncements- on

the intercom, requests for students to leave the room, tardy stu4pRts

coming into the room--have students who makeless gain in basic reading

skills. Other school personnel (counselors, school, paper editors,

drama coaches, physical education coaches, music directors, detention
fel

officers) meynot appreciatd-how difficult it is to get a classroom of

Tow ability students on-tasl'and productiye, and how easy it is for them

to get off-task. When interruptions.are allowed-during class time it

implies to the student that what is occurring in the classroom lacks value.

School admin4trators can establish clear guidelines about the sacrosanct

nature of classroom teaching, i.e., if we are serious about teaching basic

skills, no one disturbs a teacher when class is'in session. Nothing less
e

than a cataclysmic event should stop the teacher in progress. Some admini-

strators allow 10 minutes for announcements at the beginning of the day

rather than make announcements at random. One classroom in our study had 20

23
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intrusions during a 45-minute period. Clearly it is difficult to accomplish

academic tasks in such an environment.'

Assignment of Classrooms to Teachers -

This-research indicates that remedial reading students make more

gain where teac,hers have permanent classrooms. Teachers of basic skills need

to be able to arrange a reading environment Wiere student growth'charts can

be kept on the wall so thit students can keep trac'' of their progress.

Teachers need to have diagnostic and prescriptive materials at their fingertips

and many high interest books at the right,reading level. Teachers *lc have to
T.

shift from one classroom to another cannot achieve an environment .conducive to

-developing basic skills.

The rooms need to be large so that students can be arranged in groups

whenever small group instruction is 'needed. The research indicates that

working in small groups is beneficial to, those students in secondary

classrooms who are reading at below the fourth-grade level.

. Assignment of Students to qassrooms

Students who require remediation make more progress in classrooms

where the students are more homogenebusly grouped. In the study

previously cited, students achieving below grade four who made gains were,

in classes averaging 18 students (See Appendix A). The classes witli students

achieving between the fourth-and.sixth-grade averaged 21 students and classes

with. students achieving above the sixth-grade averaged 26 students. These

data suggest that students who are achieving at a lower level shoqld be placed -

in smaller classes ihanistudents who achieve at a higher level,

Classrooms of 40 students with one, or more aides assisting the teachers

are still good situations for the-reMedial student. These students tend

24.
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to be distractible and the more bodies there are, the more distradtions

there are to filter out4

4

Theseodata do not advocate tracking but they do suggest that smaller

classes and somoOlomogeneous groUping ar&9nore effective for basic skills

classes.

Grading Systems

A variable grading system needs to be established for the repedia).

classes.' Students who have a history of failure thrive best when they

experience dajly success, for example, in programs. that are set up to allow

these studentsto make daily gains and achieve 80% to 100% correct scores on

their exercises. .These. students will be overwhel6ed with a sense of failure

if they still receive a 0 or F on their report cards because they are still

below, grade level. Some teachers tried to console their students by saying

that 'a 90 %'F is not as bad. as a 30%' F. 'However, any F means failure to students'

and parents and may discourage students -from trying further. In view of this,

several'Icessible alternative procedures are proposed.
S

Identify the course by name as a basic skills course for-
ifilprovement in reading and give A, B, C, 0, or F on the
basis of the student's progress inthe' course. For example,

a 10th-grade student,who tested at the 2nd-gradelevel of

reading when. the coursd began. and progressed to the 5th -grade

l.evel made excellent progress. This studentreceived an A for
tnprervement even though he or she is still below rade level.

Variable credit could be earned on' the basis of productivity.
In a five-credit course,students who complete one-half of the
work in a semester might receive two and one-half credits of C
work rather than failing to receive any.credit and receiving
an F. Some students learn more slowly than others but they
can, and do, learn if givenadequate time. "Faster is not

necessarily better," says Benjamin Bloom (1976).

c

" systems where the previous two suggestions are not used,
E, S, or N might be used to show when excellent, satisfactory,
or no progress has been made.

25 49
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Changing from one grad4,ng system to another is a difficult task that

requires' parent support as well as school staff support. A year Of school

planning and Consulting with school systems using these systems should be

_allowed.

Student Information

Altnough teachers need informatidn about students' reading prOblemt and

their readingevellt the time classes are assigned, most teachers surveyed
.

,

do not have student information easily available. Teadhers feel thattheir

ability to select materials based upon student needs mild be increased if

at leatt the reading levels 'of students were printed on t e class lists.
0

To'get the reasling Scores, teachers must go through the counselors'

files and record the datacavailable for each of the 100-150 students in their
4

classes. This requires 5-10 minutes per student. After searching for the

records, they may find that test Information is notitailable for many

students. The testing program is particularly lax in many secohdary,schools.

Often the test data are several years old and transfer students may not have

any records available until the middle or the end of the semester.

In the pest we have been reluctant to make test scores easily available

to teachers, believing this information might prejudice teachers' attitudes

toward students. However true this might be for other subject areas, it
tk

should not apply tb the teaching of basic reading skills. Here the teachers
0

need all the information they can get. While reading grade level i s' not suffi-,

cieht information, it will help in understanding the range of student abilities.

More student information is needed since secomary students. who have is

history of failure in reading are likely to have some perceptual, physidal
;

or emotIonal problems in addition to problems of encoding, decoding,' and

comprehension.' There are some group tests developed by the Cincinnati

4
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School District that contribute this type of student informatth (See

4

Reference Notes).

A strong case. can be made for provid;ng secondary teachers of reading

with inservice workshops on how to diagnose reading problems and prescribe'

corrective treatment. Workshops on how to use these kinds of materials should

be conducted in the summer so that teachers can - diagnose the problems of their

,students during the first week. of school. Inome school districts this is

accomplished by having Students stari3schoof,several days after the teachers

start in the fall. The students who'need reitiedjatiOn would be scheduled for

diagnostic testing' during the first few days- and the teachers could select

an appropriate program before school starts.

Reading in the Content Area

Teachers-who must-try to teach reading in_the content area need

textbooks that provide similar information at different reading levels.' Most

often such materials are not available. In that case the teacher has several

.zoptions:

Teachers may attempt to write thOir own materials for
the students with low reading ability. Several teachers

could share this responsibility.,,

Teachers may try to locate or develop audio tapes of
the textbook (the state produced some of these for use

with the blind).

Teachers may make extra effort to develop frameworks
so thatstudents can comprehend the key concepts.

In any case, the administrative staff needs to convene cross-department

meetings to discuss and make clear a policy regarding reading in the content

,area. If the problem is not dealt with, many spdents who are bright but have

low reading ability may be penalized unfairly and not receive the information

in social studies, science and gath that is necessary to cope in our society.

*/
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Parent Su',

Administrators can create an atmosphere where parents feel needed

tohelp in their child's education--not only to work on school committees,

bMt to really assist their child to learn required Some skills
o

simply'need more drill or practice,. and some ideas,may need discussion.

Research on the effect of'parents' school involvement reports a

positive relationship with the children's_progress under the following

. conditions

The parents are giVen specific tasks to do with the
.children. For example, they-receive materials and
directions for helping children at home (Corno, 1978).

In programs where the parents receive training from.school
personnel to help their children, as well as receiving
materials, the children make progress (Gordon, 1969).

Administrators can make a policy that guides teachers'to elicit

positive, active parental supporf-for-their child's edudation. If teachers..

can use the parents as a source of energy to help children learn, it could

. lighten the teacher's load. It is important that parents and teachers feel

that they are striving together toward a common goal.: to help the student

learn necessary $kills. GiVen the large number of two-parent working

'families some schools have arranged for evening meetings with parents.

in this instance, counselors or teachers might be given school day release

-time.

Staff Development

The secondary principal is required to function as a school manager and

as a staff developer. The problem of helping teachers learn the skills

required to teach the students in cur schools today is the challenge of the

1980's.

28
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The problem in staff development in the past has not been in having too

few dollars'. The problem has been in delivering a well focused, comprehensive

program that will serve the needs of children and teachers. In a study of 20

Teacher Corps sites it appeared that there wa's little overlap among the cate-

gorical programs. Seldom did the personnel from Teacher Centers, Teacher 'corps

or other categorical aid programs coordinate project planning for teachers

and students. 'Teachers ;In the-echools reported that the activities of

,several federal prograMs.ih a school seemed to fractionate the education of

children. Where there are severai;ttaff develOpment programs in a school

they often confpete for teachers'- -limited time. If each categoricil program

has a direcitor with his own budget, the directors are likely to think in

,

terms of the program rather than in terms of children and teachers. Isolated

/

pull-out programs seem to work to the_disadvantage of children. In Schools

where the administrator appoints pne person to coordinate the several- programs,

plans can be made as a group for the good of the children needing the services.

In the face of dwindling dollars, more than ever schools need a well-focused

comprehensive staff development program.

Choosing A Staff Development Program

-Often, principals in a district are given a budget for staff development.

This allows a given number of days for teacher release time and dollars to

attend conferences or:hire consultants to come to the school. During the past

four years of studying schools we-find that principals use these funds in very

different ways. Some principals tell their staffs that each person pn attend,

for example; two conferences. They then provide a list of conferences that are

acceptable. It is important that principals Provide for continuity or



follow-up to see how the teachers have benefitted from the conference.

If they do not, teachers will not-have the opportunity to share what they

learn with their colleagues.

-' Some of the principals used their funds to establish a school-wide

program. Forexample, all teachers would attend the Assertive Discipline

Program offered by Lee Cantor, or Tred Jones would train a group of teachers
s.

to use his classroom management techniques in his, program entitled Classroom
v.

Management Training Program: These teachers would then teach the entire staff..:

()the= Principals have bien successful in establishing Madeline Hunter's program

for classroom management. One entire high school district near our home.

base tas been trained to use the techniques offered by Sam Keimin to provide

Equal Opportunity in the Classroom (See reference notes).

Staff development makes the most difference in teacher behavior change

and student achievement when the program is schoolwide. One school in which

we work has every teacher teach at least five key words a week. These words

must be central to the course of study. The meaning and:the spelling are

taight. Misspellings are handled the same way in every.Class.( Over a two-year

pe iod, this school significantly increased their spelling and vocabulary

sco es on a standardized teStit8tallings and Mohlman, 1981).

A M del for Staff Development

Every staff development model includes a curriculum and a delivery

system, Curr -iculum means the content and delivery means where; when, how, and

number of participants. A gqod content with poor delivery, or vice versa, is

not ikely to be effective in bringing about change in teacher behavior.

The goal of the Teaching and Learning Institute's Staff Development

Program is to help teachers learn to manage their classroom time effectively.

The curriculum is based upon research findings. The delivery system is

personalized instruction and interactive small-group problem solving. The

J.
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content of the program is derived from research funded by the National

Institute of Education. The delivery system was also developed with funds

from that agency.*
\\ .

Essentially our-model codld\be called a Mastery Learning Staff

Development Model. It has componqnigdlar 'to Bloom's Mastery Learning
t

ModelBloom 1976).

Pretest
Observe teachers
Assess what is. needed from teacher observation profiles
Start whe'r'e they are

a

Inform
Link theory, practice and teacher experience
Provide practical examples from classrqpm situations

Organize and guide practice
Provide conceptual-units of behaviors to change
Support and encourage behavior change
Assess and provide feedback
Help integrate into scheme'

Posttest
Observe teachers
Provide feedback to teachers
Provide feedback to trainers

The key featUres are to: state the objective of the staff development

program; select or develop instruments that will measure the behavior of

interest; observe and or test teachers to see how they are implementing the

instructional strategies before the intervention; provide the intervention;

observe the teachers; and measure the behavior change.

Using that model in a quasi-experiment (Stallings, Needels and Stayrook,

1979), treatment teachers implemented 2 out of 31 variables, by the end of

*The early research was carried out at SRI International to Menlow Park,
California.
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the school year and their students gained more in reading than.did a control

group ofstudents. (See Appendix C for a description of the workshops.)

Teachers to,Use Effectiie Techniques

To Oroyide an effective staff development cprogram for the quasi-experi7

Press rin

ment we established that the following conditions should be met:

Q Adequate time is provided to introduce the program to admini-
strators and then to teachers, and to make clear the links
between theories of, learning-and the research findings.-

. Recommtndations for behav ior change are based .upon research
findings from classrooms of students. similar to the students
in the school.

sRecommeh4ation for persOnal change are, based upon an
objective, understandable profile of each teachers'
observed behaviors. a

.t
. Teacher's' observation profiles are confidential and provide a

basis for staff development rather than evaluation.

A series of workshops will assist teachers in learning how to
- implement the recommendations.

Teachers can select: one or two of the changes recommended
on their profile of behavior to try in their classrooms the
next day.

Each week time is proyided to discuss what teachers found
they chanrand what was difficult to change.

Group sizels'iept small enough so that each teacher's problems
of implementing the recommendations can be adequately discussed
and practical suggestions can be received each week.

The training leader encourages tiacherss to share their techniques
for effectively managing time and student behavior, and for working
toward more effective administrative policies in regard to the
use of time.

P
The training :,leader is supportive of the teacher's effort to
change; and (while recognizing problems with students, parents,

and administrators) establishes a forum where solutions to the
problems will be generated rather thn just airing the problems.
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The training leader-requests teachers to'do some homework
activity to increase awareness, of the class structure, e.g.,
keeping a`seating. chant-of-to whom the teacher speaks during the

class period or of-WEich students are off-task during the
beginning,- mI'ddle, and end of period. Teachers can then
evaluate whether class activities are appropriate, or student
seating is appropriate.

The training leader acts as a role model for teachers i.e., starts
qn time, is clear in expectations, stays on-task, distributes
interactions to all participants,--is supportive and guiding,
respects confidentiality, respects individual teacher differences
(experience;-trilhing, school environment, personal attributes).

. . , .

Teachers-ariinfOrm that their behavior change wtl be
measured at the end f each semester and that only they will
receive the information.,

, -

Time, place, and length of meetings are convenieteachers.

Some type of incentive is provided: release time, stipend,
credit.

__Organizing Staff Development Activities

In organizing staff development activities it is,important,to start

. where teachers are in their development: Then link thenew information to

teachers' prior experienCes,'and provide assistance to integrate the Change.

Start Where Teachers Are and Recommend Specific Change (Pretest)

Any staff devetOpment program should have an accountability plan. It

is important to know whether teachers are implementing the program. Teachers

will differ in where they start. We found that all teachers were using some'of

the, desired behavior to an acceptable degree at the pretest. All teachers

needed toincrease or decrease some behaviors. Our objective was to help as

many teachers as possible to implement as many.. of the program variables as

poSsible. To know whether we met our objective, teacher behavior had to be

observed on a quantitative observation instrument. In a recent study of

administrative leadership style, in addition to behavior change, teachers'

feelings of efficacy were expected to change as a result of the training.

33 NV,
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Efficacy cannot be observed, therefore we used a survey instrument. The

point is, the objective of the program needs to be assessed. If stress
0

reduction is the objective - -is stress reduced? by'how much? for how long?

Inform: Link Theory, Practice and Experience'

Teachers need to knowthe what and the why. Thus, the training activities

themselves should start with linking the research finding to learning theory.

For example, Wt have a finding that Jndicates oral reading is related

to secondary students' reading gains.. Why might that be so? It is that

secondary students achieving at the lst-4th-grade reading level were the most

positively' affected by oral reading. Learning theory tells us that at that

level it is important for students to hear the words and saYthe words, as

well as write them and read them silently. Using all modalities helps inte-

grate the learning. Silent reading or filling in blanks in workboOks may

be non-learning activities. Our research suggestS that in secondary remedial

reading, classrooms. teachers should listen to the student read some of the

time. This helps teachers diagnose'reading,problems as well as providing
1/4

opportunities for students to have oral input and output.

Organie Conceptually Complete Mochles

tb
Aciiviti"s should be grouped so that they conceptually hang together

and build one upon the other. For example, planning the activities that

will occur dui.ing a class period requires teachers to efficiently take the role,

, ,/' .

make assigdpents, pass papers., and change from one activity to another. -It is

important to discuss how to effectively conduct the single components, but they' .

are handled as a complete unit.

An interactive instruction module would need to include instruction

on how to provide students with new information, link it to student backgrciund

and experience, check for understanding, reinforce right answers, positively

:34
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correct,-and-guide wrong answers to become right. This interactive jnstructiOn

module also includes making certain that all students receive some questions

and poditivesupport. Questions:should be delivered at a level that_will

. --

challenge but not overwhelm. Each module should go from the simpler aAiYities

to more complex ones all combining the what with the _2y.w1 and the how.

Follow up Training with Assessment of Change (Posttest.):

After the intervention haS'been_provided and the teachers, have'hid-the
,

lv.
opportunity to try the instructional methods in their classroans, teachers

should be observed, again. This second observation. serves a a'a posttest and

,°

provides teacher with feedback on the degree to whidh they are implementing^

the program. The posttest also provides the trainer with feedback regarding

the effectiveness of the training program.

- Our experience in training over 150 teachers of all ages and experience

range is that they can and do change behavior when given specific feedback on

*their own behavior and a guided practice period.

Summary

Some of the most important points'to emerge-from the research on effective

1,

schooling for students who must gain basic skills are:

Teachers need to be interactive and directly involved with
students to keep them on-task.

Teachers snould distribute questions to all members of the,

class and be supportive and guiding in their feedback.

a.

Teachers should offer several activities during a class period so
that students can develop listening, speaking, reading and writing
skills. This helps students integrate information.

. ,
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Teachers .need a well focused, comprehensive, continuous staff
development program to gain the skills needed to be effective,
teachers.

Schoolt should keep distractions that intrude upon.classroom time
to AThinimum-.- .

Schools should have a consistent and enforced policy for
absences,' tardiness, and misbehavior.

' Schools should gain parent participation and support.

Effective schools are a friendly place to 'be-- teachers are
available to students-schools.are,kent in good repair, student
success is recognized throughout the-school (Rutter, 1979).

Teachers need help to effectively teach the students in their classrooms.

The onus s upon school administrative staffs to select a training curriculum

that is focused upon school improvement. Further, the program should be comprehen,

sfve'and ongoing with opportunities for teachers to receive feedback on their

progress. it is important that every program should be evaluated for

effectiveness by obserying teacher behavior before and after the intervention

and then measuring teacher change. The impact upon stUdent achievement

and absence rate shotild then be evaluated. The-bulwark of publiceducation

is being challenged and it is imperative that the teachers Iniour schools

are prepared to meet that challenge.
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REFERENCE -NOTES

.1. .Assertive Discipline is done by Dr. Lee Cantor, Fremont, California.

2. ClassroomJianagemeni Training.Program Is conducted by Dr. Frederick
Jones, Santa Cruz;. California.

3. Increasing Teaching Effectiveness is a four part-workshop'series
conducted by Dr. lildeling.Hunter,Les Angeles, California.

, ,
.

4. -t Ual:0 --itiiiiitin thb ClatsrObm is done by Dr. SaM Kerman-,-the
. os,, nge,es ounty' epartmentof\rducation. The program now goes

Av a-new,naine; It is, now Called iLkpseTESAATeache,cttionsud.
:Studerit.Achievement.

, ,

5. The-Teaching and Learning Institute ;directed by Dr..Jane Stallings
is located in Mountain, View, California.

.

lia nostic Perspective Read S stem, Planning and Development Branch,
:Department of Researc an evb_opment, Cincinnati Public Schools,-1978.,

A
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APPENDIX A 4'

C.

Distribution of Time Across Activities in
Four Ability Groups in Secondary Reading Classrooms

flioup I Group'ZI _.Gioup III Group IV
(X Perdent) 0(X Percent) (X Percent) (X Percent)

_.Interactive-Cm-Task
Activitie:

, Reading aloud
Instruction -

Diioussion
Drill andPractice,,
Piaise/support,** .

Correctivt.feedbactc**

321% . 9%. 1% '1%

16 11 ( 17 10
12 5 3' . 1
4 4 4 2

19 16 7 11
20° 16 4 12

Non-Interactie On -Task .

Activ itie s: - -
N..

v *

--Classroom-management 12
Readings silently . 9 .

Written assign m ents- 4

Off-Task-Activitiliei:

Social interaOtions 5

Studenti uninvolved , t

15 17 27
16 "12 21
22 23 28

,

6 3 " 8

4 4 9

Notes: Group I--Low pretest (students at 2.5 - 3.7 grade 1% -vet)
gain: 4.8 - 5:4.

Group II--Mod pretest (students at 4.2 - 5.8 grade level)
. gain: 5.5 - 7.4.

Group 111--High pretest (students at 6.4 - 8.5 grade level)
gain 7.8 -

Group IV--No gain (students at 3.8 - 9.3" grade level)
gain'3.8 - 9.5.

= Group mean.

*These activities may occur simultandously; therefore, the sum
is.greater than 100%.

* *Thfs variable, is reported as frequency of observed occurrence,,
per 45 minute period.
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. APPENDIX B'

Percentage of Student Time Spent'in Activities for Three,

Variables

Instruction

Types of Mathematics. Classes*

. Written AssighentS

teacher Management/No
Students

Interactions

Students Uninvolved

Discipline

Type I

14. %

8. A

34. %

24. %

11. %

11. %

4. %

Type I = General math or.Pre-Algebr
0 _

Type II = Algebra I, Geometry

)

9

Type II ,Type III

25. , .% 30. %

21. % 23. %

1S. % %

20. % 15. %

13. % 13.

6. 4.

,20. % .p5 %

f.

Type III = Algebra II, Trigonometry, Calculus

* Some categories are overlapping and the columns will not sum to 100%
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Appendix C

Description of the Workshops
. \

/ Workshop 1 Provides!each teacher with a profileof his or her observed
behavior (see,Figure,C71). The observation variables are listed in the left
column. These are-Vafiables used in the study of Teaching Basic Reading
Skills in Secondary. Schools Needels and Stayrook, 1979). They
have considerable face validity which makes the findings understandable to
teachers. The fact.that the'findings were generated from, classes similar

A to tie ones in whichithe teachers were working lends credibility to the research.
The variables used in the study are very_specific and translating them into
recieidormiaWforlercis not a difficulft task. Each teacher receives

'" his/her own set of recommendations for behavior Change based upon three days
of:observation in a class of his/her choice. For example, we observed Sam

r Johet' period No. 3 prior to a series of 'inservice Workshops, He received
the behavior profile shown in Figure I. The X indicates Sam's pre-training
observation. 'The,line ,down the middle is the mean for approximately 100 classes.
Sam Jones was spending 46%,otthe class time in management tasks (see pretest

. score for the first variable). This indicates that Sam was spending approximately
one half of the class time not being involved with Students, e.g., grading
pap&S or keeping records. The mean for all teachers on this variable was'
28%. 'After interpreting the study__ findings to Sara. M Made the _recommendation
shown,in the left column. Our recommendationi was to provide more instruction,
more interaction, more feedback and less paper grading,am record keeping
during class time.

More and less Are. defined in terms of percentof-time-spent in specific
activities or in terms of frequencies-of4nteraCtions. These recommendations
are guided by the level of student achievement. To succeed, lower achieving
students require more auditory input and more oral expression that do higher
Achieving students. The data on Table C-1. are based on analysis'of variance
:comparing effective teaching processes for three levels of achievement of
secondary students and the ineffective 'teaching processes in classrooms where
students made little or no gain. .Teachers with students achieving below the
fourthgrade level will be encouraged to provide oral reading approximately
20% of the time, oral instruction approximately 16% of the time, etc. Teachers
with students achieving above the sixth grade lvel would not be encouraged
to do as much oral reading but the amount of instruction is about the same.

The remaining-Workshops in the series provide the assistance teachers
need to carry out the recommendations.

In Workshop 2 the achievement level of the students in the class chosen
for study are used to determine more exactly how students should be grouped,
how time should be spent andhow reading should be approached. Methods to
develop vocabulary and word concepts are described for each achievement group.
Science, math and social studies teachers are given practical suggestions of
how to help low achieving students develop a vocabulary to understand the key
concepts of the course content. Recommendations for assessing student reading
ability are provided. Some schools have very little easily-accessed information
for secondary students.
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Figure C-1

Teacher lame: Sam Jones

Lakewood High School,

Washington Unified School District

Less

Standard Deviations from

Mean for All Classes

Frequent

the Mean

More Frequent.
All Classes Sam's Class. ImplemeR-

Pre Post tation

2 S.D. 1 S.D. 0 1 S.D. 2 S.D.

Snapshot Variables Recommendations
,

Teacherclass manage/no students LessLess 0 X 28. 46. 07. 1
Total silent reading Less 0 08. 09. 05. VX

Total reading aloud More 0 09. 06. 29.

0 ti-XTotal mak:ng assignments OK 06. 04. 00. yr

Total instruction More O f-X 10. 18. '.13.

Total discussion

iatal_practireAtill

More

'XO'

X---.) 0 02.

01.

04.

00.

18.

00.

ge--_J
Total written assignments OK X40

,..

27. 17. 21.

Total test taking More XO 02. 00. 00.

Total social interaction Less Of 04. 15. 07.X

Total student uninvolved Less 0( 05. 15. 01. V --(1X

Total discipline OK X0 00.3 00. 00.

InteractioniViriables

Teacher to individual 'student
1

More X 0 89. 48. 113.

Teacher to groups More 13. 01. 38.X 0

Teacher to class OK 0 44. 137. 37.X

geacher'direct-question, reading More X 0 41. 23. 50.

Student response, reading More 42. 19. 43.X 0

Tetcher 'praise, support, reading More 13. 08. 34.X 0

Teacher corrective feedback More 13. 19. 53..0

All interactions/reading More 0 208. 230. 304.

All interactions /behavior OK X 06, 01. 11, ,0

All interactions /positive More X ----t. 0 04. 00. 04.

All interactions /negative OK XO 00. 00. 00.

Student comments, assignment OK ' Xf0 09. 01. 03.

All interactions/class assignment

Teacher manage class, no student

Less

Less

69.

33.

144.

73.

17.

05.

0

0(

X

w, A

X = Pre-Training Observation

0 = Post-Training Observation PROFILE OF tAM JONES' PRE- AND POST-TRAINING OBSERVATIONS
Direction of change

= Correctly Implemented %
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'Table C-1

DISTRIBUTION OF TIME ACROSS ACTIVITIES IN
FOUR ABILITY

Interactive On-Task
Activities
Reading aloud
Fnstruction
Discussion

.

GROUPS

%.

IN SECONDARY READING CLASSROOMS*

Group I , Group II Group III -
IX Percent) CT Percent) : (X Percent).

Group IV,

(X Percent),A,

21%
16
_12
4

19
20

12
9

4

5

9%

11
r

4

16
16

15

16
22

6

AL

1%

17 10
...3

4

7

4

17

12
23

,

.

3

4

2

11

12

27

21

28

8

9,

',J

J

y4

-,1

. A

....1

il

. T:,

.5.i

. Drill aryl practice
_ Praise/support**
.., Corrective feedback**

Non-Interactive On-Task
Activities
Classroom management
Reading silently-

-Written assignments

_Off4ask_Activities-
& Social'interactions

Students uninVolved

,
...Notes: Group I--Lcw pretest/high gain

''

.
:;j

Group II--Moderate pretest/moderate gain
Group III--High pretest/moderate gain .TA

Group IV--No gain , .

X'= Group mean

* ,, ,

These activities may occur simultaneously; therefore, the sum is greater
than 100%

**
This variable is reported as frequency of occurrence per 45-minute period.

. 4 3

21
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Workshop 3 focuses upon making good use of the-total class period.
. Efficient means of making assignments and making clear expectations for
quality and quantity of' work are discussed. If classrooms have students of
different achievement levels, 'teachers are guided to teach two or three
groups to accommodate these 'differences. Lesson plans for several groups or
models of group instruction are provided and teachers are guided to plan two
or three activities for each group rather than just reading silently or doing
workbooks all period.

-Workshop-4. Because so many behavior variables were found to be nega,
tively correlated with reading achievement, this workshop provides specific
recommendations for behavior management. Each teacher receives a packet to

read-before tte-sesslon. ,DUrtng-the- gesstUn, thg leaf as teachers
what-was-the most difficult behavior problem they had to handle the past week.
In each of the prior sessions, the teachers have eventually mentioned the same
problems: tardiness, absenteeism, arguments, shouting our demeaning remarks,
and physical fights. The leaders ask how each teacher handled such situations.
Some of these incidents are role played. Ways of handling such situations are
suggested, by the teachers and the trainers. Teachers then formulate recommenda-
tions based on the research findings and group suggestions. ,Techniques for
motivating students toward good behavtor,and achievement are also discussed
in the fourth session.

WOrkshopl provides instruction and practice in a directtmethod of:pro-
.viding instruction, questioning and feedback. Teachers are encouraged to
provide some verbal instruction and ak students (by name - not by volunteers)
to respond. If the response is correct the teachers provide some praiie or
acknowledgement feedback to the student that the answer isccorrect.: This
needs to be specific and clear. If the response is incorrect the teachers
are trained to provide some form of positive corrective feedback. Such
feedback might be to probe by asking the question differently or to provide some
more information and re-ask the question.,

Workshops 6 and7,are conducted after observations at the end of,,each
semester to see whether recommendations from the earlier workshops were
.followed. New profiles are prepared for each teacher in the form of transparen-
cies so that the second and third profiles can be laid over the first profile
to "examine changes in teacher behavior. Feedback based on these profiles of
teacher behavior is given to each teacher individually. Recommendations for

continued tehavior change are made.

Staff Development Model

This sta f development model requires that the number of teachers being
trained is kepcsrhall (five to seven). The training sessions are 2.5 hours

\. long. They are conducted once a week for five weeks in November or February,
either after sjhool hours Or during school time. The school system either
provides monetay incentives, release time. or inservice credit. The content

' of the workshopOs guided by the findings from research on effective teaching.
Research findin0 are presented and thOries'of child developmOt are
discussed. The theory and research arg,then grounded in practical classroom
examples, teacher's' experAppcas-aneprOblem solving skills. The' training
process is interactive and supportives.Teachers are helped to find methods
to work with the students in their care and to find ways to work effectively
in their school situation. The.foCus of the five workshops is,te0elp __-

teachers think in terms of using time effectively, provide supportive-ad

-
interactive instruction, and'motivate each student to- -stayon-task
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Session .I Discussion:

Reactions to Stallings Presentation

William Cooley:

I'm going to-talk about conference concerns and speak about my own work and

experience as it bears on this conference and the theme "Creating Conditions for

Effective Teaching." I am going to do that in reverse order. Its always more

fun, to talk about yourself so I am going to start there but actually I have to

do it in order to establish my credibility as a discussant for Jane's fine

paper. ,Inher note to me she said, "well, this paper clearly isn't your cup of

-tea--you won't be able to count the tea leaves in the bottom of the cup." She

obviously dismissed me as an quantitative type. She doesn't know that I am a

reformed quantitative type. I even have a phone number now that I can dial when

I get this sudden urge to do a multivariate analysis, I think its Bob Stake's

number. .
0

A little personal history maybe would help.. One of thethings that I have
fit

had the pleasure of doing over my 25 years in educational research was directing

the-Learning Research'and'Development Center with Bob Glaser. And in those 8

years, we had solutions in mind and we did a lot of research and deyelopment

------ toward those solutions and Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPI) was an

example of that, We knew what, the problems were, we were going, to build

solutions, and all we needed to do was to get them'into the schools; and then

the schools served aE our place of operation for doing our, research, and that's

What we did. We did our thing - and used the schools for that end. And I'm a

slow learner: it took me eight years to figurd out that that really wasn't

getting us anywhere. So I formed a little group within the center to try to do

something else. It is known as the evaluation research unit within LRDC.

A H.
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What we decided .o d6 was to work on the problem of district-based evaluation or

district-based,cliOtroriented, decision-oriented research. It used to be

called action.r06646; I, guess. And we started with the Pittsburgh Public

Schools,,sincehatwhere we are and I am a great believer in proximity. We

started Workiwon'Aheir problems. We first had to convince them that we were

serious about that -- that we really did want to change the rules and have them

drive our. enterprise and not just"cip them off in. terms of students, teachers,

time, etc. So we worked hard to establish an effective, working relationship. -

;

NIE was willing to support us in this because they expect us to be able to

figure out.ways.in which district offices for evaluation, testing, and research
,

might go about their business more effectively. We said we were going to work

on the problem by actually doing it. So we offered our services to the

district. It's kind of interesting. Pittsburgh Public Schools is where Mel

Provost did his important work as a district-based evaluation researcher. -When

he left, the entireoffice'just collapsed, and they had no activity there

whatsoever: So we made our services availableland started working on their

problems. We had a few syccesses, and then last summer things became a little,

untidy. After we had built up a good relationship with the superintendeht,,he

was fired. This district submitted its eighth desegregation plan to the State

Civil Relations Commission. It__was-rejected. The teachers. had announced that-

ey were about ready'to have a strike in the-fall. And I said to my friends in

,our un Hwe had better look for another district." Fgrtunately, we hung in

there. We Decided that was life in the big city. This was not exactly

something you aren't experiencing in ,any school district in the country. Sc we ,

started to get ready .f-o: r the new superintendent. Fortunately, the new superin-'

I ''Or
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tindent- was Richard Wallace. Some of you may know Dick Wallace. 'He's had a

long" background in research. He had been director of research at the Texas R & D

Center, director of a Regional laboratory, and school superintendent in
4

Massachusetts for seven years. So he came in as our new superintendent and we

have been working for him night and day for the.last-nine months. It has been

the most exciting experience I have had trying to make research relevant to

I'want to tell you just a little bit.about what we are doing there. The
. -,

first thing we did was.a district-wide needs assessment. We did surveys of .

all the big stakeholder groups, and we did-a.lot

became students of the Pittsburgh Public Schools

of analysis of the data.
k

We

and tried.to understand their

data on achievement, absenteeism, and suspensions. They were a district with

45,000 kids and:they didn't realize they had 23,000' suspensions last year! And

so we worked up all this data on the district and made a presentation to the

board in February and suggested six priority goals for the district. They bought,

every one of them. And we were'Very:Pleased with that. Thin We started working

on the'plans, to reach those goals, and action plansfor each priority area were

submitted to the boardlast Wednesday.

The major change that is going on there right now is thatethe district has

been trying to solve education problems through district-wide program change or

program improvement,. They weren't happy with the reading scores, so they

changed the reading program around. Since so niany students weren't learning

fromnOrmal classroom instruction, they laid on several new remedial programs.

They had of course the Title I.programS: They created a new progpm called

Project Pasa for children who had failed. They-had so many remedial programs

//
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going on in that district that, in most grades, half the kids were inone or \
t

more remedia\programs. These were in layers, you know. The federal categori-
-

. cal programs_ stimulated all of this. So-what we are trying to do.now is look

within buildings. What we are finding is that within the buildings, these many,

many programs are just clobberidg each-other Now, none of this is very

profound. What we are dofhg is "just making available an analytic capability to

-this-distrfct-to help -them-figu're-outlwhat-their problems-are. The problem is

thatthere was no building-level problem solving going on in that district. The

principals weren't doing it, the teachers weren't doing it--nobtiOy was doirig it.

The assistant superinten6nt for elementary schools had 70 principals reportidg

r

to her. She Was the one person' in the district who .tad any responsibility for
o

these 70 schools. There was no building level staff involvement in problem

solving going on. principals 'and teachers within the building didn't have

their act together at all. If there is anything we have learned from the school

effectiveness research, it is that you may,find these miracles where principals

and teachers are working together. They have a consensus of goals, of

discipline goals--they've got it together. But the way that this district had

been solving its problems was sort of "musical chairs" for principals. 'I sup-

pose that is going on In districts allover the country too. Every summer the

musical chairs--princials get bumpad into some other building, and that's how-

they think they are going to solve the problems..

.S0 what we have beer, is juSt becoming students of this district,

looking at board policy, ..1 gyring all, the board meetings. Noticing the kinds

of information that th -y wished they had but alan't have in order to make more

. intelligent policy decisions. 1,1e have been working most closely with the
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central administration. The superintendent's particularly trying to understand.
A

his information needs. We are now working with school improvement by working

with a subset of the district. We took seven of the elementary schools in this

large district, and we are working with the building principals and classroom

teachers. We are working on student achievement._ And I'm impressed with the

complex ways in which these board policies, what the central administrators do,

-.ghat -the-building-principal-s-do; and -01)M-the-classroom -teachers do, are all

related to student achievement.

I must admire CEPM's effort at trying to model this very complex set of

interrelationships. That's clearly been missing in education,thinking., And I

think it is very important that they are mounting that effort. I think we need

an awful lot of debate about these models and how these various levels interact

with each other. I hope they are not going to mount a massive empirical effort

now and turn it into a formal model problem and measure all these things and go

crazy trying to relate it. I think that the/next step is clearly to continue

what they are already doing--that is, to loOk at the research of Stallings and

others and try to piece all of it together. What's been.found in this little

netwot4, what's been found in that little network. Try to get an integrated

picture Of these variables from these,'Various levels within the district,

there's no question that you have,aivery clear hierarchy there--try to

understand how\these,various levels of hierarchy affect each other.

very excited about/the possibilities of building-level problem solving

as a means for school iMproVement. Its been one of those profound things in

education. If you want to have school improvement, why don't you work on

improving schools? The problem is that the districts have attempted to solve
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thirigs:distria-wide, they won't focus: They'll Ipend.money on staff' 7

develoOmint-fthey want to train the 3,000 teachers they've got, instead of the

. 30 'that are in absolutely desparate crying need. Or they want to haVe a school

improvement strategy for alt of their 60 elementary schools, insteaa_of the six
.

or seven that are in crying need. Of,course, you have got the problem of stigma

associated with being involved in theie things, but we have worked out ways of

Well all this brings me to Jane's paper. A few yeari ago I would have

picked,away at her methodology. I would have proven that shecouldn't posiibly

have foundthose relationships with so little classroom obServation, because

knowing that there are a 1,000 hours in a school year, you have to have at

least 15 hours'of observation--we have actually -shown that--in order to4get

reasonably precise estimates ofthe kind of phenomena that she is talking about.

There is no way she had all that. But now I say it was fine; it rings true. I

am going to go.hack and 'give her paper to the gentleman in the district who is

responsible for the high school Title I remedial reading program, because that

is what her paper is for. I think that her paper is for the person in the

school district who is responsible for the remedial educatiOh program in high

schooli. And every district has that now. We have looked at those programs,

and I think what she is doing there in the paper is identify.eng the major ways
0'

in whch school policies, building-level policies, affect instruction. Seeing

that-connection_is_very important and principals often don't see the rela-:

tionship between what they do and what happens in classroom. They think,

"teaching is what teachers do." The whole instructional leadership area is now .

blossoming finally, and it's very exciting because I think that's right exactly
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where the 'problem-lies: .Principals need to become aware of the role that they

can play. As we work with them, Ive try to get them to see that they don't

realize what they are doing. These principals that we have worked with in .

schools that have had essentially'zero growth in a course of nine months--they

are just running around and they don'know where they are putting their time.

We helped them see that--its almost likvthe diagnostic thing that Jane does

-With-teachers. Teithers doet-Fialize where their time is going, and principals

don't realize where-their time is going. Hold up a' mirror and.helpthem see

that'and shape that.

At any rate I think that the work that the center here is doing is extremely

exciting in terms of how they are starting to look at the relationship between

policy and achievement. I think that 'Jape's paper is particularly helpfulin_

ki

terms Of summarizing a whole lot of insights;. I wouldn't call it quantitative

results--that's not nearly as importantaS.the insights that she is providing as

a result of her having been in classrOoms and showing us what she's seen.

Robert Slavin:

I was just going to respond to Jane's paper and comments, but I realized

that peoPle might want to know whereI am Comingfrom'as well. So I thought I

would start with that. I have been doing work for,many years on something that

is at the other end of the research spectrum from the kinds of things that go on

1

at CEPM. My concern is how-to make the classroom more effective both for stu-

dent achievement and fOr a whole bunCh of other variables. Most of my work

involves studying instructional MethOds in which kids work in small learning

teams, about four kids apiece. Theee is instruction by the teacher, and then

the kids get a chance to try to master the material working with one another in
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heterogeneous groups. Then there is some kind. ofa'reward on recognition given
. -

. :

to the groups based on hoW well the members of the groups learn the material.
o,

,

The basic., the original, 'i,dea of the program was to capture the'peer no rce
'

\ I
.

that ordinarily.tends to work the teachers goals in the clitsroom and-1

1

4'7

have it work for the teaci goals. In other Words, by having kids work with
4.

. -one another towards a common goal, we:want to have kids saying to each other,

"glad you-came-to-class-today=',ylc- or "1-1- wartt6 learn this;" or other things that

are totally different from ;the kind -of thing yottordinarily
,
hear, :especially In

1

,

& junior Or senior high sdhool,-. where at best kids
,

oire!unconcerned aboutlhOw
. .

,
I ,

their claSsmates are doing academically.) At wq activelythey are actvely working
..-

against the teacher. to ;Ay,*"it's,riot-important to do wellin-fact, it's impor-

i

..,
.. .

tant to see if you' can-hit the teacher in the back of the neck with a spit ball
: _

i

and not'important to try to:learn-your math 6r reading.
,

I

So we developed a number of these' cooperative learning, programs and tried
...

t : /

t

them out in a,longseries of systematic experiments 4n schools: We compared_the

i ,

.-/ -./

c. k
,

teams to control groups, and'we did find out that when you have kids working-in

these'cooperative groups, in general they learn better than when they work in.
.

traditional classrooms. -We've done the research now with grades three through

r

twelve in many subjects. We did a lot of looking in the data to find out why

these effects occur and found,out'hat the main thing was that the kids sup-
/

pored each other, th'at norms of the classroom began to support doing well

academically. The kids motivated each other; they said, "come on, let's do it."

That turned out to be tremendously important--just having kids sAyling_to one

another that they are supposed to prepare outside of class. Its also important

that kids help each other--that they interadt with each othe;---because kids can
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\

often explain things in amay that teachers can't.. And the act of explaining to

; .

,.,

isomeone else is a very useful thing for ids in terms -of learning.
. --

.

The cooperative learning Strategies also so have away of
,

making a lot Of sub-

jects exciting that often-are quite boring for a lot of kids. These-strategies

, ,

.make it very difficult for you to be off task--not Off task as you observe off
1

task, but off task as in really off task, which is the situation some of you may
1

be in right now. You might be looking toward the front of the room, but

thinking of something els6. You would be scored as "on task" if we were doing a

sweep here, but your brain is not actually engaged- -it's off on -something else.

Well I don't know if any of you are like that, bUt a lot oficids are off task
,

during a lesson. There are clearly situations in
\
hich students are not takingv.

very much in - -it's not sticking there if it's going 'n there lit all. When you
*.\

work on a task with somebody else or in a small group with a couple of other

kids, it's impossible for that to happen. You may talk'about other things once

in a while that are off task, but it's almost impossible for you to not listen,

rnot pay attention, when somebody is talking .to you one on one We are taking

advantage of that.

The Apird thing we found in our component analysis of these cooperative

learning'strategiesis something that will be dear to the hearts of Jane

Stallings or Tom Good or any of the people that work on direct-instruction-
\

related methods. Just the fact that we were using a systematic structure,

regardlest of whether we,had teams in it,- maae 6' difference for achievement.

Now, the teams made more of a difference. In other words, they add to the

effect. But part of the thing is simply having a systematic way of approaching

4

these instructiona tasks: you teach this material, the kids get a chance to
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the to master it, And therl is a regular assessment. That by itself makes a big

difference in terms, of student achievement, because it applies a regular, set of,.

activities with a regular kind of feedback to the teacher about how the kids are

.doing and feedback to the kids about how they ai'e'doing. That already is a

major improvement over what goes in, the traditional classroom, where the teacher

may be teaching but is not always aware of whether the students are learning.

The teacher may go through a lot of activities, but if material is not presented

in a regular pattern, *here you are sure that you have covered things, covered

them again, given students a chanceo master theme and then assassed mastery,

it is hard to be 'Lure that the students have iearhed anything.

Moreover, it's not just academic achievement that we are able to influence.

----Me_were, conscious from the very beginning that while academic achievement was

going to be number one, there were things that you might be able to do with kids

working together in cooperative groups. , One of the most obvious things is that

the kids learn'to know each other and to like each other and get along well as a

,result of working in these groups. Now, that is of very great importance.in
a A

sjtuations where you have, for instance, black and white students or Chicano and

Anglo students !or some kind of barrier to positive interaction. You make up

these teams to be heterogeneous, and you find very consistently that that, impro-
/

relatiotips between those groups. The kids have many more friends outside

oftheir own\ethnic group as a result of working in the cooperative grOups. We

N
are now working in the area of mainstreaming, where there is a similar problem.

The mainstreamed kids are not well accepted by their classmates and often are

actually rejected by their classmates. What we are trying to do now is to

`create methods that will meet the needs of those kids but also have them

0
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interact cooperatively with their classmates and, in that way, improve

relationships. That is now underway, and our,first results have been quite

encouraging. Another thing we have seen is improvement in the student's self

esteem. We know that self esteem for kids is largely a product of how they feel

they are doinvin school, how they feel they are doing with their peer group,

and how they are doing with their family. We know we are taking care of the

peer group and we know that'We are taking care of how well they are doing in

school. Kids feel they are .doing a lot better, which they are. So for these

reasons we'are beginning to see a lot of improvement in student self esteem as a

result of theie cooperative learning projects.

We have new projects where, we are combining individualized instruction and

mathematics, In mathematics a heterogeneous class must haie-an individualized

program because each skill depends on an earlier one. A combination of indivi-

dualized instruction and team learning is a way to meet a wide range of needs

but still have kids help another and have kids entirely manage instructional

activities in the individualzed'program. The teacher does not just become a

program checker but is allowed to do direct instruction. During the time the

teacher is doing the direct instruction, students_ are making progress on their

own instead of jus,t-fi41g out worksheet

I now want to talk about Jane Stallings' aper in the context of the things ,

that I have just been talking about. What I was articularly excited about in

her paper was something that she really didn't empsfze very much in her talk.

What she is doing is starting to develop a technology of instruction, a set of

research-based methods that we can give to teachers and say, you do tnis, you

will get results on student achievement". We now have something that we think is

04
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0

fairly effective. Now I am not entirely convinced that there has been enough.

demonstration that that is the case With this particular program. But I think

that is where we 'are headed, and I think Jane's work is a major step in that

direction. We are headedtowards something which could be very exciting and has

major implications for staff development as well as for the process of education

itself. And that is a situation in which we have well-thodght-out,

well-developed, well-specified models in which we can train teachers. Once we

train them in those models, we know that they will be effective teachers. We

can then go and assess them, and, if they are doing what they are supposed to be

doing, then we know that they are making a difference. Now that is no small

change. I wOurd think that there would be eventually several models, based on

research, that have been evaluated and compared to control groups that are simi-

lar enough for comparison. With these models, we will not only have investi-

gated the whole program but the components of the program separately. By

pulling components out, we can see whether the program still works. ,Then we can

say to teachers, "if you do this you will be effective."

We will have made the jump from the teacher as sort of a loose applier of an

art to somebody more like a physiciin, who applies his or her skills creatively,

flexibly, but who has a skill. The 'physician has something that he knows will

produce a certain effect if he applies it in a certain way. Now he still uses

judgment--we do not want to take that away from teachers--but I think we are

getting closer to a situation where we can have that kind of skill to present to

teachers and know that it is going to make a difference. Now I don't think wi

are there yet, and I think that I may be a little bit in disagreement with Jane

on how close we are to that. It requires not just correlational research but a
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lot of experimental research and component analyses over maybe the next ten

\ ,
.

years before we can really be sure that we can tell teachers he \ther they are

doing their jobs correctly or not. And while I don't think we are there quite

yet, we can be there with a great deal of continued'research.

I was once a special education teacher in Beaverton, Oregon, and I Always

have this modelof what the kind of thing that I am describing could be like.

,
We were a school working with trainable mentally-retarded students--most of

them very low--and we were using behavior modification. We were all taught\behar

vior modification and we were satisfied about the degree to which we were\using

this model for trainable mentafly-retarded students. That methodology is \incre-

dibly effective and I thirik if you are not doing something that-is behavio

modifidation then you are not teaching those very retarded students. We t lked

a common langUage. We modified what we were doing. We had heated discyssir

About methods that we might apply. We could learn directly from the research on

behavior modification to the degree that it was translated to us as teachers.

We were very effective, I think. While I don't. think behavior modification is

the answer for the regular classroom, I hope one day we will have such effective

methods and teachers will be able to apply a systematic method to instruction.

Teachers will have been trained infthe "X" method of teachin and can talk about
.

the X method, improve their methods, apply them Creatively, see Igre they might

be going wrong, and assess them or have someone in the building who can help

them with that. The-principal then has to become an instructional leader,

becauSe the school has a single way of approaching things instead of one for

every teacher. Staff development will become something that people will seek

and know how to use; we can really take it seriously instead simply providing
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ideas or tricks to teachers. I will conclude just by saying that-I thinkWe are

at/the verge of something that is very exciting, very important, both for the

yidministi-ation of the schools and-for actual instruction in classrooms.

Richard Hersh:

Happily_ the. work that we have been doing this year seems to converge with

what we have heard today. It's.my,task, I think; to try tb-bring this all

together in terms of the work that our Committee has been doing all year. Let

me see if I can summariieNsome of:the major things that we have relearned this

year. First, there is a recognition of the fact that' people run - schools; -We,
.

have renewed our belief tha\people, like administrators and teachers, are

1

\

0,

4mportant. Second, it's the :liality of the way in which-we use resources,/not

-

the quantity. The early studies on school production functions measured inputs

\ \ \
I '.

and outputs And correlated, them:, Well, that research has been useful', but it is
\

\

cleATI7
4,

insufficient to tell us Much about what e ought to do. /

, \
0\

,

l we we are going to impimve'schools and movetowardLmore effective rather

than less effective practjce, then we have to worry\about two kinds of things:

school=level change and individual teacher change. Those things happen at the

\ . ,

same time and affect each...ether. That's been said several times today-, but what

do we know specifically about that? Well, we reviewed ali the literature we

could find on inservice education because the educational professions committee

was concerned essentially with how we improve the ability of administrators and

teachers to°improve instruction. We know that collective bargaining and
\ O.

district-wide factors and community factors are all critical to enhancing school

effectiveness, but our committee chose to focus on'schools and classrooms. One

of the things that we have fdund in our review is the same thing that Jane was
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saying earlier. I will quote here from Beveely ShOwers' and Bruce Joyce's

review.of 200 inservice research projects over the last 20 years, because I

think it is the best summary of research literature in inservice I have seen.,

What they found was that if you teach teachers just theory (and Jane point out

earlier that it is very important to teach theory, and that of course is joyful

to teacher educators) that you might do pretty_ well in getting'people to

Understand Kohlberg's theory of moral development, for example, but they won't

be able to 6 it--they will not be able to demonstrate the skills. When you go

in and measure new skills in actual-classroom studiet,youlind a five to ten

Percent transfer. So,a theory-only presentation is not very powerful. If you

add demonstration - -a lot of video tape demonstrations, real life demonstration--

you don't get much of a change. You get-10-15.percent transfer of'skills.' If

you further add a lot of practice in peer -group teaching or micro-teaching,in

any sort of controlled setting where you can give people practice and feedback

'but it's still outside the classroom, you doWtget much of an increase: But

you get a giant jump when, you combine these plus in class coaching, where

someone is there providing additional feedback with real-time coaching over

time--90% transfer. Now that may not be surprising, but how many school

districts want to do this? Or are doing it? School districts constantly call

us: "Come in for the first day of school, and we will give you an hour or so,"

and so forth. So if we, are serious about chihging People's behavior on any

model of teaching and you really want transfer skills, the training itself has

to be much more powerful. I find that exciting 'because it's something that

verifies our own experience. But it's also depressing because we are so far

from doing it. It's a major policy issue.
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___TheYesearah on school-level effectiveness is equally interesting. We

\

5. ,

reviewed all the studies we could find on school-level effectiveness. If I
_ .

,,,
quote-from three lfour studies, you will start to see things converge. From

,

_.------."

the Rutter study, 15,000 Hours (which has some methodological problems, but when,...----

you get tensor fifteen studies done independen0Y of each other in different ,

-4,.
kinds Osettings and they all come up with the same findings, it weighs more

heavily),*iindeffectIveness.related-tolome wor6raded by the teachers,i. . ....,-

, \

. student work,displayed it school, time on taskteachers, start on time,end'on .
, .

time, keep you going on task--obvious teacher caring,\use of school library,
. ,,,,

.

high teachertexntis. ctation, high common expectation forA)dhaVior and academicrT
,

I

achieVement. There is whatzputter called an,ethos in the school: a commonly-
.

agreed-to set of values and norms for behavior. Administrator leadership is

important. Students understand the reason for rules--both school level rules

and classroom rules--with regard to behavior and with regard to academic expec-
-

tation and achieveme Ask'kids and they will give you the' same answer: "we

are here for these reasons".

Ron Edmonds' research-in-Urban schools emphasizes strong administrator

leadership, high expectations,, orderly and unoppressive atmosphere, common staff

academic priorities,and frequent monitoring of pupil progress and feedback to

students - -which is one way of saying, "we care about whether you learn or not."

All the above are under the control of the school.

A review of literature by NIE found strong administrator leadership, common

agreement on priorities and focus on achievement, caring but orderly school

climate, common discipline standards, public rewards for academic achievement,

school wide emphasis on basic skills, high future expectations, and a system of
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monitoring student progress all leading to high academic engaged time.-

,Tomlinson, in a recent article, reviewed the school effects literature:

sChoolwide agreement on goals, classroom activity geared to maximizing produc-

tive time, use of pee pressve and peer support for on task behavior, prin-

cipals who are looked up\tpby staff and students and who lend their authority,

both legal and personal, to teachers tasks, teacher aides to help keep kids on

task, tight and narrow Curriculum with emphasis on direct instruction, shared

rules and sanctions. These are the kinds of Attributes that Jane was talking

about earlier.

Well, you Can,go on to the latest Cdieman report, which is full ofpolitical

pr6blems, but some of the things are not surprising in hiS discussion of

Public versus private schools. He claims that in private schools there-are

things like more homeworkIand more discipline and a more vrderlY5 atmosphere.

This is a school-level issue. The question that we are interested in is how do,

you create those conditions at the school level that allow teachers to create

the right conditions at the classroom level? It seems to me that when you are

creating aresearch agenda as.we have dons this year, that-you have to figure

out hoW those things dovetail.
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Session II -

Collective Barg ining at the School Site:
A Varied Piqure

Susan Moore Johnson

_Since 1944 when the first teachers', contract was negotiated

in Cicero, Illinois,1 31 states and the District of Columbia

have granted teacher's bragaining rights.2 Contracts are being

negotiated in Apo that have passed such legislation-as

well as Others,,such as Ohio and Illinois, that have not.3

Currently, well over 65 percent of the nation's teachers belong

to teacher associations-and-uriions. 4 It has been 'recently

argued that only desegregation and governmental aid to education,

have-had a "comparable impact on the nature of schooling in

America."5 However, while public attention has been drawn

to this eXpansicn of teacher unionism, there has been little

systematic analysis,of-the effects of Collective bargaining on
4

schools. How has it affected "the nature of schooling in

America?" How has unionism changed the role of the principal,

the services provided by teachers, the relationships among staff,

and most importantly, the instruction of children?

--This-paper_examines the impact of teacher unions on thd

day to day operations of schools by following collectiye batgain-

ing into the offices, classrooms and corridors of schools in

order to document and describe its effects. 6 I conclude that

while the structure of negotiations, the format of the collective

agreements, and the organization of the unions,appear to be

quite similar from school district to school district, their

effeCts''differ markedly bothd.mong districts and within districts.
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1

The process of collective bargaining does not lead inexorably

to uniform outcomes. Local schdol officials and building admin-

istrators can and do substantially shape the contents of the con-
, 1

tract, the impact of collective bargaWng on the schools, and

,

i

the character" of labor reLltions at the school Site.

In.seleCtirig the sampiEt of,school districts for this research,

I believed it was importanit to. look at collective bargaining in

a range of settings, to =insider both districts with expanding

[

I

resources and enrollments and those experiencing decline, and to

\view labor practices in the context of bOth cooperative and

advetsarial;relatibnships. The sample of districts, therefore,

is intentionally diverse.. The six districts included in this'

__study, which havq Ihere been assign

size, controllingllabor statutes,

ed fictitious .names, vary 'in

AFT/NEA affiliiation, regional
I

location, urban/rural/suburban character, racial and ethnic com-
1"

position, enrollment and economic trends, experience witli,strikes,

and strength and complexity of the contract.' Table I summarizes

these distriCt features. I assumed that such 'a sample would'

make it possible to map the range and variation of labor practices

and todillustrate the effects of different contracts and unions

on the schools. In-depth interviews were conducted with 294

teachers and administrators in the districts. Details of the

research methodology are included in the Appendix.

VARIATION AMONG DISTRICTS

The effects of collective bargaining on classroom instruction

are more indirect than direct. While the teachers" contracts
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Plantville Urban .

Shady Heights Suburban

Vista' Suburban
Consol-
idated

MetropOlis Urban

Mill City, Urban I

Northwood Rural

1

ENROLLMENT
i

TABLE I

ECONOMY

STUDENT
COMPO- --,'

SITION '!
AFFILI-
ATION

'NUMBER'
OF

STRIkES

9 769
1

Declining
Declining , White

Multi-ethnic
AFT None

18,000 ,

Declining
Declining

,

'White AFT Four

i 17,500 I

Expanding
Expanding !White

Small Mexican
NEA Nohe

I 240,0'0
Declining

Declining 62% Black
32% White
6% 'Hispanic

AFT Three

171_000,
Declining

..Declining
.

Predominantly
Black

NEA Five

844
Expanding

Stable White NEA None
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regulate many school/practices (e.g., class size,
length of day,

layoffs,:transfer meeting schedules,, leaves- of absence,, evaluate

55

tion
procedured:preparation periods and more), there are\many

1

that are addressed.(e.g., the structure of the school y

the-sef ction of course offeingsy he instructional content or

org izational format of class's, the of teachers to

//
classes, and the°testinq ap /evaluation of students). The core

of teacher activity--cla sroom instruction - -is notably not

///
addressed by collectiVe bargaining agreements.

There are, however, many contract provisions that are believed

by teachers and administrators to influence the quality of instruc-

tion. These define such things as the number of hours teachers.

spend with students, the useof non-teaching time for instructional

.
N

preparation, the ratio of/teaChers to students, and the assignment

of teachers to supervisory duties. Such contract provisions and

their effects on school operations were closely examined in this

study.

The six sample districts had negotiated notably different

4

contract providions regarding these various issues and the six

unions varied in their aggressiveness enforcing what they had

negotiated. For example, Metropolis had a well established and

militant union that had negotiated a strong and detailed contract

, and maintained an adversarial relationship with, the district

administration. By contrast, the Northwood union, while strong,

had nu=tured an,intentionally cooperative relationship with the
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administration and negotiated a teachers' contract of only modest

strength. Therefore, as might be expected, therb were discernible

differences from district to district in the effects of the

tracts and the union on the schools. Four contract provisions

that were believed by teachers and principals to have important
/

effects on instruction will' illustrate such di/iferences. These

include the class size provisions that regulate student assign-

ments, the length of work day provisions that set the minimum

time teachers must remain in school, the supervisory duty pro-

visio7 that enable principals to assure safe and orderly in-

structional environments, and layoff and transfer procedures'

`that egulate the composition of a school's staff. Each will

. be examined briefly.:
/

1
1 i

Class Size: When teachers and administrators were asked

tc list the positive
(
outcomes of collective bargaining, they often

began by mentioning deductions in class/size. Experienced

teachers would reca3A the large classes they confronted as
i

novices. One district administrator in Plantville remembered

an elementary class hey taught with 53. students: "There were

one-way aisles. n7

All districts excet Mill City and Northwood included some

-

iclass Size restrictions n their contracts- These ranged from

a class size goal of 25 1.:\ Shady Heights to a fixed maximum of

38 in the Vista secondary 'chools. Contractual distinctions in

the clips size limits were ade for various levels and subjects,

\

1
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, elementary classes were smaller than secondary; English

classes were smaller than social studies. Only in Metropolis

was the class size maximum of 33 constant for all levels and

Subjects.

Teacher unions pursue class size limits not only because

such limits are believed to improve instruction or teacher

morale, but also because they protect jobs. Job security was a

prominent union concern. in Plantville and Metropolis where

enrollments were declining rapidly and teachers knew that an

additional student in each district classroom would eliminate

many teachers' jobs. The contract language in Metropolis and

Plantville enabled teachers to limit tudent assignments and

those provisions were closely enforId. But class sizes varied

in Mill City and Shady Heights where the contracts did not estab-

lish maxima or provide teachers with any authority to control

them. In Vista, where enrollments were growing, larger classes

were occasionally tolerated by teachers because doing so did not

jeopardize any current teaching positions.

While administrators expressed little dissatisfaction--and

often considerable satisfaction--with class size provisions, they

did question whether it was educationLly sound to place absolUte

limits on class size or tb police those limits closely. One

secondary principal in Vista observed, "While class size works

to my advantage many-times,'It can become a problem, particularly

when the teachers and administration disagree about allocation

decisions."8
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The Metropolis limits on class size were more restrictively

enforced than those in other districts. They permitted no adjust-

ments for subject or level--typing and chemistry classes were

each limited to 33 students. No contractual allowance was made

for ability groupings within a school that Would permit smaller

; classes fot children with remedial,needs. Furthermore, the

!
official class size count in Metropolis included all students

1 who were on roll, whether or not thy-had ever entered the class.

One principal said:
9

We have students we call 'ghosts' who haven't
even dropped sch6o1 let alone dropped out,
a4d\et their names haven't been officially
temovedfrom the school rolls. Until they are,

4 these students must be counted into class size.9

Metropolis, however, represents the extreme in this study._ In

other districts, the class size'limits varied by level and subject,

and students were not included in the count if they weren't

attending clasd.
V

Many principals argued that some class limits wear necessary

given the history of large classes and current economic pressures

to ximize teacher productivity. However, they were dissatis-

fied with rigid contr ct provisions that set absolute limits for

each classroom And prevented them from exercising disdretion

over how the teaching staff might lie used most productively.
, e

Length of the Work Day: In industry, the length of a work

shif defines the maximum time h6urly'workers spend on their

jobs Salaried workers in the private sector often are expected
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to work'well beyond the eight-hour day and the five-day week.

Teachers stand somewhere in betWeen. While they are salaried,

their work day is usually defined, either,by board policy or

contract.10

Five of the six contracts in this study specified the hours

of the teacherS' work day. In the sixth, Vista, the agreemeht

called for a "professional workday," the length of which was

based'upon'the teacher's "professional responsibilities and

duties." It gave the principa the right to require teachers to

report before and after school "toattend to those' matters whidh

properly require attention at that time."11 However, it also

allowed teachers to determine when work was crone. Plantville

and Shady Heights teachers were contractually requiredto be in

school fifteen minutes before and lafter the instructional day?

Mill City teachers were expected to work a total of seven-and-a-'

half hor.rs (45 minutes beyond the instructional day), while

Northwood teachers were committed to an eight hour work day (one

hour beyond the instructional day). Tpe Metropolis contract

obligated staff to'be present in school only for the instructional

day. They could arrive and leave with their studehtst

In practce, the in-school work days of teachers varied

greatly between districts, within districts, and within schools.

However, overall, the contractual definition of the work day

did seem to make a difference in the amount of after-school time

teachers were Javal.)lable for students. In districts that required

2
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an additional 15 minutes before and after school, teachers met
.

this obligation. In Metropolis, the majority of teachers left

soon after the students, but teachers in Mill City and NOrthwood

complied with the seven-and-a-half or eight hour work day required

by contract.

While many principals, pointed out that they could no longer

require teachers to remain in school aftei the contractual work

day, few reported that it presented more than Occasional

problems for them as administrators. In Northwood and Mill City

where teachers were obligated to stay well beyond the school

day, principals were satisfied with the amount f time teachers

worked in school. There was, as well, hO,significant problem

reported by Vista principals who could require teachers to be

present in school to fulfill particular responsibilities. There

were principals in Plantville and Shady Heights who expressed

some concern about the impact of defining the teachers' work

day on the availability of their staff. The ambivalence of

4 this Shady Heights principalJt response was typical of others':
,

Of course, there are always th# ones who close
up the day and that's it. But even those--some
of thgm are quite good, and they may be quite
efficient,, But I would like to see more
staying.

Metropolis principals were more critical of'the effects of the

length of day provisions. Because the teachert' work day coin-

cided with the.students' instructional day, there was no specified

time available for emergency conferences -or after-school help.
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One junior high school prindipal who complained that he could

I
not require-teachers to remain after school for conferences, was

asked if he would request teachers to attend. He said:

I wouldn't ask. I try to work out every-
thing within the s:lhedule of the day, but
that isn't always convenient, for the
parents-who would prefer to come After -

schoo1.13

Other Metropolis sprincipals reported that such limitations on

teachers' hours occasionally compromised the quality of school,

services.

Supervisory Duties: In the'past, teachers in the sample

districts were.reported to have been responsible for students

wherever they might be during the school ay. Schooling, like

parenting, was assumed to be a full-time responsibility and

the teacher was accountable ih loco parentis for' safety and social.k'-

instruction. Before and after school, on the playground, 'in

the corridors and cafeteria, even in the bathrooms, students were

supervised by their teachers:

Gradually, through successive changes in board policies and '

collective negotiations, the teacher's instructional and super-

vipry responsibilities wemdifferentiated.14 Throughout the

sample districts, teachers regarded classroomi instruction as pro-

fessional work and supervision as custodial work. Ohe Shady

Heights principal provided this illustration:

' 'There's one gentleman in the building who
will stay until five o'clock to help kids

if they want help. But, if I ask him, he'll
refuse to stay and supervise the buses. They
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seem to beiieve that the supervisory reL
.

sponsibilities can. be worked out--that __--
they should be workdd out. But about
theirEgiESing, they seem to believe that ,-
if they.don't do it, nobody can or will
do it.15

. ...--
,

.

The six sample contracts were not very explicit but liMita-
,

tions on supervisory assignments. The Mill City contract only

..
:.

.

I

freed teachers from lunch dut.. 16 The Metropolis agreement said

that teachers should be relieved of"trion-t aching duties "to the
tt

extent possible."17 the Vista contract stated that

the school department "shall make an effort to reduce non-teaching

duties."18 Neitherwthe Shady Heights nor Plantvilld contracts

directly addregsed the issue. However, related contract pro -

visions regulating duty-free lunch, preparation time, or the .

length of the work day were interpreted to mean that teachers

would be unavailable for such responsibilities as cafeteria or

t& supervision.

In practice, teachers in all districts assumed some super-

visory duties, although there were notable variations among,

"districts as well as from school toschool within the same

district. Generally, elementary teachers were assigned more

supervisory duties than secondary teachers. Overall, teacher

supervision was less extensive in Shady Heights and Metropolis

than in, the other districts. In Metropolig( teachers generally

did not supervise students outside their classrooms except to

walk them to specialists' classes, recess, or lunch. The contract
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permitted but one teacher at a time to be assigned to recess.

With a few exceptions non-teaching assistants rather than teachers

monitored the cafetdria and the halls.

The principals in these districts expkessed varying degrees

of concern about the order and security of their buildings. Many

were quite satisfied with the coverage provided by teachers and

aides;ta few were distressed that they could not assign more

teachers to supervision. The most troublesome issue for princi-

pals was cafeteria supervision. In districts where teachers

were.released from lunch duty, the principals often supervised

the cafeteria alone o;,:. with the assistance of aide's. Such princi-

pals believed that cafeteria duty was a poor use of their admin-

istratitie time. Both teachers and principals agreed that'inade-

quate cafeteria supervision might lead to classroom Problems.

This Mill City; principal blamed the teachers:
,

Teachers have abdicated their respon-
sibility for lunch hour. Kids come in

o from recess still very up and,active,
and it'takes time to settle them down.
Much of this activity comes into my
office--gettling fights and that sort
of thing. But it also comes into the
classroom, Now, I would not say that
it's a great big, horrible disruption,
but it's alproblem.19

Teachers, on the other hand, usually regarded cafeteria super-

vision as an administrative problem, One Shady Heights teacher

said:

It's the principal's responsibility to
see that.the aides are trained. The
teachers have suggested an adequate
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training program and we lookon this
an an administrative type of responsi-
bility. . . . Frankly, I find it_hard
to justify lunchroom supervision as an
educational process. This is not an
educational issue; this is a convenience
issue. The teachers need to eat lunch.20

There was rarely,a case reported in this study where teachers

were likely to compromise the contractual gains they had made

in cafeteria duty, even though they were aware that inadequate

supervision might'make their own work in the classroom more

difficult.

Principals expressed Concern that the growing didtinction-

betWeen instruction and supervision might suggest to students

that their behavior in public places was less important than it

was in classrooms. A Metropolis elementary principal,saidthat

as a result of releasing teachers from non-teaching duties,

the official presence of teacheks is not
there. Teachers are no longer seen by
students to be responsible for the entire
school. As a4result, the students don't
have the same respect for all teachers that
they do f6r their classroom teachers:21

While parents may expect schools to socialize children's public

behavior, the schools may no.longer be organized to do so. And

in districts such as Metropolis and Shady Heights where the

teachers' contract has been interpreted to closely restrict

teachers' supervisory assignments, principals retain little

formal authority to reverse that trend.

Seniority Layoff'Pravisions: Cqllective Barg ning for

teachers has developed while student enrollments have bedn

O
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declining rapidly in MAnl, of-the nation's public schools.22

During the 1950's,'when enrollments in many-districts expanded

rapidly, principals often} had not only the .right, but also the
-

responsibility to staff, their schools.
23 Many school districts

still have p\olicies permitting principals to interview new can-
1

didates for Iracant positions.24 However, different rules--those

that have been bargained collectively with teachers--must be

'a ered tc when staff changes are the result of layoffs.

Reduction in force provisions had been negotiated or were

'prescribed bylaw in five of the six sample dAtricts. Only

Vista, with its burgeoning enrollments., had not, addressed the.

issue contractually. 25 The Northwood contract set forth4tultiple

criteria for 2acher layoffs (overall instructional program,

experience and qualifications of staff,. and seniority), but the

district had never used them because.enrollments continued to

grow and staff attrition was high. The four,remaining districts

used seniority as the sole criterion to determine teacher layoffs.

Prindipals in all districts reported that during periods of

ao

growth they had had the right to recruit tee-hers to theirttchdols,

sometimes raiding them from other schools in the diStrict. Prior

to collective bargaining, Mill City prindipals could interview

prospectIve,candidates for their schools and reject any they did

not consider satisfactory. 26 Metropolis principals could select

particular individuals from district wide eligibility lists and

Metropolis teachers could request voluntary transfers after
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having been informally recruitea,b-i principals ih other schools.27

While principals in-these districts v.lontinued to retain the

authority to interview now teachers to the district, they-could

not exercise the same control over staff selections when,

because of teacher layoffs, vacancies had to be fillet by

transfers.

The transfer language of these four contracts was similar.

In Plantviile, vacancies were to be filled strictly according

to the seniority of the applicants. In Mill City, various

factors including seniority were to be weighed by the school

department in placing a surplus teacher. The Shady Heights con-

tract specified that if all, teachers' qualifications were equal

(and these were regarded as minimal papef,qualifiCations), the

seniormost teacher filled the vacancy. The transfer provisions

in the Metropolis contract permitted displaced teachers to make

five choices from which the school department selected the final

placement; the principal had no contractual authority to inter-

vene in this process.

The transfer practices of the districts conformed closely

to those prescribed by the contract. In Plantville and Shady

Heights, districtwide seniority lists and the teachers' requests

alone determined placements.28 In Mill City, the district office

did permit principals to interview teachers from the transfer

list and informally influence district office decisions, about

final placements.29 They could not, however, recruit teachers

80
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from other schools to fill thoseyacancies.30 In practice,

most decisions were made on the basis of seniority.31 The

Metropolis principal was reported to have virtually vo formallor

informal influence on the placement of transfers; these decilsionsdecisions

were made by district office. administrators.32
/.

Of these four districts that were reducing aff,'Mi 1 City

principals could exert the most influence over the process and

Metropolis principals could exert the leaste /One Mill City

principal emphasized the importance of retaining his administra-

tive diidretion over_transfers:

If it is a non-certified occupation, such
as in industry, I can see seniority as a

good thing because in those jobs you're
task-oriented rather than people-or'ented.
However, normally with a vacancy in the

building, the principal-has had the 1

opportunity to interview and provide
recommendatiohs to the personnel director
about the candidate of his choice. t
think that that's important. There may
be something very critical about the

positiOn. For example, if I had three

males ir,the special ed program, it

might be essential for me to find a
strong female for the position."

Metropolis principals repeatedly expressed dissatisfaction that

they had too, little power to review the qualifications of teachers

to be force transferred. One explained:

If I could have one wish, it wouldbe to
be able to conduct a thorough interview
and to o 'serve potential teachers in my

school. I believe'that the selection of
the staff should be the number one most
important responsibility of the principal.
If a principal is able to get good teachers

Si
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in the building, then 99 percent of the ,
other prokaems will dissolve, and the \ ....

principal can, spend time on improving ,the
. program rather than solving one teacher's

. problems.34
..:-

From the perspective of teacher interests, the seniority .,
.1

layoff and transfer provisions entitled experienced staff to-

both job security and, preferred placements. Many teachers and

administrators agreed that the negotiated procedures had intro-

duced a ge measure of equity into a process that otherwise

might have been controlled by favoritism. However,.principals

also expressed concern that in losing control over the composition

of their staffs, they had lost a large measure of,their influence

over the character and quality of instruction in their schools.

Constraints on Instructional Leadershi1:- The difficulties,

of school administration that followed from collective bargain-

ing generally increased with the strength and complexity of

the contract and with the aggressiveness of the u!j.ion. Princi-

pals in Vista could manage their schools with few serious re-

strictions and rarely encountered challenges by the union. Prin7

cirals in Metropolis manaeuvered around many more constraints.

Frequent seniority-based transfers, rigid class size limits, a

short work day for teachers, and prohibitions against assigning

supervisory duties combined to make effective school management

more difficult and uncertain. A Vista principal compared his

current job to a similar one he had held in a st1766ri.inion

district: "The difference) is that there I would have to think,

82
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'How am I going to get this,done?' Here, I Scan simply say,

'I'm going to get this done,' and do it."35

It toes, therefore, make a difference what hat been bargain-

ed. It is possible for strong contract language enforced by an

assertive union to set inappropriately IoW-standafds for ,teacher
\

services and to unwisely limit the discretion of the prinCipal

to create a setting for'effective instruction.

VARIATION WITHIN DISTRICTS

However, tliat is but part of'the story. While there Were

discernible differences between districts in the effects of' the
-

.contracts and the unions on the schools, there were also extensive

variations in labor relations practices from one school to the

flex: within the same district. Ohe might have assumed that

when teachers work under the same contract and are represented

by tha same union, labor relations practices would be quite con-

sistent among schools within a district. Standardization of work

practice is generally assumed to be one of the outcomesof col-

Lectiye bargaining.36 And yet,' such standardization had not been

achieved in the schools of this study. In fact, school site

labor practicesband laor relationships were quite particularistic.

There were sample schools where the contract was very pro-

': .minent-and schools where it wasn't mentioned by teachers or

ptincipals. There were schools where it was rigorously enforced

'and schools.where teachers knowingly bent it for the good of

'the school. There were schoOls with many grievances and schools
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with none. There were schools where most teachers did little

more than

went well

the contract required and sciTols where teachers,

beyond its minimal requirements. There were schools

-where labor relations were hostile and schools where labor

relations were cordial. The following two
1

schools within the

same district illustrate dramatic differendes in administrative

, style, union assertiveness, contract prominence, and the level

of teacher services:

Metropolis High School #137

The labor relationship in this high school was
advertarial, with the principal and building reppesenr
tative in open hostile conflict. The principal re-
ported that there was a union emphasis on being-able
Ito say, "I caught you." Yet he was said by teachers
to deliberately force grievances. Five grievances
about school practices had been filed by the union
within a year. The teachers insisted on close policing
of the'contract and very rarely bent it. to meet the
needs oflthe-school. Forexample, teachers'assumed no
supervisory responsibilities outside their classrooms.
Teachers'reported being pressured by colleagues not /-
to volunteer far extra duties or activities \because
of the principal's authoritarian stance toward them.
Teachers.expressed strong dissatisfaction with the
overall organization of the school and blamed the
administration for problems, of discipline and dis-
order. The"principal argued in response that such
problems should be "collective concerns."

A Metropolis High School #238

The,union organization in another Metropolis
school was regarded as quite strong, yet the labor
relation4hip in thevschool was exceptionally cooper-
ative. The principal, who was said to "go by the
book with the contract" actively pursued a close work-
ing relationship with the building representative and
building committee. He said:,

8
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The building committee becomes a resource
that can call for assistance in aaminis-

. tering the school. . . . Their involve-
ment in this committee leads to their ,

acceptance of responsibility for the
school. . . . The faculty here have a
commitment to this school. We have an
underStanding that this is our school,
and not Ey. school, or his saUbl.

Teachers in this school reported approving of this co-'

operative venture 'and being veiy satisfied with tile

principal's approach_to discipline'- building euper-

ision. As one teacher said,--"He'S a strpng princi-
,pal and an extremely good discipinarian.' lie is com-
pletely supportive of'the faculty and staff, and he
runs a very ti,t-ship."

Th,e contract, while respected and adhered to by

the administration, waP occasionally bent-for the school.

The principal said, "Teachers'in this school don't make

an issue of class; size unless they're real;' choked."
In order to maintain advanced math and languageja'
courses which had small enrollments, teache'rs agreed
to teach combinations Of small and large classes,
thus complying with the class size averages but not

with individual classroom limits. No teachers re-
ported being pressured to refrain from volunteer
activities and there'were reports that such partici-

pation was common.

There were important differences between'these schools in

the expectations of principals and building representatives.

Teachers in the first were considerably less flexible in respond-

ing to school needs, teacher-achuinistrator relationships were

more formalized, and-practices were more rulebound than in the

second school. Such differences persisted despite identical

district level-influences of contract and union strength.

Other intradistrict differences were not always so extreme.

Two elemenXary schools in Plantville illustrate less dramatic,

but equally important variation.
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Plantville Elementary School #139

c The principal bf this elementarischool Was a
strong advocate of teacher unionism but believed that
the principal must set the standards for the school:
"The.teacherss," he said, "WillLgo along--contract or
no contract." This principal had firm'hxpectations about
the performance of his staff. He required. teachers to
begin supervising the school at 8:20 A.M., 15 minutes
before the beginning of their contractually defined work
day. He assigned teachers to supervise the pchool yard
at the end cl the day. Neither was required\py contract..
He monitored the after-School help provided,to students'
by requiring teachers to submit weekly reports of con-
ferences held. He ran a system of staggered,lunches
that allowed teacher supervision of the cafeteria and
playground--an unusual arrangement in the district.
Although the schoolwide average on class size was
enforced, students there gfbuped by ability and there-
fore classes varied .donsiderably in size within the
school, sometimes exceeding the Contractual maxima.

The teachers, who were all union members, expressed
considerable regard for the principal's leadership ana
tolerant acceptance of his high standatds and extra
demands. One said:

The loyalty hereis to him rather than to
the union. If he'told us to stay late', why
everyone would. People help him out\and he's
good to others in response. guess that's
not quite kosher as far as the-contradt's
concerned, but we do it.

The contract had low prominence in the school, and the
building representative reported having a good working
relationship with the principal against whom no grievances
had ever been filed.

Plantville Elementary School #240

The principal in this elementary school was also a
strong union supporter, but he took a laissez-faire stance
toward the teachers, 'the school, and the union. One
teacher sald, "He's extremely casual and unauthoritarian.
He lets us do our own thing. He's totally permissive.
He makes absolutely no demands on us." The principal
expressed reluctance about monitoring the arrival and
departure times of teachers: "I don't liketo be a.

a.
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police officer. They pay Ilmtoo easy on them."
Teachers expressed concern about two teachers who

\ were not doing their jobs: "They're never made to
\tow the line by the principal."

.

-Teachers, in the school were not active union members.

The building committee didp't function. The issues that
concerned,teachers in the schoOl--lack of direction, late

deliveries of supplies,.lack of staff influence over
school policies, and tolerance of incompetent'teachers--
were not, perceived to be union issues. As one teacher
said, "You simply can't file a gtiev nce,about getting

.
yoUr.orayons on. time." Another e. -ained, "There's no
serious contention in this building.- . . It-'s more

an- issue o:r omission than one of cOmmission."

While there weren't the stark differences in labOr relations

at these Plantville schools as there were in the Metropolis schools

described above, there were important differences in'the role of

the contract,, administrative leadership, and teacher services.'

Both principals re4pected the contract, but the first asked

teiches togo beyd0 it for the good of the school; they complied.

The second principal pursued a-cautious course, asking no more of

teachers than they were obliged to give. Teachers were approving

of.the ,first principal's direction; they were dissatisfied with

the second principal's lack of leadership, however contractually

correct it might be.

As these examples suggest, differences in principals'. a4min-

istrative style appeared to be central in determining the shape

of labor relations and the level of teacher services at the

school site. Intradistrict*variations were unmistakable. 'Teachers

in some schools were seen to assume extra supervisory responsi-

bilities., use preparation periods for inservice training, attend

8'7
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extra meetings, reallocate student assignments within the school,

, and volunteer for extra actiyities. Teachers in other schools

might cut corners on the work day, refuse non-instructional

duties not included in the contract, and insist on literal

enforceMent of teacher obseryation procedures. There was, of

course, variation between these extremes.

While the popular view may be that teacher unions closely

monitor the implementation of their contracts and force principals

to standirdize practiCes in conformance with negotiated pro-
,

visions, that view was ,not confirmed by the dra'of this:5Audy.

.The.principals' formal authority had been constrained by the

collective bargaining agreements, but the powerNthat principals

exercised varied greatly from school to school. The contract

provisions were found to be.differentially implemented; sqme

were closely enforced and some were not; contract language was

not a reliable indicator of school level practices.

What, then, accounted ,for this variation? what enabled,

principals to exercise extensive powers despite their contractual

restrictions? What allowed the contract to be variously enforced,

ignored, abridged, bent and violated? Three characteristics

of the school organization seemed particularly important in

explaining these outcomes. These included the interdependence

of teachers and administrators, the breadth of teacher concerns

that extended well bpyond the contract, and teachers' ambivalence

about unions. Each of these will be explored below.

8
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Inte endence: Even before the advent of "collective bar-.

gaining, the relationship between teachers and principals was

highly interdependent.41 The success.of each depended, in part,

on the cooperation of the other. Teachers could not be effective

in their classrooms without fair and balanced class assignments,

while_ principals could assure ordef in the school only'if teachers

upheld administrative rules and policies. Classrooms were cellular;

teachers were the street-level bureaucrats;'and principals

simply could not closely insect the work of th6ir staff. 42

Therefore teachers were granted considerable discretion in their

work. Well before collective bargaining, principals had to be

4, attentive to teacher interests if they were to command teacher

loyalty.

Collective bargaining, teacher.unions and contracts have

heen introduced at the school site into the context.of this inter-

depen-dence. For example, one Shady. Heights principal explained

how he relied on his interdependence with teachers to manage
_-

his school::

I want safety first.. I don't want kids urt
and I don't wanttheir clothes torn.,-- en
secondly, I want teaching going on all the
time. Teachers like that. They like to be
`able to use their time to teach. They like
me to support them,in that. And when they're
teaching all the time and making me happy,
then they know that if they need something
I'll help them out. If they haveto leave
for a Special medical appointment, then I'll
go in .and take their class.43
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Teachers in this study relied on their principals for-many

things that make successful teaching possible - -a balanced roster,

,a manageable selection of students, adequate texts and supplies,
0

and the maintenance of ordei in the,school. And principals,

who face expanded responsibilit s with declining resources,

were increasingly dependents the professional commitment and

good will of teachers to make their" schools work'.

Breadth of Teacher Concerns: While it may be appropriate

° to speak of union priorities when considering district level

labor issues, it is necessary to speak of teacher piiorities at

the school site. For in that settialg, union affiliation is but

part of the teacher's concerns, and the relationship between

teachers and principals extends well-beyond the relatiofiship

between labor and management.

,

There was remarkable consensus among the 189 teachers

viewed for- this study about what they wanted 'in their work. They

sought salaries that enabled them to live comfortably and the

job security they,believed was due them in exchangerfor accept-
,

ing positions of public,setvice. They_wanted to be assigbed
(-,

areasonable number of students and claSsd§ and they wanted to

reduce or eliminate non-teaching duties, which they regarded

as'a misuse of their professional time. They sought uninterrupted

non-teaching time-during which they could relax and catch up on

work.

90
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Teachers wanted equi.table treatment, they resented:favoritism

and school politics, and they sought assurances that decisions 0

Bich as transfers and-duty assignmenti would be made in orderly

and fair ways. They expected to have a modest amountof influence

over school policies and practices, particularly those that affect-

\
ed their classrooms. Thei.liked to be consulted and wanted the

0

opportunity to initiate chrnge, but did not seek ,large-scale .

responsibility for school-te matters; .'heir attention centered

on their classrooms%

Student digcipline and security from intruders were among

the most frequently mentioned con efns of teachei-s, who believed

that order in their classrooms /depended in part on the overall'

order of the school. TeaChes spoke often about the lack of

parental support and public regard for their work. They wished

parents would emphasize the value of schooling with their children,

monitor homework, endorse a teacher's expectations for gbod
ti

behavior, and respect the teacher's expertise.

Finally, teachers wanted to work with effective principals,

administrators who not only assured the order, security, and

maintenance of the school, but who also provided direction,

leadership, and high standards for student and teacher success.

Such administrators were said to be visible, active and prin-

cipled; they.expected teachers to be as well.

Some of what teachers wanted could be addreSsed by collective

bargaining; some could not. Many of the teachers' Concerns had

91 ot
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been dealt with in the contracts of this-study,-and bargain-

ing had helped' them achieve their ends. However, certain of

these teacher concerns were nc,t bargainabie, including guarantees

of parental support, public regard and administrative leader-
,

ship., The school department could not bargain what it could

not proVide: Yet, while these concerns were not negotiable

and were not represented in contracts, they remained very pro-_

minent for teachers. Principals who proved to administer

schools effectively under collective bargaining were attentive

to these issues as well as tathOse addressedtby the contract.

Teacher AmbiValence about Unionism: While teachers per-

ceived collective bargaining to have improvedtheii,salariet,

limited the size and number of their.classes, and tempered

administrative abusep they were uneasy about its effects on

their professional status, on the quality of their relationships

with administrators, and on the competence an performance of

their peers. While levels of union membership might be high and

while teachers might' overwhelmingly support strikes during

strained negVtiations, many reported having strong reservations
deo

about both the notion of unionism apd the conduct of their loc"l

organization.

Some teachers were dissatisfied with the cc:5st and the politics

of their state or national affiliate. There were teachers in

0
each district who were unhappy with the adversarial relations

and the 'excessive ccncern,for contract compliance" that -
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accompanied collective bargaining: Some repudiated the blue

collar image of4unions--pickets, mobs, confirontation--that they

considered incompatible with professionalism. One of the most

frequently Voiced"dissatisfactions of both active and inactive

_union members, was that unions, in meeting their obligation to

fairly represent all teachers, protect .poor teachers. Some

.teachers in'a1l districts criticized the unions' pursuit of high

salaiies and reduced-duties at the expense of well-maintained

buildings, adequate supplies and equipment, and in-service

training. As on' Metropolis teacher said, There too much

.

,,,emphasis on e-.#44

Most teachers interviewed focused ort one or two points of

'dissatisfaction that were offset,6g points of agreement. Few '

teachers expressed total disapproval,. just as few voicectiin-
,

conditional acceptance. Collective bargaining was viewedas

a useftil and necessAry means to-achieve narrow objectives rather
4

than a caust.deserving constant and unconditional-commitment,.'

At the district level, where-the 'voice of one teacher might be

inaudible, teacher's accepted the necessity of pursuing their'

interestS.through the union. However, at the school, site,
+.

where teachers were known individually and where they had the

opportunity to act on their own behalf with administ'rator's,

they were far less likely to stres's 'union identities.

Authority and Accommodation: In thl schools of this study,

"it was apparent that,the teachers' decisions to ally with

3)
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others as union members, to define teacher-interests in oppo-

sition to administrative interests and to pursue problems through

formal procedures were highly dependent on the attitudes and

actions of the principal. If the principal was attentive to

the things that teachers wanted and successful in helping to

achieve them, teachers were likely to endorse administrative

priorities, overlook occasional contract violations, avoid

formal grievance procedures and bend the contract in the

interests of the school.

dministrative compliance with the collective bargaining

agreement explained but a part of the teacher support effective

principals enjoyed. In,addition, these administrators were

active, responsive, decisive, and held high expectations/of
/

teachers. Teachers respected them for their Performance even

though that performance might Occasionally comproMise teacher

rights and freedoms. These principals knew the importance of

job security\ class size, and non-teaching time for their staff

and they protected those interests. They emphasized th0 im- .

portance of the classroom and a teacher's instructional respon-
.

sibilities and sought to minimize unnecessary.non-instructional

duties., They proVidbd opportunities for teachers to influence

administrative decisions. -They were perceived by teachers to

be uLderstanding and evenhanded in their dealings with staff;_,

they playedno favorites.

These principalswere also responsive to teachers' non -

contractual concerns--those things that enhanced the reputation
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of the school and thus the teacher's sense of professional

standing. These included firm discipline prac'Aces, good com-

munity relations, high standards for teaching performance and

the pursuit of incompetent or mediocre staff.

.4

While collective bargaining had unquestionably complicated

the work of principals, the organization-of the school provided

them with the opportunity to achieve sufficient autonomy and, .

influence to manage their schools well. One Shady,Heights prin-

cipal assessed the constraints imposed on'his administration by

collective baigaining:

Principals do'in fact, have a few restrictions.
But we don't really understand how to use all

' the power that wd have. We don't even know
where all the buttons are that might be

pushed.45

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Th picture of labor relations at the school site that

emergedftom this study had a few fixed and many flexible features.

Certainicontract provision, once negotiated, would be fully

implemeltIted and would limit the principal's control over faculty

'composition, the allocation of students to classes, .and the

supervision of the school. Other provisions, however, were rein-

terpreted and informally renegotiated at the school site where

such fa tos as teacher interests, educational consequences,

administrative leadership, and s';aff allegiande were balanced

and coutterbalanced. Although collective bargaining had made

it more difficult for these principals to manage their schools
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effectively and .provide conditions for effective instruction,

it remained possible for them to do so.

Several recommendations for those who negotiate and admin-

ister the contract follow fro these central findings. First,

great attention should be paid to the potential effects on

day-to-day school Operations of any provision about working

conditions that is being negotiated. How will it change teachers'

bligationt to students? How will- it affect the principal's

'ability to provide for safety, security, discipline, and learn-
to

(iing in the school? How might it restrict innovation at,the

school site? How might it endorse minimal expectations for

`teachers' work? Such questions are often ignored. 'fro frequent-

ly, contract language is traded for dollars in the heat of

negotiations; concessions are made that appear cheap butyreallY.

are costly.

The experiences of the schools in this study provided

many examples where contract provisions affected schools favor-

ably. Reduction in class size reportedly improved teacher morale

./and, many believed, improved classroom Instruction as well.

Reduction in force procedures provided order and equity to a

-process that was potentially chaotic, demoralizing, and subject

to administrative abuse. However, there were instaces through-

out the study where provitions addresting these same issues had

been_aegotiated in ways that were detrimental to schools. When
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class size limits provided no allowances for subject orability

groupings, and when these limits could be rigidly enforced by

counting all students on roll, the quality of the school pro-

gram was compromised. When the teachers' work day coincided,

withthestudents' instructional day, the likelihood of after-

school tutoring, emergency conferences, or in-service training

was reduced. When. the contract authorized frequent bumping of

junior teachers or permitted a teacher with no experience ina

particular,subject to'displace someone less senior, the con-

tinuity of students' instruction was disrupted. When all

teachers were freed of important supervisory duties, the disci-

pline,'oraer, and safety of the building were jeopardized. When

principals could be forced to meet and confer with_teachers

about all changes in school policy and practice, the ability of

school"Administrators to act quickly and decisively about urgent

matters(was restricted.

In these instances, the union had demanded, and management

had granted, more constraints on administrative discretion and

more rights for teachers than seemed warranted. Such contract

provisions narrowly defined the powers of principals and Fhe

responsibilities of teachers. They-established limits on teach-

er and administrator expectations and behavior that fell short

of the complex needs of the school. Those who negotiate con-

tracts and those who advise the negotiators must, therefore,

strive to achieve.an appropriate balance Jetwean student interests

and teacher interests and between teacher rights and administrative

discretion.
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Second, the research is instructive.about how principals
a

can manage schools effectively under collective bargaining.

For el/6n in the strongestThniOn districts, principals ran good

schools. At the school site, tot, a b4lance must be achieved--

this time betweet,teacher rights are the needs otr.the school.
A

Principals who were described by district office administrators

and teachers to be effective in managing labor relations in their

schools, were neither autocratic, nor had *they abdicated their

responsibilities to teachers. They didnot simply fit their

administration around the various constraints and limitations.

imposed. by collective bargaining. They. had thought carefully

'about-what teachers wanted-from them and what they wanted'from.

teachers. They calculated their actions to expand teachers'

feelings of responsibility for the school and to increase theiZ

own opportunities to influence teacher services.

It was important to the teachers of this study that prin-

cipals respect and honor their contract. But they also allowed
0

for flexibility, amendment, and mistakes when the principal's

actions were believed to be responsible, well-intentioned, And

in the interests of a good school. They accepted authoritarian

as -Well as democrdilic administrators and were critical.of

laissez-faire' principals who gave.tfiem too much power. They

were tolerant, and often respectful, of principals who held

high standards, monitored teacher performance, and expected

more of teachers than the contract required. Teachers did not
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want to run the schools, but they were prepared to support a

principal Who demonstrated that their school's could be run well.

For most teachers, being part of a,good school took precedence

over union membership or close enforcement of the contract.

As one Metropolis administrator observed, "Teachers like to be

part of a winning team. "46
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1. William Edward:Eaton, TheAmerican Federation of Teachers,
1916-1961: A' History of the Movement (Carbondale, ,Illinois
Southern Illinois Univer4ty Press, 1975); pp. 141-142.
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5. Douglas E. Mitchell, et al., The Impact of Collective Bargain-
ing on School Management and Policy (Claremont, California:
The Claremont Colleges, 1980), p. 1.

6. There are two.major sets of bargaining outoomes.affecting
*schools that warrant serious attention--budgeting outcome
and organizational outcomes. The first, while extremely.
important, are-not addressed in th3s study, the focus
t s4 Df which is organizational.

. ,
7. Interview with Plantville district administrator, 6/779.

8. Interview with Viita'principal, 1/10/80.
A

9. Interview with Metropolis principal, 11/4/80.

10. The instructional day in the sample districts had been altered,
. .

little by collective bargaining. The currtht school hours
in most districts had been in effect for many years, in
some cases having been changed in the 1950's during,

,periods of double sessions. Therefore, it is the length
of the teachers' work day rather than the,students' instruc-
tional day that is discussed here.

11. Bargaining Agreement Between the Vista Education Association
'.- and The Board of Education of the Vista Unified School ..

Distr ic t, 1979-1H2, P. 35. .

.

12. Inteniiew with Shady Heights') principal, 6/26/79.

13. Interview with Metropolis principal, 11/4/80.

14. Mitchell, et al.. report on a similar trehd in their sample s.
districts, The Impact of Collective Bargaining, pp. 10-11.

15. Interview with Shady Heights principal, 8..114/79.
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18. Bargaining Agreement'Between the-Vista Education Association
and the Board.of Education of the Vista Unified School
District, 1979 -1982, p. 34.

19. .InterviewZith Mill City pi-incipal,,,11/8/79.

20. °Interview with Shady Heights teacher, 10/2/79.

t. 21, Interview with MetropOlis principal, 10/21/80.

21. National public school enrollmettS peaked at'46.0 million
in 1971-72 and then began to decline to 41.6 million in o

1979 -80.
,

W. Vance Grant and.teo J. Eiden, Digest of Education
Statistics, 1980 (Washington, D.C.: National Center for
Education Statistics); p. 34.
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23. George C. Kyte, The Principal at,Wd=k (N4w YOrk: Gitn
- Co.; 1952), p. 106; Harry F. Wolcott, The Man in the

Princi a1!.s Office: An Ethno a h (New York: HOTE,
Rsne art, and Winston, 1973), p. 194; Susan Moore
Johnson, "Performande-Based Staff Layoffs in the Public
Schools: Implementation,and OutcoMes," Harvard Educa-
tional Review, Vol. 50, No. 2, Mayt"1980, p. 214.

-

24. A 1979 survey of high school principals'revealed that 97%
of them had _the power to either-select teachers who
would then be endorsed by the district office, or to
select teachers from limited options provided by the
district office. .Lloyd E. McCleary and Scott D. Tholson,
The Senior High School Princivalship, Volume III.: The
Summary Report, (Reston, Virginia: National Association
of Secondary School Principals, 1979)', 19.

25.° In response"to the demands to staff new schOols each year,
the Vista superintendent had initiated a system of staff
selectionmbdeled on'the National Football League's
player draft. The. system gave both teachers and princir
pals considerable influence in\making staff assignments
for the new schools. Interview with Vista superintendent,
/a/80.
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26. Interview with Mill City principal, 11/7/79.

27. Interview with Metropoli'Labbr Relations Office administra-
tor, 6/24/80.

28.- Interviews with Plantville and Shady Heights district office
administrators, 6/7/79 and 7/26/79.

Interview with Mill City printipal, k1/7/79N

Interview with Mill City principal, 11/8/79'.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.c.

Interview with Mill City frsondel director, -L1/5/79.
P
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Inteziiew with

Interview with

0

34. Interview with

Metropolis principal, 11/4/80.

Mill City principal, 11/6/q9:

Metropolis principal, 11/4/80.%

35. Interview with Vista principal, 1/8/80.

36. Charlei Keichner writes:

Collective bargaining places great reliance on'uniformity.
Indeed, one of the stated purmses of labor relations is
to avoid capriciousness in the treatmeneof,employeei.
The obIegtive reality behind this goal is that uniform

o rule f6r the treatment, paymght, and discipline of
employees are part of every labor agreement.

Charles T. Kerchner, "The Impact of Collective Bargaining
on School Governance," in Education and Urban Society,
Vol, 11, No. 2 (February1979), p. 195.

37. All data for the description of Metropolis High School #1-
were gathered during interviews with the principal and
teachers in this school on 10/23/80 and 11/6/80.

38, All data for the description-of Metropolis High School #
were lathered during interviews with the principal and.
teachers of this school on 10/23/80 and 11/5/80.

All data for-the desciiption of Plantville Elementary
School #1 were gathered during interviews with the
principal and teachers of this school on 8/17/79, 9/20/79

. and 9/21/79.
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40: All data for-the.devcription of Plantville Eleme4tary
.School #2 Were gathered during' interviews with the
princiial and teachers of this school oh 6/28/79,
/27/79, and 9/211/79.

41. LortWlikens,the'relationship between teachers and prin-
ctioals-to that between vassals and lords during medi-
evil times:

The Superordinate is expected to upe his power
to protect and help those -of lesser rank; they,
in turn, are bound in fealty to return the
appropriate deference and respect4

Dan C. Lortie, Schoolteacher: ,A Sociological Study
(Chicago, Illinois: University of Chicago Press, 1975),
p. 200.

42. pp. 15-17, 196-197; Geitrude H. McPherson, "What
Principals Should-Know About Teachers," Ericksbn and
Reller, The Principal in Metropolitan.Schools, pp. 235-
236 and 24.2-243; Weatherly and Lipsky, "Street Level
Bureaucrats;" Seymour B. Sarason, The Culture of the
School and .the Problems of Change (Boston, Massachusetts:
Allyn and Bacon, Inc., -1971), pp. 118-120.

43. Interviex with Shady Heights principal, 8/9/79.

44. Interview with Metropolis.teacher,,11/18/80.

45. Interview wihtb.--Shady'Heights principal, 10/5/79.
,

\
. ,\.i

46. Interview with Metropolis admirlatrator, 7/9/80. .-
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APPENDIX 'A-

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

I selected six districts that'would represent a diverse

sample of those involved in collective bargaining. Such a

sample would permit me to map the range and variation of

labor relations practice's. Clearly, there'are types off

'districts that atenot representedcin the sample.. However,

the districts included in thissample are diverse in size,

controlling state4statute, AFT/NEA affiliation, regional

location, urban/suburban4ural character,. racial and ethnic

compoSition, enrollment a'hd economic trends, strength and

activity, of the union,' and strength of the contract. On

the basis of preliminary data, I began with hypotheses that

suggested that the effects of teacher Unionism might be less

extensive, formal, and fixed than they are generally thought

to be. Consequently, I intentionally included districts
4

reputed to have militant unions and experience with strikes.

There were many possible combinations.of districts that

might have comprised this sample. Generally, districts

were Selected because they were recommended by those familiar

with local. districts (SEA administrators,,union leaders, -

community leaders, other school administrators) as ones

that matched the combinations of characteristics I was

seeking. I selected the sample sequentially to ensure that
I
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the balance of variables could be maintained. I requedted

entree into eight districts. .Two refused my request; the

remaining six make up the final sample.

Within each district, I conducted in-depth interviews

with central office administrators, union leaders, principals

and teachers. Because of the relatively small number of
4 , 0

. 4. ,

,central office administrators acid union officers, I inter- .

.*,

viewed all who'wete identified as relevant ti the research.

The selection of principals was made with the help district

administrators and union leaders. ,I requested a b lanad

selectio*n that varied in age and experience sex) school

level and location, labor attitudes, and administrative

stye. I repeatedly asked those interviewed whether the

sample was "balanced and representative of the range of '\

principals in the district."

After completing the interviews with principals, I

selected three to five schools in eachdistrict that seemed

to represent the range of grade location, administra-'

tive style, and union activity within the district. With

the principal, I'selected a sample of seven to, fifteen

teachers, once again seeking'diversity on a' number of

variables; grade, subject, sex, union views, support or

opposition to principal, degree of involvement in school"
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activities. Thd union building representative( who was

always ihcluded in, this sample, helped select the teacher

sample-in some cases-an4 always reviewed the selection for

balance. I spent 'o or two full days `in. each of twenty

schools, with the length of visit depending on their size.

The 289 interviews of this study weresemi=structured,

and varied in length from thirty minutes tto two hours.

Throughout the research I 'made a concerted effort to

°triangulate information and responses, to disconfirm

hypotheses, and to beek a range of views. Ext ensive notes'

were taken during all interviews. These were later dictated

onto tape And transcribed! yielding 2500 pages of field notes,

In addition to.the interviews, I informally observed

classrooms,, corridors, cafeteriis, main offices, teachers'

rooms and after-schoor activities. I attended several ,.

faculty and onp school board meeting when labor issues-were
A

on the agenda. I collected copies of-cohtracts, statutes:

memos, teacher handbooks, union,ublications,district

publications, and board policies from each of the
o
sx districts..

I have subscribed to local newspapeis for six months f011ow-
..

ing site visits in order to follow current issues', e.g.;

negotiations, strikes, pending arbitrations.

iqG
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Session II Discussion:

Reactions to Johnson Presentation

In all the years L havd been studying principals, I will be darned if I can

see what this word "leader" means. From an organizational - sociological point of

view, a leader is someone who gives orders, hires, fires, gets compliance,,
. .

.

evaluates, and controls'. Do principals today really have`the power to do that

kind of thing? I have given up In looking at principals as organizational

readers in the classic sense. _Now, some are leaders, but not in the classic

organizational sense. I think.we do ourselves-a,gre4 disservice when we look

at these correlational studies where it does indeed turn out-that there is a

relationship bezween'the principal and effectiveness. We say "Aha, that'S a

leader!" ThaOtriggeri all kinds of ultra-conventional notions, about what a

leader looki like. The poor principal who doesn't know any better is going to
4

try to snap out orders and act like an organizational figure, and'he or she is

going,to fall right on his or her face, because principals don't have that kind

of power. And don't blame it all on collective bargaihing. Principals never

could fire teachers anyway. They could only possibly get them transferred. I

once had a debate in my class with 18 countries represented. I asked, "What

does it take to fird'a teacher fn,your country?" Only foreigners in Saudi

Arabia could get fired. It was either the union or the civil service.

When we do our studies we are constantly finding very, very gre4 weaknesses

in formal evaluation systems. Principals don't very often evaluate teachers.

We had the Early Childhood Education categorical aid-program in California,

where the school had to set out goals in basic skills and state how it was going

to be done classroom by claisroom. The state sent inspection teams around"to
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make sure that they did things just as they skid they were going to do, and they

looked at their achievement scores. Those principals, poor souls,were really .

h
accountable for events that they had pr4ious little control over. Ahd yet,

even under those conditions, those principe is were no more likely to evaluate

their teachers frequently than non-Early-Childhood7EducatiOn principals. Even

under those extreme conditions, it didn't cause schools to look more like normal
1,

organizations. They still looked rather abnormal. They did get to be rather

better coordipated or else the teachers were unhappy under those conditions.

But we didn't find the evaluation you-Would expect from a real organizational

leader.

Johnson's paper is quite important in giving ussome clues about 'principals

/'

who do Manage to survive despite problems and are keys to the'succets of ttfeir

schools. I'm not arguing that they are not I'm just asking how they do it.

We would some day like to give poor principals a little guidance in these

''
matters, ihd-tf we get them all off in the 'wrong direction--have them ride off

on a white horse--it isn't going-to_gettheM anything but grief. We want to be

very careful about:that, quite seriously. Now What she found but is very-

important. First, she found out that the situation varies from school to ,

_school. That's like everything about schools--always this profound anarchy of

decentralization. Now what her data show is that those principals who make

things happen do it in sort of a political, negotiative exchange process, which

is something I have conOuded happens in many schools. For example: he's a

good guy, he stands by us, he gets good discipline in the corridors, he supports

us. Therefore, when he asks us to teach an exercise class we are not going to

bitch about it. That kind.of exchange relationship, I believe, is what counts

0
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for some of these successful principals. YJU have to think of it as chips that

the prinCipal gets--a set of chips that the teachers owe him or her because of

his or her supportiveness.

Now I began to suspect this a long time ago when I found the most powerful

prediCtorof teacher morale, of teachers' belief that the school made good deci-

sions and stuck by them and evaluated them properly, was principal

supportiveness. And another student of mine, Anneke Bredo, found that when you

ask teachers under what conditions they would comply with the principals'

instructional program,they say, "If the principal_ would,work closely with me in

instruction." So you get in there and you give real support and under those

conditions that is considered a real chip. That'.s real exchange and then you

will be able -to get compliance if you want to make a brave new plan for school

improvement. If the principal wants to set aside some collective bargaining

provision, the teachers have to owe him br hersomething. So(the good

principals,:these effective principals are not what you call ordinary army

generals; they are politicians.

Move the story Susan gave about the principal who made the union committee

a close ally-talk about cooptation. That's brilliant. I knoone pi-incipaf in

the Early Childhood Education program. "Hedidn't,know-anything about the indivi-

dualization which that demanded, so he used the money to hire the coordinator

that the teachers dearly wanted, who'would really come in and help them with the

classes. That principal wasl'in such good shape with all his teachers that they
0

would then put out all the effort that was necessary to make the change that he

wanted. And he was always buying off people one way or another--getting them

Nreleased time, for example. He was one. of,the best in the business--turned
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around three or four schools. He was a politician in the best sense of that

word. That's why this wholeissue of collective bargaining and how it affects

inttruction becothes very dependent on what teaches like and want in a

principal. If-the principal has no "chips" with the teacherdoes* even keep

order in the corridor, Which just has to be a job of the prnaipalthen collec-

tive bargaining is going to become another todl against the principal. That

becomes a negative thing. Teachers are going, to make it really tough for him

because he's a bad Otncipa3; he's not doing his job, and he.'s not giving them

the kind of support they reed. They can get lim with the union contract- -

,anything will do in this war. And so I really think it helps to see this as an

exchange process.

Now let's talk about those marvelous people, principals who are highly con-

cerned with instructi2n. Collective bargaining obviously can representea

problem for them because of its focus on time. Time istlan incredibly important

resource if you want to do any school improvement. Anybody knows that. And

eirthermore the principal has got to be able to ask favors of extra time in

order to get any kind of school improvement. It's going to take extra effort,

and you have Sot to have the time and the energy and, motivation. Those are some

of the hardest things that the principal has to as'e for, and the teachers.are

going to require more support in return fonathis extra effort. If you are going

to lose all control Over your staff selection of tasks or lose control of your

time, I don't think you can do much tchAl improvement. So, even if you are a

really strong instructional leader I think this does represent a fairly serious

problem for you, unless you are in good enough stan ing that you can get the

1Cbnteachers to ignore these pro(sions. -Now if we are c cerned about administra.,
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tive and instructional effectiveness, this study warns us about the difficulties

of generalization. I. think Johnsen shows us that we need more analysis of con-

ditions under wtich the administrator has an impact on instructional

effecMeness. We need a much better model than organizational thory provides,

us on how the administrator gets, this effect. I told'you what I think it is,

but I'm not ready to tellorincipals how to do it. We need more sociological

analyses. We also need more documenting of current *Jai history, because

collecti;/e bargaining takes place in a context. It's very much affected by

terrific pressures for attountability, and as Susan documented, it's very much

affected by declining enrollment. There is an interaction between declining

enrollment and collective bargaining Whichfiiery dramatic: So you have to'

follow these trends and, see how they interact.:

Finally, I really want to reiterate that we have falseptions about how

instructionalleadershig is achieved or maintained.'. I do. not think it'.s through

ordinary organizational methods, except in the,area-of discipline. When'it

comes to getting a firm, consistent disciplinary policy in schools, there

is a case for an organizational-model: If you don't have a policy in that area,

your teachers are going to be very unhappy. It's shOcking the number of schools

where the teachers say there is no such policy in the shcools, especially

schools for lower - class children. There's where your organizational model works

well, When it comes to getting compliance and effort in classroom matters, the

model works less well. I think we have some false notions about how this won-

derful problem-solving process takes place. God knows I am.a believer in

'problem solving, but many principals don't have time to sit down with teachers

and do, problem solving. Sometithes.problem solving takes place between a teacher
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and an aide. Sometimes.it takes place between a resource teacher and a teacher.

I On't thidk we have very good ideas about how to start that process going and

where On earth we get the time to do it'in a school already constrained for lack

of time. So I have to close by saying I want to caution you about the kinds

of studies' whiCh we are being flooded with that say that,the key to an effective
AR

school is instructional leadership. I don't think we have models that we can

imitate. I don't think that anyiingle model works under all conditions and I'm

just putting up a great big caution sign. Thank you.

Charles Clemans:

I am really appreciative-of\this direction of research. ,I'm faced every day

with dealing with collective'bargaining and antract'administration,4and it is

really refreshing to see that become the focus and subject of research for Susan

.

Johnson, Randy Eberts, Larry Pierce, and others. It's really, helpful to us

because it's helping us work with everyday problems. .That's research we'can put

'unto practice and of course some of you in this room know that's one of my hobby

horses. I want to see research have some practical utility. I am also very ,

pleased with Susan's paper itself. -I find it to be very clear, very'

understandable. Normally I. need a translator to read research findings, but in

this case I didn't.

I would like to share a thought or two about Susan's findidgs. She has two'

principal recommendations in'her paper. One of them is that negotiators should

'try 10 achieve an appropriate balance between student needs and teacher nights.

A second major'implication'is that principals can learn to work with contract

language. I1think those are probably7accurate perceptions, but,I really believe

that there is more to be learned from further study. 'For example, I think one

2 0



nfzations themselves. Maybe they,are producing a product or providing a service
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of the provocative findings of this study is teachers'. attitudes about the blue-
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collar union approach, I think that needs to be communicated to the union orga-
'1

.,

that really isn't the service or the product that the teachers themselves

totallj want. That ought to be communicated to the AFT and the NEA both. I

have a hunch about.that,,however. As soon;as you give them your study, they are
.

going tb do one of their own. And I wonder what the result might be.

Anther implication of the study's findings that I think needs 6 be logked

at(is how you select or educate principals to do a better job of running their

schools within the context of tight collective bargaining. Shefound that there

were marked differences among buildings, and those differences were largely a

product of the behavior bf.the principals. If that is the case, what charac-

teristics-do,we need to be looking'for when we are hiring priricipals? Also,

what do we need to be doing with oUr present prinpiials ?ri terms of inservice to

enable them to become more effective in this context.

Anottier one I think needs further investigation is to what extent -our scarce.

resources are beingeroded by bargaining and contract admiffittration. An -

audience that ought to receive paramount consideration is the legislatures that

have enacted these collective bargaining statutes. They need information about

how the'statutes are operating and what sort of resu is they are producing in

term: of resources and educational outcomes. And dno her observation I made of

the study is.that the emphasis in it was really at the school level. I think

there is another level that to be looked at and thats the district level
...

the degree to which school boards are hampered or facilitated by collective

bargaining statutes and,the imposition of district-wide policy. There are times
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when bargaining agreements get completely in the way of social policy. For

example, some of the large'eastern-districts for several years didn't qualify

for certain federal funds because they couldn't move staff around to achieve

racial balance. The reason why they couldn't m3ve their staff around is because'

4
they had staff transfer policies in their contracts that really:limited admi-

nistrative and policy-making distretion at the district level.
!-.

Now I.hdve some thoughts of m' OWnagout bargaining. If you believe as I do

that cordial relations are desirzble and that you do want a working relationship

that isn't a strong adversarial relationship, then the climate needs to be

instigated at. the district level. The bargaining-takes'splace at the district

level, cohtract 'adminstration.typically ends up at the district level, and I

.think that the climate for a collegial and cooperative - working relationship with

the teacher organization really needs to start aiithat level. You haYe to find
.

,., .

\some places to cooperate--if you don't have some project you can work on

together, then invent one so you have simething you can do togethrr for the I

organization. Here in Oregon of course we have the annual job of selling a levy

election. And that's a super place to get the teacher organization, your public;°

your school board, and your administration banding together to achieve a common

goal. It's a natural *place to develop some of that cooperation that,..mtill spill

over into other areas and make the rest of the job more efficient and more

effective. There are some other places we can cooperate as well. One of them I

think is in the area of school management.' I really do believe that teachers.

have a strong role to play in the development of the instructional program at

the school level. I don't think that it is appropriate to put it into the

contract. 'tut negotiate how teachers will be invglved, but I think if you work

0
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at it from a collegial standpoint outside the contract you've again demonstrated

a place where you can work together and achieve: a common goal, thereby del/6-

loping that. cOrdial relationship rather than the adversial one.

fly second thought on collective bargaining is that it sets public policy in

secret. Oregon public meeting law is so strict and so specific-that a school

board can't even go out and buy those crayons without, having it done in a public

meeting that was.previously announced.at least 24 hours with notice to the,-

media.. 6owever, the bargaining process cab make fundamental deCisions about

.

spending--you know, 75 or 80 percent of our school district's budget, profound

effects upon how these resources will be allocated, how people will work, the

length of the work day,, and all sorts of those sorts of things--and they are

taking place in secret because the collective bargaining proces-s is a closed

process. Any-informatibb-about What iS-ha-Opening in bargaining-comes'but ir

ways dictated by the teacher organization. Now maybe that's good. L once saw a

slogan that ',really loved. It said, "Persons who respect either sausages or

laws should watch neither being made." And that may also apply to collective

bargaining._ige' had one teacher in Portland leave the collective bargaining pro-

cess because his ears were tender--cbuldn't stand the language.

And finally I am'really concerned that collective bargaining is oftentimes

keyed to the least common denominator of our teaching staff. If it isn't

spelled out in black and white and paid for, then that person assumes it is not

his or her responsibility. Now I am going to give you some personal

experiencei: About a week ago, I was in my office looking down over the hill at

ours football stadium and our coaching staff without pay was out there paibting

the bleachers. They did a beautiful job, on R fairly hot day with the sweat
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dripping down, and they weren't getting a dime for it. We bought the paint and

furnished the rollers and stuff but they were out there doing that totally on

their time -- summer time. The same crowd of dedicated' people went in and cam--

pletely upgraded our weight room so that they could have kids doing weight

training for the summer. Our teachers hosted
)

an awards dinner this past spring

at the close of the school year, an honors dinher for our honor graduates, where

the teachers were in the kitchen cooking and out serving, and they decorated the

room and they hosted the kids and their parents on their own time.' They are

walking that extra mile. Nearly 100 per-cent of our teachers participated in a

campaign to defeat ballot measure 6 which really would haVe damaged us

financially. Nearly 100 percent of-our teachers participated in our campaign to

sell our levy elections. The fear I have is that the collective bargaining

mentality, the collective bargaining process, can cause us to move more and more

towards the least common denominator teacher:

Randall.Eberts:

Economists do not have much. experience interviewing teachers, principals,

and superintendents, but they do have statistical tools that'are useful in

studying the general trendsrof collective bargaining across the country. Larry

t

Pierce, in political science, and I have an ongoing project looking at the

impact of collective bargaining on a large number of districts in the states of

New York and Michigan. We also have a sample of over 350 districts and 5,000

teachers.randomly selected across the country. So we try to bring together stu-

dies like Susan's and couple them with more general investigations of trends in

collective bargaining across the country. Now some people might feel that I'm

in alien territory talking about a case study when I myself do research using

124
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,statistical methods. But I feel-that both kinds of studies are equally impor.:

tant in understanding the/impact of colledtive bargaining. Case studies such as

Susan'S provide researchers like me with material on how to formulate the

problems that ex' t in school districts. The question that I would ask is, "Is

the experiencethat she is documenting in these six districts a general trend?"

A study dike Susan's may, be presenting a hypothesis. One of the things that

_
she looked, at was clasi size. Aid,she said.that teachers in her districts

viewed tlid class size prOvision in their contract as a means of preserving their

jobs. A statistical.resedrcher like myself would take that observation ad make .

it into a hypothesis. I would ask the question, "does class size reduce teacher

quits or teacher layoffs?" Looking at the data I have for over 500 school

districts in New York or600 in Michigan or the 350 in the national sample, I

tested that hypothesis to see if that is the case. I died and I found that it

wasn't. That is not to say that 1- couldn't find six more districts in New York,

six districts chosen randomlydin which class size was an important part of job

security. What I am saying is that, on theaverage, that is not the case. So

that is the type of work Larry and I have been doing in terms of collective

bargaining.

a The reason that I mention these things is that again, by combining what

Susan does and we do, we can then see whether or not her observations apply to

other school districts. We can also do that blooking at a number of other

case studies. We can look at Kerchner's and Mitchell's study of 8 districts in

California or Perry's study of 9'districts in Illinois, but when you start com-

bining all these districts you see that they have so many different charac-

teristic's that you can't keep track of them unless you are willing to-sort out
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those characteristics that make school districts different.

Let me share a few other observations from our work. We looked at the

relations between fob security provisions and teacher layoffs and we found this

was important, but we had some curious findings. If a district had a job

security provision, then there were fewer layoffs. Of teachers in the 35-to-40 age

range but more layoffs of younger teachers. The question we wanted to answer

was "Is this a general trend?" 'We find that it.might be. I should mention that
'es

those 'studies that we did on job security included over 130,000 teachers in ,New

Ycrk.

Another very important issue in collective bargaining is, "Does collective

.bargaining alter the time spent by teachers on various functions?" If we are

all concerned about the school's role of educating students, then all those,

ingredients that go into effective schooling should be important.- We at

what effect collective bargaining had on the percent of time spent during the

day on particular activities in our national sample of 350 districts anc15,000

teachers. Contact instruction with the student was one actjvity. Time spent on

administrative and clerical duty was another one. Tithe spent with parents was

another. And what we found where there were some contract items that will

increase the percentage of time spent teaching or with the student and there

ere some contract items that will reduce it.

. .

We also examined the cQpditions in districts that cause those contract items

/o appear. Is there a situation in which teachers and principals can work

together in which no contracts are needed or no specific guidance is needed?

Tkhere has been some very preliminary work done on this. We are still searching

for some of those characteristics of the teacher's environment in which the

12&
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contract item appear. What I can share with you now are things that we haven't

found. One thing that we might find,that changes in enrollment would be a good

predictor of the appearance of job security provisions or class size provisions.

We found that wasn't the case for our sample of school districts. Also we found

that resources didr't make that much difference. If you were losing resources,

if you weren't getting as much money for textbooks, it still didn't make that
10.

much difference. What we did find however was that there it a strong neigh-

borhood effect. If the district next door has a contract item, you are Oing.to

try to get it, too. Also we found that if the district was in fairly good

financial shape, more contract items appeared. These are some of the general,

trends that we find in our studies.
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'Session III

The Source and Substance 9f Conflict in Educational Governance

HarmOn Zeigler.

I:want td_talk about my latest research report: 'A Comparison of the

. Source and Substance of Confl:i0 in Educational and Municipal Governance."

-11y-My schootgovernance,With municipal governance growi out

of two previousitOies I conducted. "Both of themreached.essentially,the-
.

same conclusions, although they relied on different data. One was published

in 1974 and the other one:was-published in 1980. The first one, Governing

American Schools, was a-national survey of schocil boards and superintendents.

The second one, Professionals Versus the Public, was a longitudinal-study

of a small sample of school districts. Both books concluded that superin-

tendents are most responsive to professionals and.least responsive-to the

public. Now, 'this focus on the insulation.of sChool governance created a

'fair amount of dissatisfaction in the circles of educational administration.

A lot of, people also asked, and I think quite correctly, what schools did

for them When I said that professionals were respOnsive primarily\to other

professionals, some educational administrators and researchers asked "Are

schools that unique? Isn't it true that most professionals in most public ,

bureadcracies respond to other professionals more then they respond to their

clientele?" The answer is, obviously, yes. That is the case. I cannot

imagine a public bureaucracy being truly more responsive to it's clientele

then,to other professionals. However, it then becomes a question of degree.

This led me to ask the question_"Are school_d_istrictsin--fact-d-ifferent-?

: * Are they indeed unique when compared to city governance?"
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_So what I did was to compare the behavior of superintendents with that

of city managers.- The ideal sample, which the funding agency promptly

told Me to forget due to financial considerations, would have 'been a national

sample of 900 cities with matched pairsof superintendents and city managers.

In the end we inte'vtewed 25 city managers and 26 superintendents in the

Chicago metropolitani area and 27 and 6 respectively in the San Francisco

metropolitan area. Those two areas were chosen because the high concentration

of .city managers there helped to keep the travel costs to.a reasonable level.

There are few other areas that have such high concentrations, but this is a
Cr

good sample I think because of other differences between the two geographical

areas.

Superintendents and city managers hold a common ideology based on the

refOrM-MOVemint-T Bath Superintendents and city managers are

products of the desire of reformers from the turn of'the century, to get

school and city management as much as possible out of politics. They wanted

to minimize conflict, rationalize decision-making, and institute business-like

processes which would insulate the bureaucracy from undue and short-term

political pressures. It is only reasonable to assume, therefore, that two

kinds of managers, 'who were essentially products of the same political' movement;

should look at their jobs similarly. On the other hand, there are substant al

differences that should make the_comparison intriguing. The most obvious

difference is that the superintendents are basically responsible for de ivering

a single service; they are supposed to superyise an educational orgari/zatJon

which educates people. In contrast, city managers have a multi - faceted sort

of responsibility. Some call it a Balkanized kind of city government. Cities

are concerned with police, fire protection, zoning, planning; etc,; so it is

not a single service organization. Somei may feel that, due tolhe many
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different types of services,' it i.s more difficult to hold city managers it'

accountable because they have so much to do. In another sense, they are

easy to hold accountable because when they don't do something, it is rather

obvious. If you have a problem on your street, or you have been-mugged and

nobody comes, then you Know that things'aren't going so well. However,

it is rather hard to link a superintendent's behavior with student achieve-

meet, in comparing the district to the national average, so there is a bit of
o'

a difference in accountability between the t systems.

The. focus of this study is not so much on responsiveness as on conflict

marry ,4 ,ent. This study of the Management of conflict is based on the

assumption that both cities and schools,are facing shertages'and a scarcity

of resources and that the politfcs of scarcity is the'politics of conflict.

This is not exactly.a theoretically earthshattering notion: When there are

plenty of goodies to distribute nobody really gets excited when some

program sops up a ,couple of million, since you don't miss it. When

resources become scarce, the level of tension related to who gets what

rises appreciably. Obviously, both cities and schocl districts are facing

a decline of resources.. So there is good reason to compare the two types

of local managers because they both were affected by the reform movement

and they are both facing the problem of declining resources. Now, the next

question is to what extent does the condition of declinlng resources reduce

-insularity? I will go into that issue by comparing superintendents and

city managers. First, I will talk about some differences in the sources

of conflict they face.__Then,_1_011tal-k-about some substantive-differences

between the kinds of conflict they experience. I am not going'to try to

di-aw any implications for teaching, since I neither know anything about it nor

claim any expertise in the matter. I have got enough` sense after being in the
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business for 20 years to keep my mouth shut when I am totally uninformed,

thugh some of you may disagree with that. The interviews were completed

in March of_1981:so,this is not exactly old data. The reason I am bringing.

this up is because people frequently s "Well, Governs American Schools

was right in.1914, Professionals Versus the Public was right in.1980, and you

were right Until the day-before yesterday--but then everything changed."

SO, would like to reiterate,thatthese interviews were completed March

of 1981-.

Basically, one major difference between city managers and superintendents

--- is in- what they see going on out there in the public. The superintendents
a

are far more likely than are managers to believe that the public that they

serve is essentially in agreement. They look at the public and see unity,

while bay managers look at the same public, or a comparable public in the

same area, and see disunity. Whether they are right or wrong, of course,

is not yet within the province of my research. I will answer that question

later on in mysresearch, but right now what I can say is that whatever

is going on out there, superintendents think the surrounding environment

is relatively placid, calm, consensual, and satisfied. They also have the

same image of their relationship with the legislature. Here, again,"is a major

reason for comparing city managers and superintendents. They are both

professionally trained, and both legally responsible to a lay board or council

which is not profess cnafiy trained. There's a potential for substantial

tension between professionals and lay persons in all kinds of government.

Superintendents believe that their lay board understands the role of the

superintendent. The majority of them, in fact, approximately twothirds say

1 D2
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theests no tension to speak of between themselves and the bard as tc

who does what. The division of labor is understood by both'parties, and

therefore they don't fight that much about whether the board gets to s

administrate or whether the superintendent gets to set policy. They say,

"We understand who does what to whom." In contrnt, city managers don't

say that. There is a substantial amount of tension between city manageras

and the council with regard to. the division of responsibility.- So, to

summarize the argument thus fat', superintendents see a'consenival community

and a consensual board; cit" managers see a dissentious community and a

dissentious board.

Now with regard to board dissension, there is a factor I really didn't

anticipate. Frankly, 1v/es somewhat surprised by it and, therefore, will

report it to you. One of thetheoriesthat I am intrigued, with, is the

extent to which local legislative bodies can approximate real ones. Most

city councils, and I think almost all school 'boards, are non-partisan and

elected through at-large, rather than Ward-based, elections. Therefore,

city councils and school boards don't really approximate state and federal

legislatures in that Democrats and Republicans aren't there. However;"

it is possible that if tee are cohesive and stable factions in_A city council

or a school board, then some approximation of the pOlitical party process

could occur even though the legislature is'non-partisan. It is possible

that they divide time and time again into two factions so.you could figure

out who wantswhat, which makes it inherently more possible to hold them

accountable. 4 would have predicted, given what I know about superin-

tendents and 'city managers,.that city managers would have said, "Yes, there

are stable factions. The liberals want this and the conservatives want that."
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But Oat isn't what they told me at all. As a matter of fact, they are

less able to-predict factions in their legislature than are superintendents.

The reason that this is the case, I would suspect, is because superintendents

list so few people as being in opposition-there is usually only One or two

who vote agai\nst the majority.' Be that as it may, city managers have more

oppo entsand\deal with more floating, unstable factions than is the case

for superinte 'ents, Which makes their job with the legislature more difficult.

SUperintendent therefore; rarely' take a position with which the

majority of thebbard dispg e There is ad-extraordinarily high reporting of

the fact that the majority of the legislature rarely, if ever, disagrees

with them. In fact, 79 percent of superintendents we interviewed said they

rarely or never have had disagreements about policy with the school board.

Earlier Iasked "Do you have any-diiagreements about appropriate roles between

you and the board?" and superintendents generally answered in the negative.

The next question was "Well, what about policy ?" Again,, the answer was

"No--everything is Ok." This is not necessarily the case for city managers

There is more of a tendency on their part to say that:there is a disagreement...,

about Policy. I just want to reiterate,.thatcity managers do see their

councils as less consensual; less predictable,. and therefore less amenable

to their .control.

We also asked questions about conflict within the organization

which I suspect are not the most relevant for your needs, so I will pass over

them very briefly, I would like to say, basically, that this is one area

in which there is not very much difference between city managers and

superintendents. They all report quite low levels of intraorganizational

conflict. In other words, city managers and sueerintendents,do not tell

me that a major source of dispute in their jobs stems from the line officers,

13
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the stafofficers, the employees. The majority of both groups say that

they are in agreement with their employees. Since superintendents are in

fact, s they tell.me, fairly well insulated from community conflict, and get

along quite well with their staffs, line officers, and employees, then the

obvtatisImplication would be that the staff and, employees benefit from the

insularity froth the community.

Another rather intriguing question, one that attracts'quite a bit of

media,attentione is the relationship- between city and school district

governance and-tile state and federal-levels of governments. The interaction of

the two types of governments became a-fairly major issue with the-groWth of

federal intervention in education in 1965 and with the intervention of the

federal_goyeenment in city politics with the Air Pollution Control Act-and_the

Air4pol1ution Amendment to that act, affirmative action, and so forth. It

would be assumed, I think, by most everybody that there is a lot of conflict

between local governMent and the federal and state levels of governments.
co`

There is,a question of federal and state mandated and complying with standards

imposed upon the oal government by external governments. This is not exactly

what the fo nding fathers had in mind_whenthey talkeda ut federalism, so

there should be some conflict between these local governments nd the

federal and state governments. I asked questions About how much conflict

there was between them and the federal and state governments and what kinds of

issues created conflict. I also asked about conflict between the school

district or municipality and other forms of local government (e.g., the,

county). To reiterate, one of the goals of the reform movement, of course,

was to insulate education frqm community politics and conflicts. Therefore,

-the reformers should be ecstatic over the fact that the superintendents_spend
_
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a good deal less time in conflict with other local. governments than do

City managers. Actually, half of the city managers report that they spend

a great amount of timecfighting with other forms of local goVernments like
0

the county, the council of governments, and people like that. Host superin-
.

tendents, on the other hand, Indicate that they are fairly well set apart

from the family of local government, so the reform movement did.okay.

, That was one of the objectives. It certainly didn't 'work well with regard

to city managers; but the superintendents did in. fact stay pretty much out

of local politics.
.

In addition, there is an appreciable difference between municipalities -

and school districts with 'regard to conflict with state and federal:agencies,

which is crntrary to what I expected. I would.have .thought that there would

have been conflict more on the part of superintendents,tbetause they do in

fact deal-with high* visible implementation problemt with the federal.

government. But city. managers spend significantly more time in conflict

with state arid federal agencies than do superintendents. That superintendents-
.

are less bothered by external mandates than are city maragers seems kind of

odd, because they have got -more external mandates to deal with. One explanation

is that they are institutionalizing and adjusting to federal mandate^, whereas
-----

city managers have yet to do that. I must tell you an anecdote that I find

amusing.' In talking with one city manager. when I was pre-testing this question,

I asked iibout federal intervention and the city manager gave what 1 think

is a really clever answer. He pointed out thatke has been city manager

for 15 to 20 years and that the turnover among federal implementation

officers occurs about every six months. So they know less than he and they

are so easily bamboozled and soon gone that he really doesn't spend much

time worrying shout them. However, that does not turn out to be the.case

among his colleagaes because they-do spend more time
r
gorrying about federal

mandates than do the superintendents.
of
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I would al;so like to compare superintendents and city Managers in terms

of the substacce of conflicts they face. The findings regarding the comparison

of the sourcs 0q conflicts faced by superintendents, and city managers is

fairly c9n/sistent with my.earlier work. Superintendents are insulated in
,

", compoison with other local oificials whose jobs are theoretically andV
/ legally comparable to theirs. Now wei1l examine the kinds of conflicts

they-encounter ;--I---wili.-ski-p-over-the-materia-1' -thatisifs t-- germa

major difference between the two types of local managers regarding the

kinds' orconflicts they. face Is that superintendents are substantially mot

bothered by financial ,problems than are city managers. In an era of declining

resources, 'this situation bothers 'superintendents more than their counterparts

in municipal government: That may be due -to the fadethat they are in

fact suffering more financial. problems because their revenues are based

largely;on av,erage'daily attendance which is declining. There are two

factors contributing to this decline. The birthrate has peaked; therefore,

fewer people are going, to school.' In addition, the private schools are

picking up a. fair amount of enrollment every year. In tfact, they are

/.

increasing.their enrollments when, in compartion, public school enrollments

are declining.,. While municipalitfes do need people for a tax base, the

financial structure of city.government is less resronsive to short-term

'population changes than that of school di
/

stricts._ This perhaps explains

the fact that sitpertptendcents are more *Ivied about finance.

Superintendents, are aiso more wor'ied about collective bargaining.

'A clear majority of superintendents listed collective bargaining as a

problem, compared to only about a third of ttie city managers. While

superintendents are significantlymore bothered by financial problems, collec-

tive` bargaining, and federal regulations than are city managers, there are
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ifferencesetween the two groups with regard to the extent

thered by state regulations, affirmative action regulations,

and racial problemsAGoing back to the fact that superintendents are more

,,,1 ,

bothered by collective than city managers, two plausible explanations

come to mind. Superinteride\ nts may view collective bargaining as more of

a personal threat than do c)ty

\
managers because the process mayflot be as

well=institutilla fzed-in-school-ltstrtots-. -In-other words, superintendents- -.-

may have a tenden

I

y to view collective bargaining as more of a threat

to their authority than do city managers. City-managers may not view it

as anything more than just another institutional problem ofthe job,iike

fixing the fire h rants. The altern ttve explanation is that superintendents

have more involvement in collective 41rgaining, which I will find out as

soon as I get throgh analyzing OP data and as soon as we can hold constant
,

whether or not the actually/have collective bargaining in the districts or

in municipalities. I,am not sure, which of these is the case, because I need

to do more extensive analysis of the data.,

that is the essence of what I have learned so far. To put it all

in a nutshell, I think one could make the case that if superintendents are

in fact as I have described them, relatively free of conflict compared to

city managers, then those who are employed by school districts should benefit

from the results of this insularity. This means-that one would expect

more protection for professionals in educational organizations than there

is in city' government. Finally, I know we read all about superintendent burn-

out and have seen headlines all over the country saying they will last only

short periods of time, but our interviews suggest that reality is different

from the headlines. People ask me time and time again, "How can you say
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this when I read in the headlines that Tom Dorland resigned because he couldn't

take it?" Well our study shows that when compared to city managers,

superintendents do not suffer the kind of conflict described in the news.

I have no explatiation for why my data consistently refutes popularly held

notions, except that I have a lot more confidence in systematic surveys than

I do in headlines. Thank you very much.

;sr
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Session III Discussion:

Reactions to Zeigler Presentation

A

Om two roles--activist and researcher- -and I will sometimes be speaking

in each one 'of them. I will be very frank. I find it difficult to respond to

Harmon. I appreciate that he's just beginning his data analysis but I guess I

don't have a clear sense of the, direction he is taking. I didn't gather that

from reading the paper or listening to,1hiM this morning.

Also, having spent time talking to a number of superintendents,particularly

from the Seattle Area, I would have a haki time believing that so many superin-

,tendents are saying that they live in a conflict-free world. I have a difficult

time recognizing that consensual society in which Zetgler's subjects operate. I

have trouble believing that thne is little conflict in Chicago and tan .

Francisco. Seattle is not the most conflict-ridden place 4, the world, but I do

ow what it's like for a superintendent (i.e., highly conflictual) and I do

know omething about tenure for superintendents (i.e., the turnover is fairly

high). anon mentioned some city managers as having been there for fifteen to

twenty years, and the fact that'they tend to have higher longevity than.the

federal people w are monitoring, them. It would be very interesting to see the

statistics on turno for superintendents and city managers.

I guess I also have a problem with the lack of discussion at this time of

the contextual issues that usan Johnson was talking about, as school distrtcts

are very diverse organization entities. I didn't see this reflected in the

paper, but I don't know what his *nterview instruments were like, so it may

be impossible to explore this quest n at the present stage of data analysis.

I would like to talk a little bit bout influences on school districts, par-

ticularly from citizen or community groups I'll talk about this influence pro-

\
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cess in the context of the area that I know best, Seattle, as there are some

instructive things to learn from this example. I will refer to the school clo-

sure study that Richard Weatherley, Richard Elmore and I did in Seattle. I

don't know how many of you may have heard about this study when Richard Elmore

recently spoke at a seminar here. Some of the things I'm saying will probably

be new, as we sometimes take different positions. I found the school closure

......sitAlatiWinteresting_as..Estepped_back4nd_observed lt_froth the-outside as-I

had spent a lot'of time on the inside working on school closure and declining

enrollment kinds of issues. One of the interesting things for me was the

%
imriety of involvement by different kinds of groups in Seattle, in terms of

school closure. It is instructive because it offers some sense of the way

various kinds of groupi can organize and what kind of influence they tend to

have on policy: including both policy setting and the implementation of policy

within a district. It is at the school level that those groups are first most

likely to form, as the school closure issue revolves around affected students,

parents, ad teachers. We pointed out in our study that, generally speaking,

the firstiline of citizen involvement is at the school level. If I may go back

to Harmopls paper, one very real difference I see between a school district and

a city government is that in a school district, conflict tends to first focus

around the school level rather than the central level as would be more true for

a municipality. Harmon stated that citizens more often know the names of

district superintendents than members of the school board, which supports his

hypothesis that professionals, rather than community board members dominate edu-

cational decisionmaking. However, it seems to me that the principal is,the

first line and that whether or not yo,: know who your superintendent is depends
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on how involved you get in city -wide issues. If you do get involv'ed at the

district level then you also get to know who comprises the school board. But it

is at the school level where these important educational issues really come

together and where there is a great deal of concern by many citizen groups. Of

course this also depends on within-district characteristics, such as size of

schools.

Then you find also that groups'which start up around an issue, such as

school closure, are usually ad hbc because they are focused around a major task

such as stopping school closure and have a legitimate concern about getting the

district to 'respond to their needs. In addition, you find on-going organize-
L

tions which take an interest,in school matters, such as the P.T.A., the League

of Women Voters, etc. These kinds of organizations are in contact not only with

the local schools, but also with the.dfarict administrators and the school

board. They have certain kinds of impact on the schools depending on the
T,

strength of individual leadership and on the number of people that they

represent. The Chamber of Commerce usually has,a good representation and a

rather substantial impact on the school district. What happened inSeattle was

interesting because in addition to school based ad hoc groups and the formal

regular citizens orianizaiionsva number of coalitions were formed. Various

organizations came together to look atan'issue, not asit affected any par=

."
ticular school or even a neighborhood but instead to try to look at some of the

city-wide issues that these people felt were being neglected in the formulation

of policy regarding sthoo) closures and even in the generation of information.

The whole question of the expertise of the superintendent and administrative

staff is one I think needs to be looked at very carefully. I think schools of

educational administration have assumed that they prepare people for a major

142
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change such as school closure by giving them a blob of infdrmation, a §et of

technical facts which they can take out and use. There are some'real questiont

'at to whether that in itself is a very fruitful activity right now in times of

change, and particularly; retrenchment. In addition, some school administrators

don't seemto operate at sophisticated levels regarding their approach to the

gathering and dissemination of information, perhaps because of the insularity

that-le4gler-mentionedi--For-examplei-school-districts-often-do-potlook-atn-

,other governments,_ hich they definitely need 0 do, especia4y.if they are

closing schools. Obviously, their actions regarding schocil closures have tre-

mendous impact on other jurisdictions: parks and recreation, health care

delivery, and a variety of other social services. Someof these coalitions,

which do not necessarily represent special-interestt, can be useful to a

district by providing information which helps to.set priorities for its agenda

that result in the i ovement of both policy formation and implementation.

Some community groups, in Seattle and elsewhere, are becominglpre powerful, in

part, because they are generating their own sources of information rather than

relying solely'on the information generated by the district. I think that the

information that the district offers to the school board or the public is often

not very useful to inform policy-setting.

(Using the example of the'school finance issue for the State Of Washington,

one of the things that frustrated citizens who were involved in that issue was

the fact that, basically, there was not useful information about the effect of

the present system of educational finance on schools'. Policymakers in the state

legislature were equally frustrated. They would go to the office of the

superintendent of public instruction to try to get pertinent data, but instead
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got aggregate data, which"feally wasn't useful to them as a basis for their

decisions. Consequently, one of the roles oitizen,groups have begun to play is

to provide information: Some of the Seattle citizen's groups include a wide

range of expesft: lawyers, journalists, and university professors. Often the

.experts in education-related citizens' groups outclass experts from the school

district. Therefore, citizen involvement in the policymaking process becomes

ng_just cpol iticaL .q.ue_siton,_Aut_also__one_about_the_quality...oef information._

used in making ,dlicy. The danger, I think-,' concerning citizen involve:ment in

this process, is when citizens have such power over information that they begin

to take on some of the responsibilities:that the district really should carry

themselves. Therefore, it is important that the district also develop its

information-geherating capacity. I think educational administrators and other

professionals in the school district need to be trained both in the development

of information gathering skills and in the political skills that we talked about

yesterday. This is especially true regarding the whole issue of collective

bargaining, which I hope will be a key element in Zeigler's work.

It is especially impohant how superintendents,, or their appointed people,

deal with-collective bargaining. Superintendents often come from the ranks of

principals who have moved up through a paternalistic system and sometimes have

trouble dealing with confrontation when bargaining with, the teachers in a way

that doesn't end up with conflict being rampant throughout the district.- I

think this all comes back to th issue of the importance of adequate preparation
4

and training of educational administrators. This is one of the points we bring

out in our school closure study.* Many school administrators have not been pre-
,

pared to dea_ --l adequately-with declining enrollment and resources and the whole

queWon of information.

it 1 '4 42 'A
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One of the issues that,I think is terribly important is the whole question

of power. Yesterday, we (i.e., Susan Johnson, Charles elemans, Liz Cohen, etc.)

talked about it in terms of 'some principals and superintendents who are inex-

4
perienced,in working.with collective bargaining laws and ,therefore act

,powerless. From my activist's perspective this sense of powerlessness'
1

throughout our systel is a very frightening thing. Those groups involved in

school--- closure -decisionsask the.-4istrict to .-do X, Y; or Z. and the -di-strict says

they can't because it's not in the contract. In a lot of ways the'district may

use the well-negotiated contract as a'scapegdat--an excuse not to be

accountable. A good deal more can be done to improve education when people are

willing to take iesponsibility. This also,holds for citizens, teachers and even

kids.- We all know the reasons kids have for why they can't do their homework. .

That issue of powerlessness and lack of accountability becomes more frightening

as.you push it up the system. If you go to the district they say they can't do

anything. Then the teachers say they can't 'do anything. Everything comes down

to state legislature and the legislators say they can'do anything. Pretty

.soon you are up in Washington and you go into any federal bureaucracy they say

they can't do a damn thing. So you are finally left with a sense that nobody

holdspcwer, and you know that at some point somebody teas to assume it. What

concerns me is the question of who is going, o assume that power. I/would like

to see some ;diffusion! of power amohTappropriate levels at which policy deci-
,/

sions can be made.

Last year I di/da study of tolledtive bargaining in Seattle, particularly as

it related to theiissue.of finance. When I examined the relationships among the

!

'various actors concerned with resolving that issue what I found again was that /
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sense of powerlessness. Citizens tend to look toward the local schoof\as the

_appropriate place for Certain kinds of decisions, but often schools fail fo take

responsibility for making those decisions. 1 am-mow working with-the Citize

Education Center Northwest and will be doing a field study in Seattle of citize

involvement in schools. One of the things we will be looking at is exactly.how

parents can be involved, at both the school and district levels, in effective

ways to.simprove education. We need to develop some substantive'models ,to

- u derstand how citizens can play more effective roles in the formulation of

school 'policy.

Milbrey Wallin McLaughlin:

I would like to look at the model of governence 'Iat underlines at least two

of Aarmon's papers, this paper on the "Source and.SubstanCe of Conflict" and "Who

in '14Governs American Education: One More Time." The assumption in both papers is
4

that the old model of school governance that characterized school' districts in

the sixties still holds (i.e., that superintendents dominate school boards, in

particular, and educational policy making, in general.) If I were to do

governance, "one more time," I would assume a somewhat different model. I would

say instead that state-level influences are beginning to critically shape local

educational policymaking. In fact, local control is fast becoming a minor

branch of theology. However, the nature and strength of state influence on edu-

cational policymaking varies substantially from state to state. Consequently, a

governance model that may describe Oregon may not be helpful in explaining what

occurs in the educ3tion,a, on making arena in California. For example,

there are major differences :.cween states,regarding the degree of state control

over- textbook selection, testing, local allocation decisions and'so on.

However, from what I hear from local people in a variety of geographical
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locations, state involveMent over decisions related to education is generally
A

increasing. Many SEAs, in short, are becoming significant actors in local edu-

cation governance.

There are two basic models which describe the state role in local school

policies and practices. One is the compliance model which entails the use of

positive inducements (e.g.,. categorical funds) and negative sanctions (e.g,

-r6g(1tatibils containing iairffirfor non-compliance) to create incentives for

implementing the desired programs. The second is the assistance model which
o

involves the provision of professional expertise or financial aid tohelP loca-

lities carry out those objectives which -are, consistent with the state's educa-

tional goals. The latter model relies on pertuasion and allows for a greater

degree of local initiative and variability in the implementation process. ,These

two models also hold when we talk about federal Involvement in educational

policy. The compliance model tends to dominate federal policy. One of the

reasons given for federal reliance on the compliance model is the variability

among states in the degree to which state policies are consistent with federal

\
objectives. For example; there are substantial differences between states such

as New York or Massachusetts and Alabama regarding provision of services fbr the

handicapped or the disadvantagesi. Rather than require compliance only from

those states which fall far below the norm in the provision of specialized edu-

e.
cational services -- a politically risky task -- federal regulations are made to

be uniform' across all states even where they penalize (or create a duplication

of services in) states which already have exemplary programs in those areas. But

one o1 the costs of regulatory uniformity is that, in many cases, the regulation

has beCome the program. Richard Elmore and I recently wrote a paper on the
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trade=offs between these two types of models in federal education policy. One
7

.of our conclusions was that in the field of education, where there exists a

fairly high degree ofiprofessional.autonomy in-the clas-sroomrthe technical

, --

assistance modal may be more effective in promoting the overall educational

)
goals of the programs to be implemented. ,,further, overreliance on regulations

to accomplish federal (or state) objectives actually impedes local efforts to

develop 'better practice. %,

TWo other developments Also accompany the expanded role played by many state

education agencies. One, state education agencies seemto be becoming more

responsive to.locally identified needs"by acting as a broker of financial and

professional resources for local districts. Consequently, the school principal

has at his/her command a greatly expanded pool of state resources. Tied to this

is-the-second trend we have seen at the state level, an increasingly cohesive

and decentralized model of state service delivery. (This development also has

implications for Harmon's governance model.) There are intermediate units of

almost every description springing up all over the country. 'They aren't just

regional superintendents' offices. Some of them are governed by a consortium of

local districts and some are formally connected to the SEA. Some have local

.authority which has evolved -over time and some have state-delegated authority.

Some are simply branch offices of the SEA; some -- suoh as those in Oregon --
s

have no effective relationship with the SEA.1Nhat'are'they doing? They are

doing any of a number of things. They are running inservice education.' They

provide specialist assistance. They are doing monitoring. They are purchasing

headquarters or central Ouipment depositories. They are helping distriOts to

prepare applications and evaluation reports. One of the most exciting models I

saw was a service team that was designed expressly to,serve as LEA advocates.
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Team members live in the region they serve as state department employees. They

help the district put together-applications, to plan local services and broker

-1 specialist resources. Also, when it is time for the state to come to do moni-

toring they serve as spokesmen. Thus the locals, especially in the small rural

districts, aren't stuck with the problems of planning, accountability, and

having to interpret IEPs and so on. Given these changes at the intermediate and

state levels,--andAhe-factiors-that shape-localpolicymaking-, -I would -try to-cap-

, ture these new actors if I were planning a governance study.

This brings me to another point in response to Harmon's paper. I think that

even with further data analysis he will stick to the conclusion that superinten-

dents are isolated. I really think this is off-mark. First of all, this

conclusion '.s/wrong if you accept my argument that "who governs" education has

to be ans erable to the state level. If school superintendents aren't

knowledg/ng thenew politics of education in the state, they aren't doing a good

job. School superintendents need to be aware of the new politics of education

in °Mier to maintain-state support for the public schools. There is no longer a.

soft spot in the hearts of legislators to support education. It is no longer

enough to have a special interest. Instead, a whole new coalition has to lobby

for/education, if the present level of support is to be maintained. This is

similar to what Betty Jane was talking about at the local level. You can't just

argue for more funds. for education without regard for how it will affect other

social services such as: CETA pre:rams, mosquito abatement, libraries,

transportation and so on. In California, for example, there has not been an

.education bill in four years. Education is now included in omnibus legislation.

So school people have to show how their interest will benefit or penalized other
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sectors because of tight budgets..

As a final comment, I would like to say, in contrast to Harmon, that I don't

think school districts in the Chicago .or San Franci'Sco areas are cal.m3 and I

have beep. in both those SMSA's. In San Francisco we have Alioto who can't

contrpi the salary of certWcated employees,. His board of supervisors seem

mcreoattentive to union demands than to Alioto's budget balancing problem.

Further, the average age of teachers in the San Francisco schooL district is

fifty-five. There are no more special projects. Neither is the Chicago

school district, nor the surrounding districts, "calm"-for simflarinasons.

I have two conclusions then, bed on the dissimilarities between Harmon's

data and mine (both of'which were collected'in the Spring of 1981). The first

conclusion.I think tracks with what Betty Jane was talking about and what Susan

[Johnsonl was implying: Perhaps asking these governance questions ett of con-

text of the larger policy system led to incorrect conclusions. This leads to my

second thought. If I were doing this study-the last way I would do it would be a

survey. I may be totally off track(becausd'I haven't seen his instruments, but

I can't imagine how it would be possible with survey methodology to go in and

ask some questions and'get back information that reflected the context, the

complexity, and the difficulty of problems faced by both city managers and

school superintendents.

James Kelly

I would like to take a few minutes to make some comments about Harmon's

presentation. l'These comments are related both to the dialogue between Miibrey

McLaughlin and Elizabeth Cohen and to Charles Cleman's point yesterday afternoon

that as a superintendent he would like research to be practical. I think if we

are going to seriously attempt this task, research that involves,coMparative
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methodology aneincludes a wide number of relevant participants in the gover-
. \

nance process should be initiated. Milbrey Mclaughlin anc Betty Jane Narver

suggested-that the Conflict Managem nt study should include more intensive

analysis of,the'role of state organizations and of community interest groups. I

think Susan Johnson's description of her work yesterday is a beautiful example

of the potential of case studies to provide another view, not necessarily the

correct view, but another view of the collective bargaining process. It is dif-

ficult to "nail" Harmon-to the wall for not providing a more comprehensive pic-

ture of the topic, as the data he presented was only initial data. A problem in

conducting comparatAve'.sesearch is that when any of us try to compare two roles,

such as suberintendentand manager, we are vulnerable to stereotyping.

I would like to, go back to the theme that came out of much of the discussion

yesterday andctoday that,emphasizes the need to systematically examine contextual

factOrs to understand the influence process.\ A number of participants mentioned

anecdotes about schodl 'governance issues. I would like to offer'some of my

impressions that sprang from'these comments. Betty Jane Narver mentioned that

her citizen's organization brings together professional resources in'the greater

Seattle area which includes academic personnel. The implication is that acade-

mikfaculty have more expertise than the employeesin the State Department-of

Education. Implicitly this could create an adversarial situation as additional

academic input could lessen the governing process. In a small group discussion

yesterday afternoon Ray Talbert said he was interested in the concept of

loose-coupling. What Betty Jane Narver has just illustrated is an example of

loose-coupling, because she's shown the creation of another so4 force that

expands the informational pool Ar decisionmaking and increases the capacity of
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citizens, who are not necessarily professionally grounded or invested, to play a

role in the policy process.

One of the problems I had with Harmon's paper was not the research itself,

for he is still working with initial data and just setting-up a framework to

examine contextual variables. My problem fs that in some of Harmon's writing

:there is a nostalgic plea that professionals in large organizations should be

,responsive to citizens but they are not. My feeling is that if we are

, interested ithe influence process, we would not study superintendents and city

managers alone. Instead, we would study the relationship between the incumbents

oT those roles and other actors in the system, as suggested by Susan Johnson and

Betty Jane Narver. My concern is that if we are interested., in testing the De

Tocqueville thesis that governmental institutions in America are responsive to

influence we must now go outside the institutions to study the way in which this

Coupling process occurs.

Elizabeth Cohen mentioned that she didn't feel that principals acted as edu-

cational leaders. She gave examples of how some principals did develop politi-

cal skills and engage in exchange processes that helped them to be more

effective. That is what we need to study: both the relationships between prin-

cipa\ls and superintendents and the relationships between educational administra-

tors' and citizens groups. What is this exchange process? When does it work?

When does it fail to work? So my comment about Harmon's paper then is to

suggest that he be given encouragement to use additional kinds of methodologies

in his inquiry. But it may not be possible to do this as,there is not enough

money around for us, all to conduct super refined, large scale research. I think

the answer to this problem, which Randy Eberts addressed yesterday, is that

complementarity between types of studies is even more important today. As one
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example, the work that Randy and Larry Pierce are doing can be seen as being_

complementary to Susan Johnson's study on collective bargaining.

Last year I had the pleasure of working with.Carolyn Lane on an initial exa-

mination Of the issue of-community influences on schooling in education. She

introduced me to research by Herman Walberg, which is informative about the power

of parental involvement in education, independent of social class. This is

another area that we need to examine: the nature of the relationship betiieen
4

the school system and parents that facilitates learning. If educational,

research becomes too myopic, too concerned with the interests of the pro-

fessionals rather than the clients, which I gather is one of Harmon's concerns,

then we lose our opportunity to engage parents as essential resources in the edu-

cational process. Of-course, the involvement of parents may be threatening to
\ 2

teachers, but research \$' Walberg and others indicates that parental involvement

facilitates leirning:

/
Many of the,presentat \ons at this conference provided useful information to

\
guide future researh on th influence process in education. Jane Stallings'

work on-improving teacher effe tiveness has potential for those interested in

positively influencing the educational process. Betty Jane Narver's work on

community involvement as wel is Liz Cohen's and Susan Johnson's insights as to

what makes an effective principat\afso sheds light for further study on the

influence process. Both Robert Sl.miIn nd Charles Clemans talked bout wi thin-

district factors that positively influence what happens in classrooms and

schools. Slavin talked about the use of s all\groups in the classroom so

that students will learn to work together, where the student peer

group can act as a positive, rather than a negatt\T influence on learning.
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Clemans noted .that it was important to create a climate of cordiality within the

district so that teachers will feel professionally committed to improving stu-

dent outcomes,, rather than doing the minimum required in the collective

bargaining contract. All of these points are important to research on the

influence process in.,schools.

The main point I am trying to make is that we shouldn't damn Harmon too

much, but rather we should nudge him to look at contextual variables, because if

he doesn't I think some of us will. More importantly, I think it would be

unfortunate if Harmon's research was interpreted as stereotyping, but that's one

of the difficulties with conducting researchthat implicitly classifies two pro-

fessional roles where there is wide variability in the performance of these two

roles.

The last point I would like to make is that I found some provocative themes

running through the presentations. I found that both Jane Stallings talk on

educational technology and Susan Johnson's case studies provided me with a

better understanding of what happens inside school districts. If we are

concerned, as Harmon noted, with, this being a time of scarcity of resources,

then it is important to give priority to comparative research on the influence

process that includes the, principal actors, including citizens.
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SessiOn IV

Implications forFuture Research and School Improvement Efforts

Daniel Duke:

. Since I am about to embark on an exciting new job to train educational

leaders, I decided that I would try to approach the.confetlence as if I Iere

hunting for ideas that would be applicable to the actual training of educational

leaders. And after listenin§ carefully to the tips and admonitions in research

results that have been reported, I have tried to synthesize various comments into

a helpful grofile,bf the ideal school administrator. Now I have learned that

,our ideal principal is a cross, between Norman Thomas And Benito Mussolini. Bill

4
Cooley has' recommended that'we install mirrors throughout our schools for the

benefit of our administrator. Bob Slavin tells us that the principal, should

encourage smill'groups of students to instruct each other, but not while Jane°

Stallings' observers-are stalking the -Corridors: After listening to Susan Moore

Johnson and Bill Harris, I am convinced that the administrator wholwelcomes

N\ /

collective bargaining is analogous to the Olympic Javelin Team that elects to

receive. Harmon Zeigler convinced me that the crisis our cities and the cri
\
\

sis in our schools can be resolved by having superintende ts switch places with

city managers.

0

In all seriousness, our knowledge base is getting impressiie and what the

speakers succeeded in doing was convincing me that we are closer than I had

realized to knowing what in effective school consists of. Our technical core, if

you will, is coming of age,'but perhaps it's the perversity of histor§,,thAt just
O

`,

when we reach a time when educational researchers finally are having some-Vita% .

substantive to say to practitioners, the context in-which public schooling is

taking place is undergoing such,majbr changestthat the likelihood of what we

r
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have to say will be heard or acted"upOn is diminishing daily. It's as if-you----

were trying to complete a topological study of the region around Mt. St. Helens

while the volcano was erupting.e Now I don't want to sound overly cynical

at this time in my remarks, but j 'did-not hear 'a great deal,-at least udtil

Milbrey started talking, about such developments as declining-enrollments,

retrenchment and fiscal crisis in public education, de facto segregation,

racially isolated schools. The gap between low socioeconomic status and high

_socioeconomic status students in terms of achievement is actually increasing
/

now, so that'the former seem to be suffering disproportionately from

retrenchment. What about the failure of the teaching profession to attract

vital new recruits or to retain talented veterans despite the critical economic

situation now? Tbese veterans are leaving. And so you must ask questions like,

"How practical is staff development at a time when teacher turnover is great,

When even student turnover in schools in California is about 25 percent per

year?" What good is it going to do to work intensively in a single school with

that kind, of turnover? Susan Johnson' did deal with the realitY of collective

bargaining, but she didnIt-address a major issue growing o/li of her work.' Here
.

we h e been talking about how crucial is the principal's leadership; and yet

co/ ea-We-bargaining,- if it results in a loss of principal's authority, seems

)
,c) be running counter to a lot of the evidence that we are hearing today about

the importance of the9principal as a leader. Now maybe authority isn't a zero-
.

sum game and maybetthere won't be a lossin power on the part of the'principal

if teachers gain. That -s something that remains to be studied. The fact

remains that times have changed, and many of our cherished assumptions abOut

-----
.schools have change --a-Vitell--om..44 the speakers addressed these changes, and

7,-------2-----

going

. :.

I was pleased that th y did. 'Funding grws,scarce. Are we ifa-be-able-to--
,..,..,,

'"--,

[ .\
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9

attortkind of inserade-that Jane Stallings can so ably provide? Fewer

resources mean that tfle;iiFife-Wer-tncentives_avAilable to administrators to

use to,achieve their objectives. And there\are fewer people with technical

expertise avelabTe to help them i n that effort. Students no longer come to

school convinced ofthe value'of education. \Schooling, at least at the secon-

dary level, is no longer compulsory in the way that we knew it: There are

simply too many ways that students can opt out, of schools. Ahd so Using a model-

of compulsory'educptioh at the secondary level \is unrealisti,e." Women no longer

are a captive laboe. market for education and that has resulted in part in the

loss o f t alent that once flowed into the schOolS,. And, as Milbrey said, local

control of education perhaps was always a myth, but it's more so today then ever

before. So it's fine to talk, about shared decision makingitbut if the degrees

of freedom are nonexistent, what are you going to be making the decisions

about? The'only time in California now that we are finding teachers involved in

decision making are when decisions are made about how to cut. And that's like

throwing up our hands and saying, "who wants to be Captain of the Titanic"? You

can't share decision making only during the lean times.

Well, what I was asked to do was talk about what ,researchers can do. There

are some important questions that we can address----For-example, are there ways

in which problems, can be viewed as opportunities? Now, retrenchment just may be

the ideal timeito innovate, because when things get bad we have less to lose by

change. We also need to learn more about the unintended outcomes of change. I

wrote a piece several years ago called "The impact of trying to make an impact:

or the negative side of noble ambitions." I tried to explore those things that

change agents unwittingly do that leave a school worse off then'it was before.
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And if occurs a every lhase from planning to i plementation to evaluation.

.E-xtr cAre needs to be exerted if we are going to use retrenchment in the pre-

/

tsentisituation as an opportunity to improve siFhools. Extra care needs to be

i

&e ed to b careful that we don't actually leave them worse, though itis incon-

ceiv/able in cases,that they could grow worse. 'As researchers we need to

I

share the caution of san Johnson's mentors at Harvard regarding the
. -..

° principal's role in school improvement. It's clear that the principal is impor-
-..

I -,
taut, but I am beginning to worry why that becomes the single panacea that

I

appears in all the'researchi What we may"h ve done is create a tautolOgy in
I

,< ., ,

whjch the effective school is defined as the one ith the effective prl1ncipal.

1

In order to test that noti I think what we need.to do,is find ineffective

schools with principals who measure out as being effective olstrong poincipals,

1and we need to find stro I

lg schools that have ineffective principals, s, !4nd if we
?

t .,1
.

1;-can find those sort of otlier cases,* might begin to understand more'about

1

that delicate relationship.

\\What else can researchers do? Well the sort of thing that I em.interested
1

\\
\

in.now is getting involLd in reconteptualizing the job of teaching; because '
.z,

------------- despite-all the recent changes in edubation that and ottersI have cited d ot have
. , \

mentioned, onething does not change and that's the way that we conceptualize

the job of teaching--the work that teachers do, .the time frame in which they

I
\ ,

.

work. Most of the work reported here was based on studying the way schools are
i

and the way teachingils. And that's fine in a sense but by the etim we gear up
.

L
.

to train teachers according to Jane Stallings' model--which is a fine model--or

any other model, the

takes 20 to 30 year

behind the times. i

job of teaching is likely to have changed radically. It

to gear up that kind of training. We are going to be

think we need to work closely with practitiOers to think
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about what teaching can and . 411 look like in the future. For example, I didn't

hear anybody talk about the impact of microcomputers on teaching. It's going to

.

be enormous. Some-of my students at Stanford and I have been imaging what

teaching could become. Allow me to close with some of these speculations, to

if. give you an idea what may he possible--though not necessarily desirable. Take
2

questions, fOr example. The\basic mode for instruction for teachers has been

questions. Students come to schools; teachers ask students questions. What if

we reverted, in Margaret Mead's sense, or maybe moved ahead, and had students

come to school with questions to ask the teachers? Maybe teachers don't need to

have a monopoly on instruction. Maybe, it makes sense to think of a different

mode in which the responsibility falls on the student. Or what a6Out the

teacher't role as a disciplinarian? Bronfenbrenner talks about Soviet schools,

whe the peer group's funption is disciPlim;ry. The only role that a teacher

can pla is to moderate the sentence. At least it's something worth thinking

about. Td pick up on'a notion that Bob Slavin talked about, the peer group

often is a sumed to be a negative influence. What if we try to develop its

capacity as \a positive influence? Would it be possible to give a single .grade

to an entir class instead of grading individuals? And what if the grade that

we gave the lass was the grade of the lowest-performing student in class?, Then

it would be in everyone's interest to help everyone else, because if one student

was allowed to fall behind all woulesuffer. What if teachers certified that

the students had learned-certain skills instead of trying to impart those

skills? It may be that for young children Of elementary years, it' makes more

sense for teachers to spend their time teaching parents how to each their kids

than actually teaching student themselves. What if we stopped training
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teachers to identify problems--the so-called diagnostic-prescriptive model?

Instead, train them to identify what students do well. It seems-to me that we

have bought into medical models so much, focusing on problems, that now all our

researchers and all our educators an do is come up_ with problems. We lose

sight of the fact that that is what we have trained them to do--we haven't

trained them/tO recognize wnat goes well. For many ,students, it may no longer

be crucial that teachers serve as source of information. Coleman made the ,

point some years ago that most students now come to school information-rich and

experience -poor, and yet we are still.teaching them as though just the opposite

were the case. What if we reconceptualized staffing patterns as well as the

tasks of teaching? Something that interests me, and that I spoke about earlier--

when I. was here, is dual-career tracks where we stop trying to provide-staff

with fully-tenured teachers but instead ,set aside on y-one-quarter of the posi-

tions in a school for'tenured people. We- ouldiengthen the time it takes to

get to that position and pay:A ose individuals double what they get. Then, we-

. could set up a ser -ies of three-year terminal contracts. that could, be filled by

people who just might be passing through education on their way to another
7

career but have something to offer. Or by people going through midcareer

changes--individuals in business or medicine or in other fields that have

something to offer but don't want to make a career commitment to teaching. We

would pay those individual less than those teachers who do have a' career

commitment. \

These are just things to think about. I don't suggest that anyof the spe-

culations hold the key to effgctive schools but reseakhers*have got to do more

f than just describe_and analyze how things are. If we ignore the future, I feel
,

that we will fall victim to what--for lack of a better term-7I call the "W. T.
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Grapt's syndrome ": trying to improve schools by studying the way things are,

\
going back to basics, may be analogous to whet happened to Grant's, which was a

,---

large retailer in the U.S When Grant's went out of business, it represented,

and still does; the largest bankruptcy action in U.S. history. When Grant's

started experiencing declining sales and difficulty, it made a c)niCfout cor-

porate decision', to do what it had always done, only more of it. And that served

to accelerate its demise. Lbave a feeling that may be,wh,:t,is'happening in

schools now and with researchers. In closing, if I were asked what is the
.

i '

single most important thing that educational researchers can do to help schools
.N.,

in this era. of retrenchment, I'd say "Stop doing research and.have children".

Harriet Doss Willis:

. \

At thisfflomenlI feel very strongly that the presentations should have been

-reVersed, because Dan has given you a snapshot of the future and I'm going to

bring you dramatically back to the present..-Let me give you the context in

which I have been working. What Bill Cooley has been doing-in Pittsburgh is

very similar to what I have been attempting to do in 20 large-city midwestern

school districts with student populations of 50,000 or more. What we did at

CEMREL before 1976 was very similar to what Bill described. We were generating

solutions= rearranging instructional practice in the form of curriculum, and

worse yet:in the form of packaged curriculum. That was the wisdom of the

middle 60's and early 70's. And we discovered pretty fast when we went back for

followup visits of one kind or another, or to help the publisher peddle the

package solutions, a lot of those experimental versions that were fairly

expensive were sitting on the shelves along with.the other packaged solutions

that'were there when we started in the fiirst place. So given that set of

I
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circumstanceswe moved to a different mode of operation. Of course, some of

that had, to do with the persuasion of the funding agency. The National'

Institute of Education said to us in about.1976 or 1977 that R & D centers shill
r

do basic research inan area of national significance, and regional educational

laborator es shall provide services, applied research, arid technical assistance

to a spec fic region in the country. Instead of sticking with the three state's

iv which we had been working, we decided to make-our region of the country a

ten state region. When you start expanding your services to a region .like that,

you have trouble unless you change the way in,wh'ich you function'. The ten sta- k

tes contain 25 percent unt of the nation's
sden/t

population. There are really 20

cities in that region that kave 50,000 students 'or more-cities like Detroit,

Chicago, Minneapolis- Paul, St. Louis,J,nsas City, and Louisville. If you

have just been readi g the newspaper, you know the kind of educational settings

those have been in the last few years: What we did as an initial approach was

to-invite the superintendents to come to a meeting to talk about what we might

do to work together in a different way, getting them to generate problems and

solutions collectively with the regional educational laboratory. None of the

supintendents came, but they all sent representatives from central

administrationdirectors of evaluation, directors of curriculum

instruction, directors of planning, or_direet o staff development. Now,

five years into the enterpris we are really glad that those are the people

//'
they sent and I will tell you a little bit more about that later.

After-the meeting, the focus of the work was to do three things. One was

information sharing. We discovered when those 20 representatives came together

that most of them had never talked with one another even though they were from

jobs in like categories. While they had similar problems, some,of them really
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did have some solutions that were working with some of those problems. So one

goal that came out of that meeting was to be able to call a job-alike person

from another central office to.talk about the study that had been done on the

dropouts and the solutions that had been proposed. Tho second goal was finding

out if the R & D knowledge base could be used for the problems, solutions, or

any way for the school improvement plans that were in different stages of deve-

lopment in those school districts. The third goal is to work on some of those

solutions jointly with the resources provided by the laboratory: A lot of my

comments come from the fact that, for three years, I have spent half of every

month in one school or another or sitting in a state, department of education. I

was really glad to hear that my assumption about state departments wes.going to

be confirmed by the study that Milbrey McLaughlin has done. In 1976, we made .

the assumption that the state departments or the state legislature were likely

to be the locus of control eventually. That was pretty much based on fhe.acti-
,

vity surrounding competency-based education. We invited, from each of those ten

states, a representative from the state department of education to be part of

what we now realistically call the urban education network. And those were the

people who began working on this enterprise.

I hive a Teneral statement that I would like to make. From my perspective

sitting at the table in those school districts, it's neither as bad nor as good

as some of us think, given the comments that there are promising potential out-

comes in school improvement. In those school districts, there are terrible

things that your help is needed with. I have another personal comment. I must

be doing a job that is very different from anybody else here because all the

other presenters.make their notes on a yellow pad, with the assumption that
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maybe you won't need them again when it's over. I always make my notes in a

spiral notebook, and I have about 30 of them now. I just have to tell you .why

that is. In the Detroit public schools, they have four layers of central,

administration. They have the central administrator--the superintendent and his

cabinet-:-a group of helpers (they'd be surprised to hear me call them that).

They have a group of people who are assistant superintendents and district coor-

dinators and deputies. That's not all--they have a group of regional

superintendents. They have a decentralized system. So they have.a group of

regional superintendents and their helpers. So when you are going in to talk

about how CEMREL can help with school improvement, you get a very large table.

While I'm sitting there, there is frequently a challenge or question or oppor-

tunity for me to rpmember_a note from a meeting I attended in Oregon that has

just the line in it that may, get the meeting moving. And so I travel around the

world with a selection of three or four of those spiral notebooks.

'Now like to address the topic. As I have been working with thet-school

districts, there is a focus on school improvement you wouldn't believe in terms

of the rhetoric. School improvement is a rhetorical activity. (In some school

districts, it's nothing else.) There is a school improvement task force in

every one of those 20 school districts. In some instances,.there is the task

force representative from the state department of education. (I can't confirm

from firsthand experience that there f's a strain between urban school districts

and the state department. There's a bit more in the way of acceptance of one

another than there was ten years ago.) So there is this thing out there called

"school improyement", but it's focus is primarily on staff development, because

there is little change in staffs in Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Illinois. The

average teacher age of 55 thaIkwas reported here is pretty much the situation in
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most of those school districts. Maybe it's a little younger--somewhere between

30 and 55. There is not a lot of turnover, given the contracts that have been

negotiated and the lack of flexibility-for getting rid of tenured teachers and

replacing them with younger teachers. There is a stability in the staff, and

the focus of most school improvement efforts is staff; development.

If you limit your attention to the research reported here on effective

teaching, you have only got part of the picture. On the average of twice a

week, I get a telephone call from one of those schoo1l districts saying, "Can

call Jane Stallings and see if she can come anddoistaff development for our

teachers at the secondary level in November?" I have gotten about four or five

of those, so I spent a lot of time influencing and negotiating with Jane

Stallings when I was here. But alongside that is work that is being done at the

Institute for Research on Teaching and other places. How staff development gets

delivered by those people is very different from the work that Jane Stallings

does. So I feel an obligation to provide that kind of information. There is

more knowledge there than we could reflect in a meeting this size. When this is

presented to a school district, it provides them with some very interesting

alternatives. Schoolpeople are more sensible than we have made them sound

here. They typical1 \make decisions to either phase in and use all three or

decide to use some combination of all three. In many ways, they make sensible

decisions. Rather than \worry about whether you can get Jane Stallings's work in

or not,. get kind of a continuum of all of the knowledge bases that address a

single problem. That's hOw the Center for the Study of Reading, in Boston, is

ready for any discussion in, school districts.

Once I begin getting school people to translate their problems to me, which

lec



IN is aimportant step in this process, I find the .quest for your answers--in

\spite of the fact that they don't know exactly how to go about getting them or

4
t
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xactly how to use them all the time. Now remember I am talking about people

who were nominated by fairly serious superintendents to work with us, so they

may be better than average in expressing the quest, but there is a real quest

for your answers to be applied to their problems. That seems clear to me.

The difficulty is that it does typically require someone who can provide

translations or interpretations or applications that make sense to them. Most

of that has been applied to effective teaching. Not much is being applied to

their concerns about "instructional leadership". There is not the same level of

concern out there about the leadership of the principal, but it's coming. Ron

Edmonds is seeing to that. The form that they typically want that research in

though, unfortunately, is a two-page synthesis, and you know how difficult that.

is. We have had a major project at the Laboratory that has been attempting to

do synthesis in critical subject areas, Sit's very difficult. It becomes

pretty labor intensive. What you really need is a person who lives and works

somewhere between the research community and the schools. I have come to

discover that not many people are willing to stand up and say, "I'm willing to

do that," because it is hard. You can't afford not to stay in touch with what

is going on in research and have confidence that you can describe that, talk

about it, back it up with information and reports that will be valuable. But

you have got to be fast on your feet. And that!s the kind of person that is

able to fill that gap that people typically
i

talk about research and practice.

I think that Susan Johnson's research is the most beneficial playing card

that I have gotten here simply because I now know and can say, on the basis of

that, that "you don really have to be totally stymied by that contract".

N
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Frequently, as I negotiated or brokered the staff development effort for all of

those school districts; what they said was, "We can't get that because of our

collective bargaining problems'. I now can at least says "There are some prin-

cipals'who learn how to live with that and there are some teachers who work

around that. Why don't you read this?" And, unless I get a prohibition,

anything that I collect I use in the school district. I say, "Why don't you

read this? Then at our next meeting we will talk about how to do staff develop-

ment for principals." Milbrey this morning said that the state departments are

identifying more and more generalists. \In some ways the research community and

some of you in the colleges of educationl that are closing up and who might

become jobless should consider this. We need more and more people Who can cross

sciplines, cross methodologies, cross theories a bit, well enough to listen to

the probl and' make some response to school districts.

I'm going o summarize now what concerns I have This conference was

directed toward w t new,knowledge you should produce, what research you need to

do. I guess I have bee trying to find what is on the utilization side. Lauren

Resnick said in an article` recently in an R & D report that we know a lot more

than we have leat^ned how to Op y. I don't think it is unwillingness on the

part of school people. They say we ap't know how to tell them what to do very

well. We have some of the solutions, but ey are not capable of using them

primarily because we have not done encugh workOn.the structures they need to use

those, solutions. Jane Stallinc 's work is a prime example of that. She,is not

likely to be cloned (unless someone knows something that I don.lt know) very soon

, so she can only do so much of that. She has had some success working in our

region to train a person almost as good to carry that load in a school district
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and to do the training and the followup with the teachers: So there's one

model. But for every one of these innovations that are coming out of the

research community, there's a problem with how to use: it. That's one line of -i,

\ 1

policy research I wdul0 suggest, because frequently that getsnegotiated by the

/

superintendent and the board. I would suggest that there be more work on how to

t
use innovations. I think Jane took care of my concern about Ow to use it for

kids age-10 or above, because that's where the problem is in the schools. The
/

\

primary school is 'heportedly showing improvement already.

I would like /to o end with just a little story. One school district in the

Midwest called e and said that they had this reading achievement problem.- 90%

of the cal

...... ___

7mls get have to do with that problem. The reading achievement

problem w grades 4 through 12,. They wanted help with what new material& to

select They said, "Who,do you know that could come up and talk to us about

that?" Well, I'knew that there was a lot more there so I said, "why don't I

, come out and see what you have collected, see what your data look like, see how

teachers are feeling (you said you did a survey), and talk to you first before I

recommend anything?" So we had a long talk and'it turned out that they really

were concerned about the fact that somebody in the evaluation division had done

an observation study. The teachers in fourth, fifth, and sixth grades taught

reading about half of the allocated time. Even within the allocated time,

teachers spent only about half the time with real reading instruction. And that

included time for kids to read. And as I began this discussion, I came up with

the list of 12 resources from the research community that I could get them to

consider. And I started with a person who came in and did three-day sessions

with Of-incipals and moved through a series of people, including someone from the

R & D. Center in Texas. The moral of the story is that the school board-,had
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tired of financial/ retrenchment and had allocated a-million dollars for the

purchase of a program that was going to fix everithing.° The dec!sion that

finally got made at the end of two years was that the million dollars was put in
/

,

escrow for .this school district to use ddring the _next five years. Now, you
.. \

know future planning is up inn the air. That may have been reversed last

month-=I didn't attend the meeting-last month. But it was in escrow ter-staff
.--__

4 .

____ -------------
a .

....-.

development, for supplementary materials, and for data collection on what is

going on in schools. The moral really is that you can get.better decisions in

school districts if you have a bag ofiresources:to provide. I consider that

essentially a policy decision on the part of the school board and a really

important finding for us. There-it-enough-wisdom to listen and to consider that

those of you who do research have something to say. And while I rearliTk-eall-

of the notions for inquiry in the future, I;m awfully afraid that they are not
/-

gding to wait for long for us to come up with a solution. I would Ahvite many

more of you to go and live where I live for a part of your time

. W.W. Charters Jr.:

One of the purposes of this conference was to help CEPM chart its course

into,the future--to call attention to perspectives and issues that deserve spe=

cial consideration. In my view it has proved provocative and useful in this

regard. The work of the Center hasp been organized around a paradigm that we

6

have been developing during the last several Aars. It is designed to bring

order out of a highly complex world by highlighting a few central features and

ignoring many other things. I have listened throughout the conference with one

ear attuned to ideas for important work that are not caught up in the paradigm

as presently conceived and that would elude us. Have we excluded some of the
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wrong things? Have we neglected significant ways of formulating our probleTs?

If so, how can the paradigm bei-epaired?

Several concerns came to mind as I listened to the papers and discussions,0

and I want to share just one of them with you. It has to do with a mark of an

effectiveschool we take so much for grantea that we are likely to overlook it:.

its ability to instill an interest in students to continue their exposure to

schooling.

Our-unfordng paradigm does not capture this problem area well and may be

JI

too narrowly conceived. As it is, we have taken'as our starting point t con-

aitions" of classroom instruction that are-known through a substantial body of

contemporary research to enhance cognitive learning and then have sought to

trace out the institutional-arrangements, managerial practices, and policy

./
instruments of the larger school and school-Aistri etting that are likely to

have a bedrilig-on--the_presence of those conditio We.have adopted the image_
///

from which the research proceeds--the teach& -instructional behavior with

respect to students within the particular cl, ssroom--and'have singled out such

variables as time on .task, available time for instruction, and; as Jane

Stallings has emphasized; how the instructional time is used. The image has

urged us into a model in which the outcomes of schooling (principally cognitive

ones) are seen as the aggregate of classroom instructional conditions and in ,

which the teacher is the prime mediator.

One of the things Stallings said is terribly importantfor enriching our

pertpective. She said, the teacher cannot reach students who are not there.

This led her into reporting some effects of her instructional process variables

on student tardinesl and absenteeism. In her paper, though, she_went beyond

this to reflect on policies and practices taken at the school level, not just by
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individualteachers that could reduce absenteeism. If time on task is a

central contideration in determining cognitive outcomes, certainly it is worth

.taking as problematic the extreme of off-task behavior, which is notbeing in

school at all. The broader issue, and one which threatens to escape the net of

(
our paradigm, concerns the conditions of the classroom, school, and larger

institutional setting that keep youngsters intere;ted in exposing themielves to

further instruction. It seems inarguable-that-one_criterion of an effective

public service agency is its success in inducing clients to continue to partake
. \
of the services it has to offer.

A number of salient issues of public school administration come into focis

if we consider the interest of students (or their parents) in exposure to

further instruction.and schooling as a worthy outcome variable. Stallings

pointed to a set at a rather immediate level of "furtherness" in her concern for

the inducement of'youngsters to attend classes, and Bob Slavin triggeredl/More

thoughts in my mind as he talked about self-esteem as one of the effectsof

teaching in cooperative groups. Surely the esteem youngsters have of themselves

as learners, as well as a number of the factors that educational psychologists

lik o call the "affective outcomes" of schooling, carfy-tmplicatiOns-for _

attendance d attitudes toward further schooling. How can schools, through

their teachers, extrazcurricular programs, ceremonies, and climate, efficiently

enhance them?

On a somewhat broader plane; there is the matter of competition for

enrollment.. Some years ago my colleague, Dick Carlson, referred to the public

schools as a domesticated institution, with a guaranteed clientele and no need to

expend effort in recruiting students. While generally true; 1t is true within
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. /

limits. Schools have long been concerned with maintaining their membership - -an
/

issue often addressed under the label of the "drop -out problem." Public schools

Icompete with the attractions of harvesting potatoes, wling at McDonald's, or
./

just hanging out on the street corner. In these days oaf declining enrollments,

the loss of potential. students to,competing institutio s of education is a

matter of growing significance, if for no other reaso than the impact it haS on /

the school's revenue sources. Declining enroflments re not driven altogether

bylkirtb rates, as witness the unparallelled increases of enrollment in private,,

church-related schools of the nation at the same time public school, enrollm-nts,

have dropped. Moreover, competition with private sichools for the allegiance of;

students and their parents has a discernible impa5i on the structure of school-
.

community relations--on who takes what kind of interest in tax and bond

elections, school closUres, and other policy issrs. Public-school-administrar

tors in districts where one-third of the school /age youth are not attending the

public schools confront distinctly different a d more complex contingencies than

"those in communities not divided along such palpable lines. In what degree is

,

the loss of edrollment simply a matter of disaffection with the (perceived) inA-

bility of the public school to do what it c aims to do and, within that degree,

what steps can the public schools take to in back its clientele?

We might conceive of inducing in students the interest in continuing to par-

4

take of,the.offerings of education atia till more remote level of

"furthernesS." One cold take serious y the idealism of humanistic educators

who express thelviewthat the public ,School's task is to make "life-iphg

learners" of its students. It is not especially hard to think of,apOrroximate

indicators of/such an attitude. College attendance rate is the most familiar

and easi,ly accessed, but it should be supplemented by inclinations of high
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school graduates to go into trade schools, barber colleges, night schools,

employee training programs;/Great Books courses, and even the offerings of

correspondence schools (al,i'hough, perhaps not those advertised on match-book
s

cdvers).' What is it abdut school' districts that send a disproRortiDnate share

of their students college, considering the socio-economic composition of the

student bgdies, and into other formal educational programs? Can,we learn

an hing of policy relevance from their success?

.77 The general point is that in framing the work of the Center we should not

concentrate too narrowly on the practices and procedures of schools that make

for cognitive achievement and neglect question's regarding practices and proce-

dures (beyond compulsory education laws) that bring stUdents under the school

purview in the first place.

.10



Postscript a

The qUality f he comments on each of the conference's formal pre-/

sentationsrfakes further synt esis somewhat.superfluous. A brief

recapitulation, however, may be help ul after 'such a heterogen,us set of

remarkL ,In addition, we would like to record some of the 4lights of small

group Oscussions following the formal sessions wher conference attendees,

/

including school administrators -nd teachers, had n opportunity to interact

with panel participants and other researchers.

Session I.
,

StalTings,presented a persuasive program for. /Inservice teacher education

O

and a set of recommendations for administrators who wish to improve conditions

of classroom ins'ruction:
. Cooley argued for a more active role for blflidingzlevel

administrators in coordinating various district programs aimed at student ,

achievement problems. Slavin broadened our notion of important student

outcomes and instructional formats for reaching tfiem, and he strongly

seconded Stallings' call for an instructional program based on proven teaching

techniques. Hersh pointed out how atypical Stllings! inservice program is

in terms of the typical district approach to Irofessi ial development--the

one-day workshop: Hersh implied a more_positi ve role for building-level

administrators in supporting the continuous cloaching model and challenged

distVict administrators to create the-policy framework within which such

a role would be rewarding for the principal.

. Later, in Session IV, Willis pointed' ou, the problems in translating

and disseminating the sort of research fin ings on which Stallings' program
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bised; she em.P_Kas_i_z_ed_the_importarCe of keeping administrators abreast

of new research and development products. Also, Charters argued that Stallings'

advodacy of strong school attendance policies pdinted to a deficiency in the CEPM

paradigm- -its neglect of student motivation tc avail themselves of educational

opportuniti s:---

During small group discussions of the Session I remarks, considerable

support was expressed bwractitioners for the intensive and continuous

professional development program, based'on research, that Stallings' work

.
represents. Some thought that_sucn a program should be targeted on teachers

who really need it--and acknowledge the need--rather than on-all-teachers in

a district. Sometimes, this might mean a rotating district inservice team

that could come in to help schools With- -identified problems in student

Achievement. Wherever_such a program is attempted, however, the need to

restructu chool time must be recognized. Teachers cannot devo)e the energy

needed to such an effort without some release from the day-to-day pressuressif----'---

teaching. Moreover, efforts to change teacher behavior must colncide with

the natural divisions of the school year; teachers e-unlikely to make large

alterations in the middle of a semester.

The importance of the existing ulty norms was stressed. Glen Fielding

joined the enthusiasm for using/pairs of teachers to olv,erve and advise one

z'
another in incorporating/new techniques, but he reported...that-tea-hers are

likely to use each other, initialiy,-As aidet rather than as professional

development partners. In general, the group dynamics of a school faculty-

arevital to the success of an inservice effort, and the principal Inust be

aware of potential conflict.

I G
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While Beverly Showers and others attested to the natural interest of

teachers in research on their work problems, the problem of translating

such research appeared to many practitioners as a real stumbling block. Gary

-Griffin, of the Texas R &,D/Center on Teacher Education, suggested that

teachers be involved from the beginning as collaborators or even instigators

of research. He saw such efforts as far more productive in terms of use of

findings by other teachers than the conventional university-oriented effort.

On the Other hand, several discussants saw teachers as more sensitive to

university faculty than to their own colleagues as "sources of instructional'

leadership."

There was some skepticism about the replicability of Stallings'

techniques. In the absence of detail about her program for workinri. with'

teachers7-GfTffin wondered whether her own rather extrowdinary research

background might not be the decisive factor, 'and how this might be "cloned'

(in Willis' phrase) is not clear.

I

Session II.

Johnson provided a very stimulating analysis of the interaction of s,

administrative.leadership and collective bargaining. Her suggestion that

some administrators were able to generate a strong school spirit and win

teacher cooperation with new initiatives in spite or potential contractual

barriers was seized by Cohen as a call for new theory building in research

on schools as organizations. Cohen argued that ,a weakening of formal-organiza-

tional powers qf-administrators by coo ective bargaining might be_irrelevant

to the'real bases of administrative influence-on teachers. Such bases are

teacher dependence on good school management by administators and teacher

appreciation for special -supve gestures made by administrators,Cwhich

might include provision of good inservice education). Clematis was intrigued
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by the apparent importance of school spirit and suggested that adMinistrafors

may be devoting too little attention to encouraging school faculty norms

regarding expectations of stUdents,and service to students. Eberts warned,

however, that the impact of cofiective bargaining-and by implication admini-

strative leadership--on student outcomes is a complex matter and requires more

than case studies. In the summary session, Charter: picked up.on Cohen's,

example of school discipline as an administrative service to teachers and

argued that school effects or student motivation and deportment are an

even more fundamental administrative function.

.The discussion groups voiced a challenge,to the key assumption of

Session II thatadministrators have been, -are, or might be "instructional

leaders." One participant suggested this was wish fulfillment on the part

of researchers and policy makers. -Building on Cohen's remarks, Gary,, Griffin

argued at length that principals play at best a "brOkei..!' role in stimulating

and rewarding teachers in their encounters with new techniques. He felt

that a principal,' through indirect but persistent actions, might generate

faculty norms about school effectiveness and professional development.

Some administrators present attested to the impact of principals on school

effectiveness..based on their inspection of long-term achievement data as

principals were shifted from school to school, but they called for research

on how principals have such animpact.

There seemed to be consensus that administrators were not as knowledgeable

about curriculum,_ supervision, and student learning problens as they would

need. to be in order to be successful brokers of teacher improvement efforts.

Nor were administrators likely to be aware of the degree to which manifold other

duties take time away from contact with teachers and visibility in the school.

While a realistic approach to what is possible for administrative leadership
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was advocated, such an approach must be based on better data, available to

the administrator, on how he or she actually spends time.

The informal bargaining relationship between administrators and teak hers

was seen to,antedate collective bargaining. Charters pointed out the dependence.

of administrative leadership on coalitions with powerful faculty subgroups,

and administrators today need to maintain these coalitions, remaining neutral

'during collective bargaining negotiations and avoiding adversarial dealings

with the school faculty. The administrator's bargaining position was seen to

depend on administrative influence with the central district office, which in

turn derives from the dependability, of the school parent support group--another

importEut target for the administrator desiring to become an "instructional

leader."

Related to this last point was the observation that Johnson's study was

relatively silent about pre-collective-bargaining relationships in the

schools she studied.' There was a call for studies of principal-faculty

relationships over a longer period of time, with particular sensitivity to

the effects of principal turnover.

The feeling seemed to be that teachers at present are not pushing

for contract provisions delving deeply into instructional policy, although

they may reserve that right on paper for the future. In fact, it was felt

that ambivalence over the union's position in the governance of schools may

make teachers natural allies o: administrators in keeping informal instructional

'policy, by which curriculum is revised and special efforts initiated to deal

with student learnfng problems, out of the contract: This is another

instance of how a de-arc:piing of the instructional program from the formal

organization (including the employment contract) can serve to facilitate
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instructional improvement rather than\instructional stagnation. The

implication was for research on de facto as well as de jure bargaining

among teachers and administrators.

Session III.

Zeigler's claim proved provocative, that administrators perceive far

less conflict in and dissatisfaction with district policy than might be surmised

from the "crisis" mentality exhibited in Sessions I and II. Narver argued

that community dissatisfaction with the instructional program was most likely

to manifest itself at the school building level,,and.McLaughlin located the

focus of policy formation, conflict, and dissatisfaction at the state rather

than the district level. Both felt that Zeigler may be underestimating ,

school conflict by concentrating on district administrators. Kelly suggested

that a study of conflict.and dissatisfaction with school policy shouldlook

at elatiOnships between administrators and citizens rather than ..just

administrators role perceptions. While some ,of the controversy in this

session may derive from the tension:between Zeigler's descriptivb orientation

and the reactors' prescriptive orientations, sufficient reasons were given

)7P4-
to expand our tions of the effective context of policy that governs

".

school instructional programs. Perhaps only a model which looks at building,

district, and state mlicy interactions.and the publics involved at each level

will be adequate for the instructional effectiveness concerns of Sessions I

and II. Later, in Session IV, Duke added a warning about the demographic and

technologite.l.changes Which are likely to generate new adaptive challenges

for public schools in the years ahead. A fresh look is needed at the

compositiOn and priorities of the ';consumers" of the schools' services..
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Small group.discussion on this session generally centiJd around demo-

graphic, political, and economic factors that live brought about changes both

in the pool of those who paiticipate in,.and those who are affected by,

edycational policymaking. concerning the policymaking process, the overall

consensus yas that the state role had expandOand that in many states, sets

of legislative and gubernatorial analysts tame gained more inflpence over
4

educational matters.

Comments were focussed on the ijapact of special inter-11st groups at the

local and state levels. One person suggested that school board members

increasingly represent differentiated groups: minority populations, parents

of special educatipn students, and pro- and anti-teacher union factions.

Another participant remarked that there is a growing need for the education

lobby to enter into coalitions with other interest groups to maintain its

level of state support. As an example, she described hoW1the governor of

North Carolina had successfully forged an alliance between the education and

business communities to get the lgislature to increase state funding for

education with the aim of attracting new industries.

A special area of interest was the impact of information generated by

research on the policymaking process. One member suggested that information

regarding state finance of education was espe..ially important since legislatures

;have a relatively high degree of discretion over schdol funds. This

notion was supported by another's example from the state of California. She

argued that since the education establishment had gathered data to support a

high level of state funding for education as a response to the Serrano

decision, educational interests were less harmed by Proposition 13 than other
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'social services which did not have supportive data readily available.

On the other hand', data. used at the state level to gain 'funds may not affect

hdw the support is ultimately utiltd at the local level. .For example,

some urban districts such as New York City and Portland, Oregon, receive

lump +s, from their state legislatu'res purportedly to finance compensatory

education programs, but such funds are hot targeted to those programs.. At

a more general level, others commented th state agencies often do not know,-

what kind of information is needed or how to nalyze the large amounts f
/''

data that have already been col.ected in a manner which 'would le to more

rational' educational policies. In one state, as an example,/ ere was a

heavy emphasis on a minimum competency program, but no ata was collected

to assess the effects of the minimum competency t sting requirements.
o

When' discussing information needs at t local:level, one persbn voiced

a concern that superintendi often d not give 04lic groups and individuals

the relevant facts they need to express informed viewpoints. As a result,

the public may feel manipulated and this may adversely arfect future bond

elections. Another member/remarked that the basic problem may not be a

question of manipulation, but rather that the public fs not aware of all the

facts since it is usually only, those that are related to a crisis issue that

are considered to be newsworthy.

There-was an overall consensus that a common data base at both the

local and state levels may help to lessen the degree of unnecessary conflict.

It was also felt that a common information base would facilitate comprehensive

and "transectoral" planning, for example, so that the education sector might

find it easier to cooperate with the private sector or other segments of the

public sector over a school closing. At the state level, a comprehensive

data base may, for instance, lead to more cost-efficient u:-2 of specialized
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personnel in the rural areas as a result df strategic planning for itinerant

services. It was generally felt that long-range planning has become

infeasible due to rapid changes in economic, political, and demographic factors

and that there is an overall need to develop contingency plans to adapt to

such changes. Unfortunately, at a time when localities most need technical

assistance from states to guide their planning efforts, many states lack

the resources to provide such help. Ironically, it is in those states

in which assistance is most needed, that funding for such state programs

is the'lowest andis unlikely to increase.given present economic conditions.

As the above summary oksniill group discussants' remarks may suggest,

there was a wealth of new insights provided by the interaction of researchers

and practitioners in these settings. CEPM is incorporating some of these

'insights in its program plans for coming years. However4 the total yield

of this sort of idea and information exchange includes more than the new

knowledge produced by formal research. It is just/this sort of event that
o

sets people thinking in new ways about common problems in education and(that

produces a cross-fertilization of perspectives between people who work-in

schools and people who work in'universities. In the long run, these many

small changes in thinking and acting result in better research and better

practiLe. What is important is that meetings like the 1981 CEPM conference

occur with reasonable regularity. Toward this end., we'are planning.,a 982

conference, to build on this year's gains.
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